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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Like maiîy other developing countries, Guatemala provides a 
good example of economic and cultural dualism. The Guatemalan 
economy consists of a dynamic aind growing modern commercial sector 
which exists side by side with a large subsistence sector. Most of 
the development work in Guatemala, as in most developing countries, 
has been concentrated on the modern sector. Agricultural develop­
ment efforts to date have created laorge prosperous, commercial 
farms which produce coffee, cotton, sugar cane, and more recently 
beef for export markets. Guatemalain industries produce: sausages, 
milk products, jams and jellies, canned fruits and vegetables, 
animal feeds, breads, candies, vegetable oils, mairgaorines, instant 
coffee, ice creams, alcoholic beverages, cigarettes, textiles, shoes, 
furniture, paper products, tires, innertubes, fertilizers, chemi-
csils, glass, cement, and bicycles, to name only a few of the majiy 
products mentioned in the 1965 Industrial Census. These products 
are sold locaJ-ly as well as within the Central American Common 
Market, Some products are sold to countries outside the Common 
Market, and these sales will probably increase. As the above list 
of products suggests, there has been a considerable development 
effort directed toward this modern sector. The modern aspect of 
Guatemala City, the network of all-weather roads, the existence of 
modern hotels smd offices, aind a modern airport all attest to the 
fact that Guatemala's modern agricultural, industrial, and service 
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subsectors axe developing. Over the past fifteen yeaars, Guatemalan 
GNP has been growing at about 4.5-5% a yeaor. Virtually all of this 
growth has taken place in the modern sector. The traditional sector 
has been stagnating during this period, and the position of the 
small traditional faucmer has deteriorated considerably since the 
1950»s. 
The Problem smd the Setting 
The stagnation of the traditional sector amd the growth of the 
modern sector presents a pattern which is quite familiar to students 
of underdevelopment. Most development efforts have concerned them­
selves with promotion of industrialization within the modern sector. 
Indeed, in this respect Guatemala has been one of the more success­
ful of the developing countries. This success, however, has aùLso 
caused some problems, because a majority of Guatemala's population 
still lives in the traditional sector. It has been estimated that 
as of 1964, two-thirds of the total population lived in rural areas 
and 55% of these people lived in the nine highland departments com­
prising the aarea commonly called the western highlands (Merrill, 
1974). Thus, there is a decidedly regional cast to the cultural 
and economic dualism which has been intensified by the industriali­
zation process. While part of the country is growing aoad develop­
ing, the ruraJ. areas and pairticulaorly rural aareas in the western 
highlands are stagnating. This situation presents the country 
with three serious problems. 
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First, the stagnation of the traditional sector represents a 
drag on the growth of the overaill economy and contributes to the 
inequality of the income distribution. Second, the standaird of 
living experienced by the traditional fairmer is a source of political 
discontent which, if not alleviated, might lead to problems of 
political instability. Third, and perhaps most important, the com­
bination of low living standards, shortages of arable land and 
rising population has created quite high man/land ratios in the 
western highlands. In many cases this has resulted in out migra­
tion, usually to a regional capital, Guatemala City or to the south 
coast. These migrants are for the most part unskilled (many axe 
illiterate). The cities, particularly Guatemala City, have not 
been able to absorb all of them. This has caused unemployment 
which often leads to increasing crime rates which are another 
source of discontent that could contribute to political instability. 
Those migramts who go to the south coast find that there is little 
unoccupied land. They may find employment on lairge fincas as 
laborers or sharecroppers, but the capacity of the fincas to ab­
sorb more of this migraunt labor is being strained. Large land­
owners would prefer that this migration be halted because large 
estates in close proximity with landless peasants have frequently 
resulted in lemd reforms. 
In short, the problem is simply that people in the traditional 
sector have been unable to eairn satisfactory incomes and as a result 
have begun to migrate out of the western highlands. The Government 
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would like to redirect and preferably slow or stop this migration. 
To this end, the Government has embarked upon the present Rural 
Development Plan. There are three distinct programs in the plan: 
(1) the Basic Grains Program featuring both agricultural credit and 
technical assistance components; (2) an Agricultural Diversification 
Program; and (3) Stimulation of Handicrafts and Cottage Industries 
Prograan. Only the first and second programs have been initiated 
and greatest progress has been made on the Basic Grains Program. 
The goals of the Basic Grains Program are to: (1) increase the pro­
duction of corn, beans, wheat, rice, and sorghum; (2) raise the level of 
incomes experienced by the small and medixjm sized farmer (one tar­
get level often mentioned is Q1,000 per family by 1980) ; (3) in­
crease employment in traditional agriculture; and (4) introduce 
the small farmer to new agricultural technologies which will be 
complementary with the three goals mentioned above. Given an 
inelastic demand for basic grains, goals (1) auid (4) are not 
complementary with goal (2). It was for this reason that the 
Agricultural Diversification Program was conceived. The rationale 
is that as new agricultural technologies are adopted, production 
per hecteuce will increase so that land presently occupied in pro­
duction of basic grains will be freed for production of other 
crops—principally fruits and vegetables. 
Eventually, the Stimulation of Hauidicrafts and Cottage In­
dustries Program is to be implemented, but at present this phase is 
still in the initial plainning stages. Some people have questioned 
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the need for this program and there is hope in some quarters that 
the Basic Grains Program by itself will be capable of achieving 
substantial gains in employment and income for small fsirmers in 
the western highlands. 
Objectives of This Research 
The general objective of this study is to model a small farm 
in order to estimate how different farm sizes, availability of 
agricultural credit, adoption of new technologies, and availability 
of off-farm employment will affect the small farmer's income and 
employment. The model can be used to identify which resources 
effectively limit the farmer's decisions and to illustrate where 
policymakers could assist in the elimination of production bottle­
necks. It can also be used to identify the monetary value of re­
sources which are in short supply; aind perhaps most important, the 
model can be used to estimate the income earning and employment 
generating effect of the current Basic Grains Program for indivi­
dual feirmers. 
The analysis vAiich is presented here is, of course, only capable 
of providing estimates. The reliability of these estimates will 
depend primaorily on the validity of several key assumptions, one of 
which is that the Basic Grains Program will successfully reach 
traditional farmers. Other key assumptions relate to the input 
and output prices specified in the analysis, and will be discussed 
further in Chapter III. 
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Perhaps the most significant contribution of the present analy­
sis is that it provides estimates not only of the income and employ­
ment levels which participating farmers might achieve but also of 
the goals vdiich policymakers have set for the Basiic Grains Program. 
Will the Basic Grains Program be capable of achieving a family in­
come of QljOOO per year? How much lemd would the family need to 
achieve this income level? Will small farmers continue to seek 
migratory employment on the cotton amd coffee fincas if they be­
come participants in the program? 
While the linear programming model cannot definitely aoiswer 
all of these questions, it does shed some light on them. This 
type of information should help policymakers understand the probable 
effects of their programs and to determine imAiether or not these 
programs are capable of achieving the established policy goals. 
If current programs caunnot do this, then policymakers must begin 
to plan additional programs capable of achieving present goals; 
or they must revise these goals by reassessing the priority rankings 
which led to their adoption. 
There axe several reasons for estimating the effect of the 
Basic Grains Program at the individual farm level rather than at 
the regionaLL or national levels. First, this is the level at which 
the program is directed, auid the ultimate success or failure of 
the program will be determined at the individual faorm level. 
Second, regional and national, data on soil types is somewhat 
sketchy. Simmons prepaired a soil reconnaissance survey (Simmons 
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et al., 1958) which is quite good, but it is not (and was not intended 
to be) a highly detailed soil survey. The lack of detailed informa­
tion on soil tj.'pes is relatively more serious for a regional or 
national study, although it hampers analysis at all levels. Third, 
information on yields for different soil types is completely un­
available at the national or regional levels. This study has been 
able to draw upon sample data (Johnston, 1973a) which relates yield 
to slope aoid hence indirectly to soil type on a small number of 
highland farms. Fourth, information on the percentage of the agri­
cultural labor force which uses different agricultural technologies 
is largely unavailable. This makes it very difficult to effectively 
estimate regional production of basic grains. Furthermore, informa­
tion on the rural population and rural labor force is somewhat un­
reliable because of the difficulty of discriminating the traditionaJL 
agricultural labor force from modern farmers and nonagricultural 
labor in rural areas. For these reasons and others it was decided 
to restrict the analysis to the farm level. 
Method of Analysis 
The method of analysis vdiich was deemed most appropriate for 
this study was linear programming. Chapter III explains the reasons 
for this choice and describes some of the more important characteris­
tics of the model. Most of the analysis is done by varying different 
combinations of resources such as land, labor, knowledge and labor 
sales opportunities. 
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The weights amd measures used in the analysis arc primarily 
those in use in Guatemala. The land unit used here is the hectare 
which is approximately equal to 2.47 acres. Unless otherwise speci­
fied, yields aire measured in quintales (qq) which is Spanish for 
hundredweight (cwt). Temperatures are given in degrees centigrade 
amd rainfall is measured in millimeters (mm) • The monetaory unit 
is always the Quetzal (Q) which equals one U.S. dollar. A table 
containing units of measure used in the study is included in Ap­
pendix C. 
Organization of the Study 
Chapter II describes the geography, climate, population and 
some general cultural characteristics of the study eurea. Chapter 
III contains a description of the model and a brief presentation 
of the activities and the data. Chapter IV expands the discussion 
of the activities aoid data in order to provide perspective on the 
technologies emd yield levels included in the analysis. Chapter V 
describes the experimental design amd presents the results of the 
optimal solutions. The analysis begins with a traditional faormer 
who has limited amounts of savings, no credit availability, only 
one hectare of land and produces traditional crops with traditional 
technology. Through successive solutions he is given credit, land, 
amd acquires knowledge of other technologies and crops through 
participation in the Basic Grains Program, His crops, income, em­
ployment, and other variables are noted and compared as his resource 
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set is expanded. Chapter VI discusses the ability of the model to 
reproduce the position of the small farmer and then discusses and 
compares the results presented in Chapter V. Chapter VII provides 
a summary of the results, said makes suggestions for further research. 
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CHAPTER II. THE STUDY AREA 
The present ainalysis is directed at the farm level, and, con­
sequently, it may seem inappropriate to speak of any area larger 
than a fcirm. The farm studied, however, is meant to be representa­
tive of a type of agriculture carried out in a particular region, 
the western highlands. It is for this reason that information per­
taining to the study area is of interest. 
The western highlands, as a region, is not clearly defined. 
There are at least four separate régionalisation schemes commonly 
used to identify the area. Each of these regionalization schemes 
has commendable or desirable aspects, and each is appropriate for 
its purpose. This study uses the régionalisation scheme used by 
Merrill (1974) which defines the western highlands as an area fall­
ing within the boundaries of nine highlsmd departments. This 
definition allows the use of departmental census data which is 
readily available for the region. It has the disadvantage of in­
cluding areas which are not strictly "highlands" because political 
divisions include some lowland areas of the south coast as well as 
some lowland areas which aire geographicailly a part of the Peten. 
More precisely, one could define the study area as the highlsmd or 
mountainous region which centers around the Department of Totoni-
capan and includes parts of Quezaltenango, San Marcos, Huehueten-
aoigo. Quiche, Chimaltenango, Solola, Baja Verapaz, and Alta 
Verapaz. 
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Depending upon the exact set of depaartments and municipios 
which one would decide to include as truly "highland" areas, the 
total land area covered by this region would vary from about 9,800 
to 37,431 square kilometers. This would amount to between 9 and 34% 
of the total land area in Guatemala depending on how restrictively 
one wishes to define the region. 
population 
Population in this region can be chairacterized as being largely 
rural and Indian. The 1964 census data in Table 2.1 gives a break­
down on rural and Indiem population by department. Population in 
the western highlands was 83.5% rural and 72.1% Indian in 1964. In 
the rest of the country, population was only 55.5% rural and only 
18.0% Indian, For the country as a whole 65.9% of the population 
was rural and 42.2% was Indian. These figures highlight the fact 
that the western highlands is distinct culturally as well as climati­
cally. 
Another important chair ac ter is tic of this area is that population 
is growing. This growth has taken place in spite of the fact that 
man/land ratios are already quite high. Population growth rates 
by department and for the highlands aaid the country as a whole based 
upon changes in population between 1950 and 1964 are presented in 
Table 2.2. Highland population grew at the rate of 2.5% per year 
over this fourteen-year period. 
This growth rate if unchecked could have serious, possibly 
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Table 2.1. Rural and Indiem populations in the western highlaunds, 
1964a 
Department 
Total 
popula­
tion 
1964 
Rural 
popula 
tion 
Rural 
as % 
total 
Indian 
popula­
tion 
Indian 
as % 
total 
(1,000 persons) 
Chimaltenango 163 101 62.3 122 74.6 
Sololâ 108 70 65.3 101 93.7 
Totonicapan 142 121 85.5 135 95.1 
Quezaltenango 271 173 64.1 149 55.1 
San Maxcos 337 295 87.7 169 50.2 
Huehue tenango 288 241 83.8 200 69.3 
Quiche 250 217 86.9 212 84.8 
Baja Verapaz 96 81 84.0 54 55.5 
Alta Verapaz 260 231 88.7 241 92.4 
Highlauid 
sub-total 1915 1531 83.5 1382 72.1 
Other 
departments 2373 1294 55.5 427 18.0 
Republic 4288 2825 65.9 1809 42.2 
Source: VII Censo de Poblacion, 1964. 
^Merrill, 1974, p. 7. 
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Table 2.2, Population of the western highlands, 1950 and 1964^ 
Total population Average annual 
in 1,000's growth rate 
Department 
1950 1964 
(%) 
Chimaltenango 121 163 2.2 
Solola 83 108 2.0 
Totonicapan 99 142 2.6 
Quezaltenango 184 271 2.8 
San Marcos 233 337 2.7 
Huehuetenango 200 288 2.6 
Quiche 175 250 2.6 
Baja Verapaz 66 96 2.7 
Alta Verapaz 190 260 2.3 
Highland 
sub-total 1351 1951 2.5 
Other depaortments 1440 2373 3.6 
Republic 2791 4288 3.1 
Source; Ministerio de Economia, Direccion General de Estadistica; 
1. VI Censo de Poblacion, 1950. 
2, VII Censo de Poblacion, 1964, 
Merrill, 1974, p. 2, 
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disastrous, consequences. There simply is not enough good land to 
support a population growth rate of this magnitude. Census data 
shows that fairm size shrank from 8.1 to 6.2 ha between 1350 and 
1964. Merrill's estimates, presented in Table 2,3, show that both 
average fair m size and farm land por person will decrease drastically 
if the indicated trends continue. If present growth in population 
remains unchecked, the amount of farm land available per person by 
the yecir 2000 will be only 0.42 ha. Furthermore, this will not be 
0.42 ha of good land but would also contain poor land as well as some 
unseeable land. Soil scientists agree that some of the land presently 
being farmed in the highlands should be classified as unsirable and 
is suited only for pasture and forest use. An idea of how much of 
the projected 0.42 ha per person would be good land is provided 
by Table 2.4 which presents percentages of good, poor, and not 
arable land in each department. These percentages are based upon 
the soil reconnaissance work done by Simmons et ^ ., in 1958. For 
purposes of argument, let us assume that land in fairms would consist 
only of good and poor land in terms of this classification. If 
this is the case, then within the 74.2% of all land in these nine 
departments which cam be considered highland (as opposed to coastal 
or tropical land) 37.6% of this lemd is not arable and, hence, is 
assumed to not be included as part of the total land area in farms. 
Of the remaining 62.4%, 23.8% is good land and 76.2% is poor land. 
Thus, oven under a favorable assumption regarding quality of land 
area in farms, only 23.8% of the projected 0.42 ha per capita 
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Table 2.3. Projected farm size in western highlands, 1970-2000^ 
Nine highland depairtments 
Number Average Faorm lamd 
Year of farm per person 
farms 1) size 2) in rural 
(1,000) (ha) population 3) 
(ha/person) 
Census 
1950 203. 8.1 1.35 
1964 256 6.2 1.03 
Projections 
1970 279 5.6 0.89 
1975 298 5.3 0.78 
1980 317 5.0 0.69 
1990 355 4.5 0.54 
2000 292 4.0 0.42 
Notes: 1) Projected number of farms based on the average annual 
increase in the number of faunas between 1950 and 1964. 
2) Projections based on the assumption that total land in 
farms remains equal to the 1964 value of 1,581,600 hec-
taores. 
3) Projections based on the assumptions that population 
will increase at the 1950-1964 rates and total laoid area 
in farms remains constant at 1,581,600 hectares. High-
lemd departments sire: Chimaltenango, Solola, Totoni-
capan, Quezaltenango, San Marcos, Huehuetenamgo, Quiche, 
Baja Verapaz, amd Alta Verapaz. 
^Merrill, 1974, p. 23. 
Table 2.4. Land classifications for the western highlaaid depart­
ments (percent of total land airea)®-
Highland land types 
Depaortment 1 2^ 3 Total 
Good Poor Not high-
arable land 
Chimaltenango 18.6 39.0 6.3 63.9 
Solola 1.0 61.6 19.4 82.0 
Totonicapan 5.5 80.4 14.1 100.0 
Quezaltenamgo 6.0 27.8 8.2 42.0 
San Mcorcos 1.6 43.2 19.2 64.0 
Huehuetenango 19.0 33.0 45.9 98.0 
Quiche 9.4 16.0 55.8 81.2 
Baja Verapaz H 
H
 55.9 26.2 99.2 
Alta Verapaz 9.0 37.1 2.1 48.2 
Total® 11.0 35.3 27.9 74.2 
Merrill, 1974, p. 20. 
Good agricultural laind. Includes much of the lamd area pre­
sently farmed intensively in many departments. Much of this land 
is relatively flat or moderately sloped and frequently located in 
highlauid valleys. 
Poor agricultural Ismd. The land at high altitudes is not 
particularly well suited for pasture and/or forest. Some scattered 
areas are suited for potatoes and wheat emd, to a much lesser ex­
tent, corn although frost is a continual risk. 
^ot airable. Most of this land is steeply sloped said highly 
eroded or will erode rapidly if farmed. 
^Totals arc weighted averages. 
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Coastal land types Tropical land types 
4 5 6 7 
Good Poor Good Poor 
5® 9 30 * 2 — — —— 
—— 18 # O —— —— 
36®1 31•9 — — »— 
14 e 7 21# 3 —— —— 
— —— 17 «7 1«1 
—— —— —— 0*3 
— — • 10«8 41.0 
3.7 5.4 6.5 10.2 
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would be good land. This means that a family of four in the year 
2000 would have a faorm composed of 1.68 ha Of this 1.68 ha, 
only 0.40 ha would be good land autid 1.28 ha would be poor land. 
The implications of this resource base for family income will be 
discusscd in Chapter VI. 
Geography 
The western highlands is an aorea of great geographic and 
climatic diversity. Much of the region consists of very rough 
terrain in which one finds small areas that might be described as 
sub-tropical. These spots exist in contrast with the general 
climate of the region which is best described as being a low 
mountain climate and which, in some ways, is quite similar to a 
mild temperate climate. 
There axe two major mountain ranges in the western highlands, 
the Sierra Madre and the Cuchumatanes Mountains. Geologically 
these are distinct ranges, and may be differentiated by their 
characteristic soil groupings. There axe also some climatic dif­
ferences between them. The average altitude of the region ranges 
from about 2,100 to 2,700 msnm (meters above sea level). 
Sierra Madre 
The Sierra Madre is centered aoround the Departments of Totoni-
capan, Quezaltenango and Solola. It extends down from Mexico to El 
Salvador and Honduras like the backbone of Central America. Many 
of the soils in the Sierra Madre aire of volcanic origin and there 
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arc still more than 30 active volcanoes along the southern edge 
of the Sierra Madre, some of which rise to altitudes of 4,000 
msnm and higher (Dombrowski eX > 1970, p. 44). 
Eairthquakes, which axe due to volcanic activity as well as to 
the movements of faults which lie off the southern coast, are 
common in this area. Today as in the past, eaorthquakes are a 
potentially dangerous and destructive force. Although there have 
been no major earthquakes in Guatemala since 1918 when a series of 
earthquakes did substantial damage to Guatemala City, tremors eind 
volcanic eruptions axe fairly common. These tremors do little 
damage, because most buildings constructed since 1918 have enough 
flexibility to resist adl but the most severe quakes. 
The topography of the Sierra Madre is chaoracterized by volcanic 
peaJcs, deep gorges, some valleys, and steep ridges. Much of the 
land is rolling but more is "quebrado" or very steep. The gorges 
and ravines which have been cut through the volcsmic soils by short, 
abruptly falling rivers impede tremsportation. Most rivers coming 
out of the Sierra Madre flow into the Pacific Ocean. They are 
navigable for only very short distances in small boats. These 
rivers currently provide much of Guatenela's electric power. 
Two importsmt lakes in this area are Lake Atitlan in the 
Department of Solola and Lake Amatitlan in the Depairtment of Guate­
mala. Lake Atitlan is considered to be one of the most beautiful 
lakes in the world. 
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Sierra de los Cuchumatsmes 
The Cuchumatanes mountain range enters Guatemala from Mexico= 
It is essentially a massif of dolomite and limestone in sharp con­
tact with gremite, and is located principally in the Departments 
of Huehuetenango and Quiché. The high plateau of the Cuchumatanes 
Mountains is approximately 3,300 msnm. This is a relatively dry 
and unfertile aorea in which sheep grazing is one of the more im­
portant economic activities. Some potatoes and habas (broad beans) 
are grown. Corn and wheat sire generally not grown, because most 
varieties do not respond well to the dryness, high altitude, and 
shorter growing season characteristic of the plateau. 
The terrain in the Cuchumatanes Mountains is very rugged and 
presents a deeply dissected surface which restricts trsmsportation 
as well as agricultural exploitation in most of the area. Agricul­
ture is usually located in smaJLl pockets of good land tucked here 
and there about the landscape and along the flood plains of fertile 
river vail leys. The ruggedness has until recently posed a serious 
obstacle to transportation and was a major constraint limiting de­
velopment . Much of the area is now being opened up through the 
construction of ad 1-weather roads which provide greater access to 
many of the small faorms in northern Huehuetenango and northern 
Quiché as well as to towns in Baja Verapsiz and Alta Verapaz. It 
is anticipated that these will be areas of rapid agricultural and 
economic development over the next five to ten yeairs. 
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Climate 
Most of the western highlands enjoy a cool, invigorating cli­
mate due to the altitude differential. Temperatures in the highlands 
present an enjoyable contrast to the heat found in parts of northern 
Guatemala aoid along the southern coast. Although the average alti­
tude for the region ranges from about 2,100 to 2,700 msnm, parts 
of Chimalteneingo (and Sacatepequez which might well be considered 
as part of the western highlands although it was not mentioned 
eairlier as part of the region) are located as low as 1,500 msnm. 
Mciny of the volcanic peaks sind the tops of the Cuchumatanes Moun­
tains, on the other hand, reach altitudes in excess of 3,300 msnm, 
with some peaks reaching more than 4,000 msnm. 
Precipitation 
Weather patterns in the western highlands display two distinct 
seasons. The rainy season begins about the first of May and lasts 
until the middle of October. The heaviest rains generally occur 
in the months of June, August, and September. The dry season be­
gins in October or November and lasts until the next May with the 
driest months being January, February, and Maarch. Moran Burgos (ca. 
1970, p. 44) estimates that 60% of the region he identifies as the 
western highlaaids would be typified by the above described pattern 
and that an additional 30% of his area is typified by having a dry 
or variable dry period from December through Msirch which is followed 
by a rainy season from April to October with maximum rainfall 
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occurring in the month of August. 
The average amount of precipitation for most of the region is 
between 1,500-2,000 mm per year. In some areas, much of this mois­
ture comes in the form of dew and fog which condenses upon the vege­
tation. Anyone who has ever tried to drive from Quezaltenauigo to 
Solola on a foggy night can appreciate how fog might contribute 
substantially to total mm of precipitation. While average pre­
cipitation is about 1,800 mm, there is quite a large variance asso­
ciated with this average in selected areas. Parts of centreJ. San 
Marcos may receive over 4,000 mm annually while northern parts of 
Chimaltenaoigo might receive only 1,000 mm. 
Temperature 
Normal temperatures vaory considerably with the altitude. 
Quezaltenango at about 2,500 msnm is invaoriably cooler than Guate­
mala City at about 1,500 msnm. The mean annual temperature of the 
western highlands will be between 12°-16°C. Summer average tempera­
tures vaory from 1.5^-2.5^C higher and winter average temperatures 
are about 2°-3°C lower. Temperatures seldom axe registered above 
21°C or below 3°C in this aorea (Moran Burgos, ca. 1970, p. 43). 
Frosts are quite common at higher altitudes from December until 
March. 
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Cultural Characteristics 
The western highlsaids has traditionally been regarded as "la 
tierra del indigina" or as the home of the indigenous peoples 
generally recognized as the descendemts of the Mayas. After the 
decay (disappearance might be a better term) of the Mayaoi culture, 
the highland Indians came under the control of vsurious Mexicain 
conquerors who, as the years went by, were largely assimilated by 
the local cultures. At the time of the Spanish Conquest, no single 
homogeneous Indiain culture existed. During Spanish colonial times 
authorities divided native populations into munieipios or townships. 
Whether this was done arbitraarily or in accordance with existing 
tribal aoid cultural delineations is not clearly understood. In any 
event, tribal groupings after this were replaced by a system of ap­
proximately 315 munieipios (Dombrowski ^  aJ., 1970, p. 77). As a 
consequence of this division, the Indian ethnic groups today axe 
composed of hundreds of communities with cultural similaorities, 
but each municipio is a distinct cultural entity. Each municipio 
has its own customs, economic specialties, patron saints, costume, 
special festivals eind market days. Even the language spoken in a 
municipio can be considered unique in the sense that Indians speak­
ing the same language aaid dialect usually have at least slight dif­
ferences in local vocabuleiries. 
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Laxtquaqes 
In addition to Spanish which is understood, if not spoken, by 
most people living in larger towns, the 1950 census listed fifteen 
Mayaoi languages which were being spoken in Guatemala. Today, four 
of these fifteen continue to be spoken by fairly large numbers of 
people in the western highlands. These four are Quiche, Cakchiquel, 
Mam, and Kelchi. Some of the other languages listed in 1950 con­
tinue to be spoken, but they are of relatively less importance 
today. 
Each of the Indian languages is linguistically distinct as op­
posed to being a dialect of a common tongue. An Indian may speak two 
or more of the indigenous languages if other municipios nesir his 
home use them. In general, however, the common language for Indians 
from different linguistic groups will be Spaaiish. Most Indians know 
enough Spaaiish to be able to csurry on whatever social and economic 
contacts they have with people outside their village, although it 
would be incorrect to assume on this ground that they are truly 
bilingual. 
The linguistic diversity found among the Indiaoi municipios has 
been one of the more serious literary barriers. Few teachers are 
fluent in am Indian language; most aire Ladinos and have no interest 
in leairning am Indiaai laoiguage. As a result, schools have become 
one of the primary places to leairn Spanish, and teaching of Spaaiish 
is one of the school's primary objectives. Unfortunately, many 
Indian parents have not appreciated the importance of Spanish or 
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for that matter the importance of schools. When one of the most 
visible results (to the parents) of schooling was cin eight or 
nine year old child who could speak Spainish whenever he did not wish 
his parents to understaind his conversations with friends or siblings, 
many parents decided that school was not as import em t as they had 
been led to believe. Consequently, some parents have been reluctant 
to have their children attend schools. 
Communications between Ladinos and Indians axe hindered both 
by the Isinguage beurrier and by the assumed superiority which each 
group feels toward the other. Many people are aware that some 
Ladinos have this attitude and have seen instances in which actions 
of Ladinos display their assumed superiority. This attitude is 
not as readily observable among the Indians but it does exist. This 
is not surprising because the worlds of the Indiem aind the Ladino 
are in many ways quite dissimilair. This is chaaiging, but in the 
past the Indian has viewed his community as quite literally the 
center of his world. He did not recognize the municipio as an inte­
grated part of a larger national entity. It is important to recog­
nize that for the Indian, the municipio has been a closely inte­
grated society bound by strong ties of religion and tradition. His 
language, local costume, the economic specialization of his munici­
pio, and his local culture all reflect the fact that he considers 
himself to be different from other Indiems and certainly different 
from Ladinos. As a fellow human being, his view of himself as 
being different would naturally enough be accompanied by his view 
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of himself as being superior. This view has helped to preserve the 
Indiaui culture to date, amd it is in part desirable because one of 
the most important and difficult tasks of development is to find 
ways to preserve local cultures emd at the same time to foster econo­
mic development. It is generaJ.ly agreed in principle that ways need 
to be found to merge local cultures and modern technology to make 
the process of development a smooth and orderly one. Unfortunately, 
it is often easier to embrace the principle than to accomplish the 
task. 
Economic or qanizat ion 
The Guatemalan Indian appears to be somewhat of an anomaly 
among peasaoits. Applegate (1973, pp. 99-102) points this out by 
referring to the differences in the findings of Tax (1963) and 
Rogers (1969) with reference to the characteristics of a peasauit. 
Rogers attempted to synthesize what is currently known about the 
values, attitudes, amd motivations of subsistence fcirmers. His 
findings presented a rather pessimistic picture of peasants as 
candidates for agricultural aoid economic development. Tax, on the 
other hemd, pictures the Guatemalsm peasaoit as behaving in many 
respects almost like a "capitalist," albeit on a very small scale. 
The Indiems of Pemajachel, and the people among whom they 
live and with whom they do almost all of their business, 
axe part of what may be characterized as a money economy 
organized in single households as both consumption amd pro­
duction units, with a strongly developed market which tends 
to be perfectly competitive ... because of the regional 
specialization of labor, it is also very strongly a market 
economy. (Tax, 1963, p. 13). 
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Evidently the peasants of GuatemaJLa represent exceptions to the 
ordinairy expectations of what a peasant is, does, and how he be­
haves. Redfield, in his discussion of Guatemala, observed that 
conventionally the typical peasant village had been described as 
one in wiiich there is no quest for gain within the circle of those 
bound together by religious ties, said that in such a society the 
village is one big family, united by piety and holding property 
communally. He goes on to say: 
These particular Guatemalan societies are about as fax from 
such a condition as is our own. The Rule of the Market has 
entered even within the most intimate group. Neighbors buy 
and sell from one another. The price of goods within the 
village is the same as the price in the market center, al­
lowance being made for savings in labor or transportation or 
the like. (Redfield as cited by Whetten (1961).) 
Whetten, writing in 1961, suggested that some of the dif­
ferences between Guatemalan and other peasants might be explained 
by the relative scarcity of sur able land in many highland regions. 
Arable land is so scarce in the highlamd regions of Guate­
mala that not all municipios aore able to produce enough of 
the basic milpa (maize) to support the population. This 
factor, coupled with tradition, has led to a high degree of 
specialization among the Indians, not only in handicrafts 
and labor, but also in crops, (^etten, 1961, p. 108). 
It is important to realize that v^ile the Guatemalan peasant's 
life eurid culture are built around the cultivation of corn, he is 
usually not merely a subsistence farmer. 
Each township has an economic specialty consisting of 
particular crops, handicrafts, trades, marketing or labor. 
The choice of a specialization is often determined by the 
vaoriation in altitude, natural resources, or the quantity or 
quality of land; however, similar geographic components do 
not produce the same economy, and the specialty in msmy 
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communities derives simply from tradition or inventive­
ness. Townships within the same region do not necessarily 
specialize in the same general occupation. All communities 
grow corn ... (Dombrowski et , 1970, p. 80). 
The highlemd Indian economy involves more than peasamt agricul­
ture. If we wish to influence the level of incomes in the high-
laaids, it would appear that we should be studying the total economy 
as well as the (highly importamt) agricultural sector. Perhaps a 
good way to begin this study would be by constructing a set of 
village (or regional) accounts designed to collect data on the 
village (or regional) economy much as a system of national accounts 
provides data on the national economy. When we have a better idea 
of how the peasant economic system works, we may discover additional 
policy instruments which could be used to favorably influence target 
variables. This point is probably of importance for most peasant 
economies, however dissimilar, and is not intended to be representa­
tive of only Guatemala. 
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CHAPTER III. THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL 
The Choice of An Analytical Technique 
The general objective of this study is to develop an analytical 
framework (or model) which can be used to estimate the potential 
effects of agricultural development programs upon small farmers. 
The major specific objective is to estimate the potential effects 
of the Basic Grains Program on small farm income and employment 
levels. The analytical technique chosen to accomplish these objec­
tives must satisfy three general criterion. First, it should be 
capable of generating solutions for all relevant cropping, resource 
set, and technology level combinations. It must be able to do this 
quickly and at a reasonable cost. Second, it should be capable of 
estimating which of the faormer's resources are most limiting. 
These estimates need to be made within a consistent logical frame­
work that allows inclusion of all relevamt production activities. 
Such information will make it possible to suggest programs to in­
crease the availability of constraining resources. Third, the 
technique must be flexible enough to capture all essential aspects 
of small faorm production in western Guatemala. 
Linesir programming (LP) is the anaLLytical technique which 
comcs the closest to fulfilling these requirements. LP models aire 
capable of considering msmy diverse types of production aind non-
production activities, cam be designed to allocate large numbers 
of different resources between equally l^ge numbers of production 
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activities in order to achieve a specified objective, and caui be 
run at comparatively low cost. Lineaa: programming models can 
usually be made as flexible and realistic as the problem demamds, 
provided that the model builder thoroughly understands the produc­
tion process. Furthermore, LP models can be solved using conven­
tional computational techniques and aire therefore comparatively 
easy to use. 
Linear programming is particularly appropriate for the present 
analysis because of the ease with which the model can be adapted to 
ainalyze the effect of new technologies and changes in the fgunner ' s 
set of resources. New technologies at the fairm level are usually 
embodied in new production activities. Thus for the faxmex, the 
choice of which technology to employ reduces to a choice between 
alternate activities in vôiich the new activities compete with older 
activities for the farmer's resources. The farmer's goal is to 
select that set of activities which will maximize his net income 
subject to vdiatever constraints aire imposed by his limited set of 
resources, his personal desires, and existing institutions. 
In this study, the faurmer * s set of resources is defined broadly 
so that knowledge of agr iculturaJ. technologies can be included as 
a resource. Each farmer has a certain store of knowledge just as 
he has a certain amount of savings, land, labor, etc. As the farmer 
becomes aware of a new technology, his knowledge increases. Or al­
ternately, new technologies require more knowledge. Increments in 
knowledge which accrue to the fairmer as a result of his paorticipation 
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in extension activities can be incorporated into an LP model by 
paorametricaJLly adding to the farmer's total supply of knowledge. 
In this way, the additional knowledge needed for activities embody­
ing new technologies is made available. This additionsil knowledge 
allows newer activities to compete with older activities for scarce 
resources, and the model yields estimates for the effect of these 
new technologies on farm income said employment. Knowledge is, how­
ever, only one of several important resources whose scarcity can 
limit farm income. Land, labor, and working capital must eilso be 
available if production is to take place. In Çhapter V we will 
see how these resources axe combined, recbmbined, and analyzed to 
determine their relative importamce. 
The juggling, testing, and recombining of fsirm resources which 
will be carried out in Chapter V involves more than simply seeing 
how a farmer's income and en^loyment levels are altered by a change 
in his set of resources. It is eJ-so necessary to consider why and 
how the farmer's set of resources is going to be changed. Most 
small highland farmers axe probably not capable of significantly 
chsmging their existing set of resources. Any major changes would 
require outside intervention, probably from Government agricultural 
development programs. By solving the model with various sets of 
farm resources, it is possible to estimate the farm level effect 
of successful Government programs designed to increase the fsccmer ' s 
supply of certain resources. Such estimates are often valuable in 
deciding vAiich, if any. Government programs should be undertaken. 
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For example, a. Government planner may need to choose between: 
(1) an extension program designed to increase the fairmer's supply 
of knowledge; (2) a credit program designed to increase the supply 
of capital; (3) a land reform program which would alter the average 
size of fsucm; (4) a migration incentive program which would alter 
the local supply of hired labor; or (5) some combination of the 
above programs. 
The lineeur programming model could aid the plsmner in his 
decision by pointing out which factors sure in shortest supply now, 
aund which would be in shortest supply if one or a combination of 
these programs were successful in increasing resource supplies. 
The linear programming model can also be very helpful in identify­
ing and quantifying program targets. Taorgets help clarify program 
goals and are an importemt aid in program evaluation. 
The Linear Programming Model 
Over the past fifteen years, linear programming has become a 
widely known technique for agr icultural planning at both the micro 
and macro levels. To give a detailed explanation of the method 
here would be redundant, eoid the reader is referred to Heady smd 
Candler (1958); Dorf man, Samuelson, and Solow (1958); Hadley (1962); 
or Dantzig (1963) for a more extensive treatment. 
The maximization form of the linesuc programming model may be 
expressed by the following equations: 
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Maximize 
n 
Z =  S  c .  X .  (1) 
i=l ^ ^ 
subject to 
n 
(2) 
.S^a-i x,<b. 
aoid 
x^ > O (3) 
where 
Z = the value of the program 
x^ = activity i (i=l, 2, , n) 
Cj, = the net contribution to Z of activity i 
bj = the quantity available of resource j (j=l, 2, ... , m) 
a.. = the amount of resource j needed for one unit of 
activity i. 
Equation (1) is the objective function. Equation (2) is a short-
hemd notation for the group of constraint equations and transfer 
rows which make up the heairt of the linear progreim and specify that 
no more resources can be used by the activities (x^) than are pres­
ent in the resource base (bj). Equation (3) specifies that all 
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activities (x^^) caoi only tsdce on non-negative values. 
Linear programming is particularly useful for farm planning 
studies because it is a flexible tool and can be easily adapted to 
a wide variety of farming situations. It has been applied success­
fully to studies of large highly mechanized farms in the United 
States, to studies of collective farming in Eastern Europe and to 
studies of cooperative feurming in South America. It is equally 
adaptable to the almost completely non-mechanized farming practices 
of small farmers in the Guatemalan highlands. 
The objective function 
In farm planning models the objective function is generally 
to maximize some income vacriable such as gross income or net in­
come, although in some cases the objective function may call for 
the maximization of total production or of employment rather them 
of income. The present smalysis seeks to determine: (1) what is 
the maximum income that a small faurmer can earn from his tradi­
tional set of crop production aoid labor sales activities; and (2) 
by how much could income be increased if that set were expanded to 
include activities embodying new high yield technologies. Conse­
quently, the objective function chosen for the analysis may be ex­
pressed as: 
n 
Max Y = Z p. A. 
i=l ^ ^ 
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where 
Y = net farm income 
PJ = the net price of activity i 
= the level at which activity i enters the solution. 
The linear programming matrix 
The linear programming matrix consists of 59 rows and 70 
columns. The rows fall in five classes. Class 1 is the objective 
function which occupies the first row. Class 2 consists of 25 rows 
vAiich contain the resource requirements for the production activities 
and the amounts of the various resources the farmer has at his dis­
posal. Class 3 contains two rows representing a psychological con­
straint. Class 4 consists of four rows which limit the sale of 
family and fairmer labor. Class 5 consists of 27 transfer rows of 
different types. 
The columns are divided into eight different classes. Class 
1 consists of 21 crop production activities. Class 2 is made up 
of twelve crop selling activities. Class 3 contains eight activi­
ties which allocate savings and labor resources to the appropriate 
transfer rows. Class 4 is eight activities which hire in or use 
faimily and farmer labor. Class 5 consists of four activities used 
to hire in local labor. Class 6 contains ten labor sales activi­
ties. Class 7 is made up of four capital borrowing activities, aaid 
Class 8 consists of three accounting activities. The matrix is 
constructed in such a way as to allow aJLmost the entire analysis to 
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be done using the same basic matrix while varying the farmer's 
set of resources. The complete LP matrix is presented in Appendix 
B. Appendix B also contains tables describing the rows and columns. 
Assumptions of linesar programming 
One of the cruciail factors underlying the choice of em analyti­
cal technique is the appropriateness of its assumptions. If these 
assumptions are not appropriate, neither is the technique. Fortunate­
ly, the assumptions of lineair programming are appropriate for small 
farm production methods in western Guatemala. 
Additivity and linearity. The assumptions of additivity amd 
lineairity require that when several productive activities are used 
together, their total product must be the sum of their individual 
products. Similarly, the combined input requirements for several 
activities performed together must be equal to the sum of the in­
put requirements if these activities were performed sepairately. In 
essence, this meains that no interaction is possible in the amount of 
resources required per unit of output regairdless of whether the 
activities axe produced alone or in various proportions (Heady atnd 
Candler, 1958). Consequently, all linear programming activities must 
be characterized by constant returns to scale. In most cases, agri­
cultural activities conform to this requirement. This assumption 
might be a problem in a rotation activity where interaction could 
take place between, for example, corn and beans grown in different 
proportions. This problem is usually resolved by defining each 
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rotation as a distinct activity characterized by different input 
requirements aoid different outputs than are found for either corn 
or beans alone. This example illustrates the flexibility of lineeu: 
programming even though the assumption of additivity and linearity 
does not coincide exactly with the reality of all agricultural 
activities. 
Divisibility. This assumption states that activities can 
enter the program, products can be produced, and inputs caji be used 
in fractional units. That is, resources and products are considered 
to be continuous or infinitely divisible. The assumption of divisi­
bility may cause difficulties if production activities are defined 
as very large, whole production units. For example, it would be 
awkwaxd to have an optimal production plan that calls for 0.5 steel 
mills or 0.157 petroleum refineries. In agriculture, the assumption 
of divisibility has not proved troublesome. For activities such as 
livestock production in which answers expressed as whole numbers 
are desirable, it is usually possible to define the productive 
activity on a scale which minimizes this problem. For instance, by 
defining animal raising activities in terms of 100 head of hogs or 
cattle, a result of 0.431 cattle units and 0.677 hog units can be 
rounded to 43 cattle and 68 hogs which usually solves the problem. 
The assumption of divisibility creates no particulair problems in 
the present smalysis. Most of the inputs aind outputs being con­
sidered are for practical purposes divisible; any indivisibilities 
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that exist cam be resolved by rounding to the neaxest whole unit 
without causing serious errors. 
Finiteness. Linear programming requires the assumption that 
there axe a limited number of relevaait activities and resource 
restrictions. This is a very practical assumption which causes no 
problems. The model used in this analysis contains 70 activities and 
58 constraints. 
Single-value expectations. This assumption states that in­
dividual resource supplies, input-output coefficients, and prices 
can be specified as a single value and that vsiriations from this 
value can be ignored. Although often a little unrealistic, this 
assumption is acceptable for the purposes of the present analysis 
in which no attempt is made to determine how farmers respond to 
different degrees of risk associated with various crops. 
Advantages and limitations 
of the lineaa: programming model 
The primary advantage of using linear programming as a farm 
planning or fsurm policy tool is that it allows the farm manager or 
the policymaker to consider a wide range of ailternatives quickly 
emd at a comparatively low cost. The principal limitations of the 
linear programming model are: (1) programming offers no help in 
formulating price expectations; (2) accurate production coefficients 
cam be quite difficult to obtain; (3) programming cannot substitute 
for incomplete, knowledge of the production process; (4) all 
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programming activities are treated as being equally risky; and (5) 
activities which involve decreasing costs cannot be accurately-
treated (Beneke and Winterboer, 1970). 
Resource Availabilities and Constraints 
The primary resources the small farmer has at his disposal are 
leind, labor, capital, and knowledge. Each of these resources is 
present in finite amounts and, consequently, represents a constraint 
in the linear programming model. In addition to these quantitative 
constraints, the model includes one natural and one psychological 
constraint. The natural (seasonality) constraint limits the timing 
of production activities in the model amd results in all farm jobs 
and most resources being allocated to a specific quarter of the 
year. The psychological constraint limits the amount of time which 
the farmer is willing to devote to migratory labor sales activities. 
There axe also two minor constraints. The first is a constraint 
on local demamd for farmer and family labor which prohibits both 
farmer smd family from selling more labor thsm they possess. The 
second is a constraint on the amount of local labor which may be 
hired to assist with crop production activities. No more them ten 
men aire assumed available for full-time employment. For most small 
fairm operations this would be equivalent to giving the farmer access 
to sun infinite supply of local hired labor. All other rows in the 
model ax& transfer rows of one type or another. 
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The crop year 
Weather is one of the most important factors influencing any 
agricultural endeavor. Probably the most often cited effect of 
weather is its effect upon yield levels. Our interest here, how­
ever, is not directed toward the effect of weather on yield levels, 
but rather toward the broader and more permanent constraint which 
weather places upon growing seasons. 
In order to more realistically determine resource restric­
tions, pairticulaorly for labor resources, the crop year was divided 
into four quaxters which coincide approximately with the growing 
seasons for traditional crops in the western highlands. All re­
source supplies aind resource requirements for both cropping and 
labor sales activities in the model axe specified quarterly. The 
months falling into each of the four seasons or quarters are: 
(1) first qusœter—March, April, May 
(2) second quarter—June, July, August 
(3) third quarter—September, October, November 
(4) fourth quaxter—December, Januaxy, February. 
In most highland aireas, first quarter is the time for planting 
traditional crops. Exact planting dates depend on local variations 
in rainfall patterns, but it is usually correct to say that the first 
rains will begin in March or April. Planting usually takes place 
as soon as the first heavy rains have fallen. Second quaxter is 
primarily a time of crop growth and development, cultivation, aind 
disease or insect control. Third quaxter is a period of maturation 
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and of haarvest for some crops as well as a period in which mauiy 
highlaaid faormers migrate to work on cotton, coffee or sugao: cane 
farms for a month or two. Fourth quaorter will be dedicated to haar­
vest activities, faurm planning, migratory labor sales, and some laoid 
preparation activities on larger faucms. 
Labor 
The primary source of labor on small highlamd farms is the 
family. It is assumed that the typical highlamd farm family unit 
consists of fairmer, wife, son, and daughter. Following the example 
of Gollas (1970, p. 42), family labor resources are divided into 
two categories : farmer labor; aind family "farmer equivalent" labor. 
Gollas classifies and weights family labor in the following way: 
(1) Males between the ages of 16-55 are given a weight 
of 1.0. 
(2) Females between the ages of 16-55 aire given a weight 
of 0.5. 
(3) Children under 16 and men and women over 55 axe given 
a weight of 0.3. 
Farmer labor resources available on a quarterly basis are 
computed by counting the number of days in each quairter, subtracting 
the number of Sundays amd multiplying by eight hours a day. The 
family's "faormer equivalent" labor resources are calculated by 
substituting the number of farmer hours available in each quarter 
into the following formula: 
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FET = 0.5 FT + 0.3 FT + 0.3 FT 
FET = family "faxmer equivalent" hours. 
FT = total faarmer hours available in the quarter. 
The contribution of the wife to the total number of "farmer equiva­
lent" hours is represented by the 0.5 weight while the contribution 
of the son aind daughter are represented by the two 0.3 weights. 
This method of calculating labor time available for cropping or 
labor sales activities results in the quarterly labor resource 
limits shown in Table 3.1. 
In addition to farmer and family labor, one version of the model 
allows hiring up to ten men. A farm probably would have to be over 
five hectares before as mauny as ten men were needed. This would be 
a comparatively 1 surge farm; the 1964 census reported that 87% of 
the farms in the country were smaller than two hectares (Fletcher 
et , 1970, p. 60). Wages for hired laborers axe quite low. The 
model allows local labor to be hired in at the rate of 7.6 cents per 
hour or Q0.608 per day which is a typical wage rate for most muniei-
pios in the western highlands. 
Land 
Lemd resources available to small farmers in the western high­
lands are quite limited both in terms of quality aind quauntity. 
Simmons' soil reconnaissamce study (Simmons et aJ., 1958) divided 
highland soil types into three categories: good, poor, and not 
arable. Simmons estimated that only 74.2% of total land area in the 
nine highland departments was actually highland; 9.1% was classified 
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Table 3.1. Quarterly labor resource limits 
Quaarter Farmer hours Fairmer equivalent hours 
MAM 
JJA 
SON 
DJF 
632 
632 
624 
616 
695 
695 
686 
678 
as coastaJ. land, aoid 16.7% was classified as tropical lemd (see 
Table 2.4). If only the highlemd aireas are considered the data 
in Table 2.4 shows us that only 14.8% of the total highland area 
could be considered as good land. The remaining 85.2% is composed 
of 47.6% poor lands emd 37.6% not arable lands. Obviously, the 
quality of land found on the typical highland farm is not very 
high. Initially, it was hoped that interview data on yields per 
hectaure could be obtained for each of the different soil classifi­
cations Simmons identified. Unfortunately, this did not prove to 
be possible, and the only soil quality vaoriable on which informa­
tion could be obtained was slope. This information has been used 
to the fullest extent possible. The crop production activities in 
the model specify whether they require flatter more fertile vaJLley 
Isinds, steeper poorer hilly lands, or a combination of valley and 
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hilly land indicating that the activity is carried out on both 
better valley and poorer hilly soils. 
The existence of two types or qualities of Isind presents a 
problem. What should be the proportions of good and poor land on 
a representative highland farm? If the land which Simmons catego­
rized as unairable land was not farmed, then 23.8% of the land in 
farms would be good land and 76.7% would be poor land. These 
proportions could be used to define the relevant percentages of 
good and poor land on the typical farm. There axe two reasons for 
not using this method. First, the production survey data used here 
did not provide information on the soil types used by Simmons. It 
is therefore possible that some of the activities identified in 
the survey as being carried out on good (flat) land might have been 
carried out on poor lauid by Simmons' classification. This is readly 
quite likely considering the high percentage of poor land. Second, 
it seems likely that the Basic Grains Program will initiaJLly reach 
those small farmers with more thain am average amount of good land. 
This is suggested by the program's goal to help a typicsJ. farm family 
eairn at least QIOOO per year. Consequently, it was decided to as­
sume that 50% of the farmer's total land is good valley Ismd and 
50% is poorer hilly land. This choice preserves the survey's dis­
tinction between good and poor lands. It also gives the farmer a 
higher proportion of good land than Simmons' study suggests. Thus, 
the Basic Grains Program is given the benefit of the doubt in its 
attempt to reach the aforementioned target level for family income. 
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The model specifies two other types of land in addition to the 
good and poor land mentioned above. These are vegetable land and 
potato land. Vegetable land is limited to one cuerda (0.04 ha) 
because: (1) the farmers in the western highlands are primarily 
producers of traditional crops, not of vegetables (although vege­
tables may be grown as an additional activity); and (2) vegetables 
require more water than do field crops and, hence, must be grown 
close to water. This is discussed further in Chapter IV. 
The potato land constraint allows potato activities to be 
readily included or excluded from the set of production alternatives. 
This is done primarily because potatoes, like vegetables, cannot be 
grown everywhere with equal success. Potatoes do better at higher 
altitudes (2,500 msnm) with good quality lighter soils and adequate 
water. Obviously, not all areas will be appropriate for potato 
production. This distinction has been built into the model by in­
cluding a potato land constraint. The three highest yielding potato 
activities are assumed to require land that is appropriate for 
potato production, i.e., laind possessing the proper combinations of 
altitude, soils= amd water availability which will enable the new 
vairieties to produce the high yields specified in the model. At 
present potatoes tend to dominate other crops thus forcing them out 
of the model. Inclusion of the potato land constraint allows us to 
estimate the income eeorning potential which new technologies hold 
for the farmer who cannot grow potatoes, as well as for those who 
can. 
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Working capital 
Working capital is often recognized as one of the most con­
straining resources for small farmers in developing countries. 
Guatemalan farmers do not appear to be an exception, which is one 
of the reasons for the Basic Grains Program. One of the major ob­
jectives of the Program is to relax this capital constraint. The 
thrust of the Program may be summarized by saying that BANDESA 
provides small fsurmers with credit and the "promotores" of DIGESA 
teach them how best to use it. In the model, working capital is 
assumed to be available from personal savings, as well as from the 
Government-sponsored small fairmer agricultural credit program. 
Personal savings levels of Q50 and Q150 are used in the model. 
Savings are assumed to be available for crop production at sin op­
portunity cost of 5%, These two savings levels axe used to show 
how important credit is for small farmers who do not have access 
to Government credit programs. 
Government credit is assumed available at an interest rate of 
10%. Loans axe normally made in Januairy eind February with repayment 
required when the crop is harvested and sold. The exact repayment 
period depends on the length of the growing season and is there­
fore determined by both the specific crop and the borrower's locality. 
Loams axe assumed to be crop specific. Farmers are allowed to 
borrow up to Q450 for a hectare of potatoes but only Q80 for a hec-
taire of corn or milpa. This restriction is imposed by the way in 
which BANDESA makes loans to small farmers. The farmer must contact 
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a "promotor," extension agent or other representative of BANDESA 
to obtain a loan. He and the representative discuss where he lives, 
how much land he has and what crops he wants to grow. The loan is 
then made specifically for those crops. In almost all cases the 
amount of the loam will be adequate; the farmer will be able to buy 
most or all of the chemical inputs required for whatever level of 
technology he might wish to employ. There is, however, a maximum 
loam for each crop. This maximum is set by agronomists aoid others 
working for BANDESA, and their recommendations are periodically 
distributed to field representatives. The maximum loan size used 
in the model for each crop is presented in Table 3.2. The amounts 
were derived from a series of tables showing number of loams, total 
value of loans, and total loan area cultivated for the yeaa: 1972 and 
the period from Januaucy to August, 1973 (BANDESA, ca. 1973a amd 
BANDESA, ça. 1973b), The tabled amounts are the amounts approved, 
amd may not have actually been disbursed. Nevertheless, they pro­
vide reasonable estimates of the amounts BANDESA will loam to smaJLl 
farmers. 
Knowledge 
The current Basic Grains Program recognizes the importance 
of knowledge as a productive resource in agricultural production. 
For this reason, both the provision of knowledge through extension 
activities and the provision of credit through lending activities 
have been specified as dual objectives of the Basic Grains Program, 
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Table 3.2, Average loans per hectare for traditional crops^*^ 
Crop Loan per hectare (Q) 
Milpa 80 
Corn 80 
Wheat 110 
Potatoes 450 
Vegetables 450^ 
^BANDES A, ça. 1973a and BANDES A, ça. 1973b. 
^The average loem size per hectare is assumed to be represen­
tative of the guidelines used to specify the maximum loan size per 
hectare. 
The maximum loan per cuerda will be 019.65 for vegetables. 
Farmers are only allowed to grow one cuerda of vegetables in the 
model. Those with laorger amounts should probably be classified as 
vegetable producers instead of traditional crop farmers. 
Knowledge and new technologies appeair at the farm level as 
new production activities. As the farmer's knowledge of new tech­
nologies grows, he has a greater vairiety of cropping activities to 
choose from. Four levels of crop knowledge sire defined for this 
emalysis. These are all or none propositions. The farmer either 
possesses the knowledge resources needed by an activity embodying 
a new technology, or he does not. Each level of crop knowledge is 
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built into the LP model as a constraint, and each cropping activity 
requires a specific level of crop knowledge. 
Corn, milpa, and wheat activities are classified into three 
technological levels. These are: (1) a traditional or present day 
lower technology chairacterized by low use of agricultural, chemicals; 
(2) a present day intermediate technology characterized by use of 
some fertilizer but little else; and (3) a present day high tech­
nology in which farmers use more fertilizers, increase their plant­
ing density aund use insecticides, herbicides emd fungicides as 
recommended by extension agents amd others. Technology level (3) 
is currently used on most demonstration plots. 
Potato production activities aore classified into four levels 
of technology. The first three are roughly comparable to the levels 
outlined above. The first may be classified as a low traditional 
potato technology. The fourth or highest of the potato activities, 
PV4, is definitely higher than the level of technical knowledge re­
quired for other crops. PV4 requires a crop knowledge level of TL3, 
which is the highest level of technical expertise required by amy of 
the farmer's cr^opping activities. 
In addition to the knowledge resources mentioned above, the 
faarmer may possess knowledge needed for vegetable production. 
Here also there are differences in the amount of knowledge required 
for different crops » Early and later beets require the equivalent 
of a traditional knowledge input because they are comparatively easy 
to grow. Onions, early caurrots, and later carrots require an 
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intermediate knowledge input. This distinction was made because 
onions and carrots are much more profitable them beets, indicating 
that fewer people have been able to grow them. By alternately 
gr em ting and then taking away knowledge resources needed to grow 
onions aund carrots, we can see how income, employment and the com­
position of crops produced axe altered by including vegetables among 
the farmer ' s set of production activities. 
The effect of the Government's extension program upon a partic­
ipating farmer is estimated by running successive solutions of the 
model. In the first run the farmer is assumed to possess only tradi­
tional knowledge. His alternatives are, consequently, limited to 
only those production activities requiring traditional knowledge. 
In the second run he is given both present day intermediate and 
traditional knowledge which allows him to include activities requir­
ing an intermediate level of crop knowledge in his set of cropping 
activities. Subsequent runs enlarge his store of knowledge re­
sources and, consequently, enlarge his set of cropping activities. 
Use of knowledge as a constraint is not too common in linear 
programming. Consequently, it may be helpful to consider an example 
which demonstrates how knowledge is built into the model as a con­
straint. This has been done in Table 3.3. Table 3.3a presents the 
complete set of crop and vegetable production activities included 
in the LP model zind identifies the level of crop or vegetable knowl­
edge which each activity requires. Tables 3.3b sind 3.3c present 
excerpts from the LP matrix (which is presented in Appendix B) that 
Table 3.3a. Level of knowledge required by crop and vegetable activities 
Activity^ 
Knowledge 
level 
required 
Activity^ 
Knowledge 
level 
required 
MHl TLO WV4 TL2 
MH2 TLO PHVl TLO 
MVl TLO PHV2 TLl 
MV2 TLl PHV3 TL2 
MV3 TL2 PV4 TL3 
CV2 TLO EB Low (0) 
CV3 TLl LB Low (0) 
CV4 TL2 GO High (1) 
WHVl TLO ECR High (1) 
WHV2 TLO LCR High (1) 
WV3 TLl 
^Crop activities are identified by crop, by type of land they require, and by the 
relative amount of working capital they require according to the following code; M= 
milpa; C=corn alone; W=wheat; P=potatoes; H=hilly land; V=valley land; HV=a combination 
of hilly gmd valley land; l=very little working capital; 2=an intermediate amount of 
working capital; 3=a high amount of working capital; 4=a very high amount of working 
capital. Vegetable activities are identified by vegetable and by planting date accord­
ing to the code; E=early; L=later; B=beets; GO=green onions; CR=carrots. These same 
codes are used in Tables 3.3b and 3.3c. 
Table 3.3b. An excerpt from the LP matrix in which the farmer with one hectare of crop 
land has a crop knowledge level of TLl and a low level of vegetable knowl­
edge 
_ _ „ Crop activities Veg. activities Row Row Row z, 
name type no. RHS^ MHl MV2 MV3 CV2 CV3 CV4 WHV2 PHV3 PV4 EB GO LCR 
TLl^ L 54 1 0100100 0 0 
TL2^' L 55 0 0010010 1 0 
TL3^ L 56 000000000 1 
TLV^ L 57 0 0 1 
^This column contains the right hand side values. 
^Crop knowledge levels. 
^Vegetable knowledge levels. 
Table 3,3c. An excerpt from the LP matrix in which the farmer with three hectares of 
crop land has a crop knowledge level of TL3 and a high level of vegetable 
knowledge 
„ _ „ Crop activities Veg, activities Row Row Row ^ 
name type no, RHS^ MHl MV2 MV3 CV2 CV3 CV4 WHV2 PHV3 PV4 EB GO LCR 
TLl^ L 54 3 0 1 00100 0 0 
TL2^ L 55 3 0010010 1 0 
TL3^ L 56 3 0000000 01 
TLV^ L 57 1 0 1 
^This column contains the right hand side values, 
^Crop knowledge levels. 
'^Vegetable knowledge levels.. 
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show how levels of crop amd vegetable knowledge restrict the farmer 
set of production activities. For example, in Table 3.3b, the 
farmer with one hectare of crop land and a crop knowledge level of 
TLl has sufficient crop knowledge to grow one hectaare of MHl, MV2, 
CV2, CV3, or WHV2. He could also grow a combination of the above 
crops which totals one hectare. He csmnot grow MV3, CV4, PHV3, or 
PV4. In addition to these crops, he could grow one cuerda of early 
beets. He could not grow green onions or later ceurrots. In Table 
3.3c, the farmer is given three hectaures of crop land, a crop know­
ledge level of TL3, amd a high (1) level of vegetable knowledge. 
His crop knowledge level will now permit him to grow three hectares 
of any crop (or combination of crops) plus one cuerda of any vege­
table in Table 3.3c. 
Psychological constraints 
Only one psychological constraint has been included in the 
model. This constraint limits the amount of time the faarmer is 
willing to spend working as a migratory laborer. As a result of 
this constraint, the faarmer may not allocate more than 416 hours 
to migratory labor sailes activities in either the third or fourth 
quairters. Thus the farmer will spend no more than 60 days working 
as a migratory laborer on cotton, coffee, or sugar cane farms in 
third or fourth quarter. This restriction is supported by Schmidt' 
(1968b) finding that most work contracts among migratory laborers 
were for 30 to 60 days. It was felt that here, as in the case of vege­
table production, some type of restraint is needed to insure that 
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the behavior of the farmer in the model roughly corresponded to the 
behavior of most small farmers. If we allowed farmers to migrate 
all yeax round (or to produce only vegetables), we would not be 
describing the realities of the situation. This is a model of 
small faormers who are primarily producers of corn, beans, wheat, 
and potatoes. This is the population the Basic Grains Program 
is directed at, and it is the population the "typical" farmer of 
our study is drawn from. 
Prices Used in the Analysis 
Two types of prices sure used in this amalysis. These are: 
(1) farm gate prices; and (2) Guatemala City average monthly whole­
sale prices. Farm gate prices axe the prices received by the farmer 
if he sells his crop to local truckers. Guatemala City average 
monthly wholesale prices (as measured at the Terminal Maucket in 
Guatemala City) axe an estimate of average wholesale prices in 
Guatemala, The difference between farm gate prices amd wholesale 
prices should be moderate amd should equal the cost of transporta­
tion plus a little extra to pay for msurket taxes, interest on the 
capital used in the operation, and a payment for the trucker's 
services. For most agricultural products in most areas of the 
western"highlamds, this difference was estimated as amounting to 
about 00.50 per hundred weight, in 1973. Information on 1969 trans­
portation rates between Guatemala City and selected cities in 
the western highlands is given in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4. Traaisportation costs to Guatemala City from selected 
cities, 1969®' 
Department & City ^ 
Sacatepequez 
Cuidad Vieja 0.25 5.50 
Antigua 0.20 4.40 
Magdalena Milpas Altas 0.15 3.30 
Chimaltenamgo 
Chimaltenango 0.20 4.40 
Perramos 0.30 6.60 
Tecpan 0.35 7.70 
Huehuetenango 
Ahuacatan 0.50 11.00 
Huehuetenango 0.50 11.00 
Quezaltenauigo 
Quezaltenango 0.35 8.80 
Zunil 0.40 8.80 
Huitan 0.40 8.80 
Solola 
Solola 0.40 6.60 
Santiago Atitlaoi 0.30 
^inisterio de Agricultura, 1970. 
^The transportation costs in this table were typical truck 
rates in 1969. Rates are undoubtedly somewhat higher today. In 
addition, rates may vary according to the type of product, condi­
tion of the road auid the individual trucker. 
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Small faurmers axe usually willing to sell their corn, wheat, 
beans, habas, guicoy squash, ayote squash, and chilacayote gourds 
locally. Prices used in the analysis for these products are, con­
sequently, local or farm gate prices, and no attempt was made to 
build marketing costs into the model's coefficients for these crops. 
Potatoes may also be sold locally, but it is quite common for 
potato farmers to take their potatoes to the Terminal Market in 
Guatemala City, Most of the fearmers interviewed did this, and 
consequently, the potato prices used aare average wholesale prices. 
Transportation costs amd labor requirements for the trip to the 
Terminal Market have been built into the model's coefficients. 
Vegetables may be sold locally, taken to a regional market, 
or taken to the Terminal Maorket. It is assumed that the faarmer 
takes them either to a regional, market or to the Terminal Market. 
Again, the cost of transportation amd the time required to effect 
this transportation have been included in the model's coefficients. 
Four primary sources of data on prices have been used to 
estimate prices for the model. The first is sample data (Johnston, 
ça. 1973a) in which farmers were asked to estimate average prices 
received for their crops over a five-yeau: period. These data aire 
presented in Table 3.5. The second is a set of monthly average 
wholesale prices for the yeairs 1966 to 1971 which were collected 
at the Terminal Market in Guatemala City by the staff of the 
National Agricultural Mairketing Institute (INDECA, 1973). These 
prices are given in Tables 3.6 amd 3.7. The third important source 
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Table 3.5. Farm gate prices reported by small farmers^ 
Crop Average price Unit 
(Q) 
Corn alone 3. 04 qq 
Corn in milpa 4. 30^ qq 
Black beams 10. 33 qq 
Habas 9. 74 qq 
Wheat 5. 71 qq 
Mature guicoy 0. 07 each 
Ayote 0. 07 each 
Chilacayote 0. 07 each 
Potatoes 4. .79 qq 
^Johnston, 1973a. 
^Fairmers were asked to report average prices. The data in­
dicate that for corn in milpa, some of them misunderstood what was 
wanted emd reported actual present day (1972-73) prices. These 
prices were quite high due to the drought which destroyed much of 
the 1971-1972 corn crop. These high prices may also have caused 
some feurmers to estimate that average prices were higher them they 
were. For these reasons it is felt that the corn price given here 
of 04.30 per qq is a little high. 
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Table 3.6. Average wholesale prices, 1966-1971^ 
Crop Month(s) Price 
(Q) 
Unit 
Yellow corn December-Februaory 3.53 qq 
Black beams September-November 9.05 qq 
Habas September-November 10.55 qq 
Chilacayote 
gourd — —  — — 
Ayote squash Januaor y-December 0.076 apiece 
Mature guicoy September-November 0.088 apiece 
Potato 
average price September-November 4.70^ qq 
Medium 
green onions October 7.56 per 1,000 
Carrots September 2.20 per 25 
dozen 
Cairrots October 2.20 per 25 
dozen 
Beets September 1.64 per 25 
dozen 
Beets October 1.88 per 25 
dozen 
^INDECA, 1973. 
^For additional information on potato prices see Table 3.7. 
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Table 3.7. Average wholesale potato prices, 1966--1971^ 
Variety Month(s) Price/qq 
(Q) 
Alpha September 4.75 
Alpha October 4.95 
Alpha November 5.66 
Alpha September-November 5.12 
Voraii September 3.85 
Voxaxi October 4.24 
Voran November 4.75 
Voran September-November 4.28 
Alpha & Voraai September-November 4.70 
^INDECA, 1973. 
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of price information is the set of tables, "Average Crop Production 
amd Average Price Data^" by Dr. James Walker (1968). These esti­
mates contain information on prices during the 1964-1969 period 
consequently provide an important perspective for judging more 
recent price levels. They axe presented in Table 3e8, The fourth 
source, which presents information on vegetable prices, is the re­
port, Analisis de Actividades Necesarias para la Produccion de 11 
Especies Horticolas (Hortalizas), (Johnston, 1973b). 
The price differences shown in these tables are attributed to 
two factors. First, the sources quote price estimates for different 
time periods. Second, they report two kinds of prices. Farm gate 
prices in 1973 axe shown in Table 3.5 while Tables 3.6 and 3.7 report 
on average monthly wholesaile prices between 1966-1971. Table 3.8 
estimates average annual wholesale prices for the 1965-1969 period. 
The prices finally selected as representative average prices 
for 1973 appeauc in Table 3.9. Farmers could probably get somewhat 
higher prices thain are listed in Table 3.9 if they held back their 
crops at harvest and waited for prices to rise. Some farmers do 
this, but it is not a realistic alternative for most small farmers. 
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Table 3.8. Average price estimates for Guatemalan crops^ 
Crop Price Unit 
(Q) 
! 
Corn 3.00 qq 
Black beans 10.00 qq 
Habas 12.00 qq 
Wheat 5.85 qq 
Mature guicoy 3.00 qq 
Ayote 2.50 qq 
Chilacayote 1.00 qq 
talker, 1968. 
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Table 3.9. Average prices used in the analysis 
„ _ . / _ Unit of Place of Crop Price/unit of measure _ , 
^ (Q) measure Sale 
Corn 
Black beans 
Habas 
Potatoes 
Wheat 
Guicoy or ayote 
squash 
Chilacayote gourd 
Early beets 
Late beets 
Green onions 
Early carrots 
Late carrots 
3.30 
10.00 
10.00 
4.75 
5.75 
0.07 
0.10 
0.065 
0.07 
7.00 
0.088 
0.088 
qq 
qq 
qq 
qq 
qq 
each 
each 
doz. 
doz. 
1,000 
doz. 
doz. 
Local 
market 
Local 
market 
Local 
market 
Guatemala 
City 
Local 
market 
Local 
market 
Local 
market 
Guatemala 
City 
Guatemala 
City 
Guatemala 
City 
Guatemala 
City 
Guatemala 
City 
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CHAPTER IV. RELIABILITY OF THE PRODUCTION DATA 
Since the data used to construct production coefficients deter­
mine the validity of the model's estimates, it seems appropriate to 
discuss the types of data needed, the data collection procedures, 
and the reliability of the estimates made for yields and input re­
quirements. Let us begin this discussion with a few observations 
concerning the overall quality and reliability of the data used in 
this study, and of Guatemalaui crop production data in general. 
The production coefficients used here are derived from data 
contained in the two studies, Produccion De Cultivos Tradicionales 
En El Altipleino De Guatemala (Johnston, 1973a) smd Analisis De 
Actividades Necesarias Paxa La Produccion De 11 Especias Horticolas 
(Hortalizas)(Johnston, 1973b). The first study contains detailed 
crop production information obtained by interviewing small farmers. 
The farmers included in the survey were chosen as being representa­
tive small faarmers by Ministry of Agriculture personnel. Peace 
Corps volunteers, and others who assisted with the interviewing. 
The sample was not a random sample; it was a judgment sample. The 
results are therefore dependent upon the judgment of the inter­
viewers who selected the "representative" faarmers. About half of 
the sample interviews were conducted by volunteers. This allowed 
an increase in the number of farmers to be interviewed and expamded 
the size of the sampling region. Unfortunately, the quality of 
the interviews conducted by the volunteers was not as high as had 
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been hoped for, and some of the questionnaires were not as complete 
as they might have been. 
It is recognized that the reliability and accuracy of the 
sample data aire open to question. There are three main reasons for 
this: (1) the incompleteness of some interview questionnaires; 
(2) the non-random manner in which the sample population was chosen; 
and (3) the relatively small size of the sample. As a result, it 
is probably best to regaurd these data as first approximations or as 
benchmark estimates for the actual underlying production coefficients. 
Nevertheless, and in spite of these limitations, it is believed that 
the data are reasonably accurate and are a valuable source of in­
formation on small farm production practices, costs, labor require­
ments aind materials. Furthermore, it is believed that the data are 
sufficiently reliable so that the model may be used to approximate 
the position of a small farmer, aind, hence, to provide information 
for the policymaker on how Government programs aind policies affect 
the small farmer aoid his faarming alternatives. 
The second study (Johnston, 1973b) was used to construct pro­
duction coefficients for vegetable production. It consists of 
data drawn from interviews with from three to five vegetable pro­
duction experts for each crop. These were in-depth interviews, and 
each one was followed up by a second interview in which the data ob­
tained earlier was checked amd verified. It is believed that the 
production coefficients derived from this information suce quite 
accurate. 
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One of the most striking things about Guatemalem crop produc­
tion data in general is how little there is of it. Considering the 
tremendous reseaarch effort which has been expended in Guatemala over 
the last 30 yeaors one would expect to find much more and much better 
data than is presently available. Technicians have been aweuce of 
this problem for several yeaars, aind it appears that the need for 
generation of better data is being recognized as a priority reseaxch 
topic. There have been several plans and projects in recent yeaars 
dedicated to formation of a data base that would provide information 
on production costs of small faormers. To date these plans have not 
been successfully completed, but it is anticipated that information 
on small faurm production will soon be forthcoming. One of the more 
optimistic recent events signaling future availability of higher 
quality data was the creation of the new agricultural institute, 
ICTA (Institute de Ciencia y Technologia Agricola). ICTA should 
play an important role in collecting, storing and generating informa­
tion on small farm production practices, although ICTA certainly will 
not limit its attention to this one airea. ICTA could become a very 
important source of reseaorch information for Guatemala. It is am-
ticipated that the institute will become involved in a wide variety 
of studies and experiments pertaining to agricultural and economic 
development. 
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Types of Data Needed and Method of Data Collection 
Four types of data axe needed for a lineair programming model. 
I 
These are: (1) identification of the activities to be included in 
the model; (2) production coefficient data; (3) product and input 
price data; and (4) identification and specification of all relevemt 
constraints. Let us examine each of these in turn. 
The first step in constructing a lineaar program is to decide 
what is to be minimized or maximizedj and what activities aore to 
be included in the objective function. In the present context, 
the objective is to maximize net farm income, and the activities 
which will contribute to this objective are crop and labor selling 
activities. Obviously, one cannot have crop selling activities 
without crop production activities; thus, the first decisions to be 
made must be; (1) what crops will be produced; and (2) where aind 
how much labor caoi be sold? The model presented in this study in­
cludes production activities for five crops: corn, milpa, wheat, 
potatoes, and vegetables. These crops were selected after consult­
ing with agronomists and economists from the Ministry of Agriculture. 
In addition to their cropping activities, many small faarmers eairn 
part of their income by selling labor. Labor sales activities are 
of two types: local labor sale and migratory labor sale. Local 
labor sales usually consist of selling daily labor to larger laoid-
owners who need assistance with crop production activities. Migra­
tory labor sales occur in the third and fourth quarters when mainy 
small faarmers migrate to the piedmont and coastal areas to assist 
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with the coffee, cotton or sugair cane harvests. There are, of 
course, other types of activities by which small faariners may sup­
plement their incomes. These activities are not identified 
sepsirately because, in essence, they axe simply other ways of sell­
ing labor locally. As such, their contribution to family income 
will be subsumed in the local labor sales activities. 
The second step in the model's construction was to estimate 
the production coefficients. The basic data for these estimates 
were obtained with a crop production questionnaire which was ad­
ministered to small farmers. The questionnaire was designed to be 
as inclusive as possible. All steps in the production cycle were 
identified and divided into specific tasks. Corn production, for 
example, was divided into 22 separate chores. Not all farmers 
would do all 22, auid the fairmer was asked to select from the list 
only those tasks which he did in his field, amd to tell: (1) how 
much time it took him to do each one; (2) the quaintities of any 
materials he used; and (3) what he estimated the cost of the 
materials to be. 
Interview booklets, each containing questionnaires for three 
crops, were distributed to Ministry of Agriculture personnel. Peace 
Corps volunteers, emd other volunteers living throughout the alti-
plano. Interviews were conducted with sixty-two farmers living in 
twenty-six different munieipios located in eight highlaind depairt-
ments. The questionnaires were distributed and the interviews 
conducted during March, April, May, aind June of 1973. Fifty copies 
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of the survey results were distributed to technicians working in 
the areas of agricultural production aoid agricultural development 
in August 1973. 
The third step in the model's construction was to obtain price 
data. Input price estimates were available from the Scimple data. 
Where the sample data was incomplete, missing information on input 
prices was estimated from data provided by agricultural supply 
houses in Guatemala City. Output price estimates relied quite 
heavily upxan information supiplied by INDBCA, the National Agricul­
tural Mairketing Institute, auid aire discussed in Chapter III. 
The finaJL step was to determine resource availabilities and 
specify production constraints. The resources vAiich the faormer 
has at his disposal include: land, labor, savings, and knowledge. 
Each of these resources imposes a constraint on the fairmer's pro­
duction alternatives. In addition, there aire various psychological 
and institutional constraints which could limit the feucmer's produc­
tion choices. These were also discussed in Chapter III. 
Examination of the Milpa and Corn Alone Activities 
Milpa production is the most characteristic production activity 
of the western highlands. The term milpa means that corn is inter-
planted with squash and beems, and sometimes with a few potatoes as 
well. There are at least three types of squash that are interplanted 
1 
with the corn: "chilacayote" (malabargourd), "ayote" (crook-neck 
' squash), and "guicoy" (acorn squash). Black pole beans and "habas" 
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(broad beans) axo also interplsoited with the corn. The exact mix 
of corn, squash, and beans depends upon the farmer. The most 
characteristic mix of crops is to find corn, black pole beans, habas, 
ayote squash, smd chilacayote gourd in the same field. 
The traditional laijd unit used in this region is the "cuerda." 
There are vaarious sizes of "cuerdas" to be found, but the most 
common one is the "standard cuerda" containing 625 squeire "varas." 
The "vara" is the Spemish equivalent of the English yard, and one 
"vara" is equal to 0.914 yards. The "standard cuerda" is equal to 
0.1079 acres or 0.04367 hectares. 
When one speaks of milpa production, it is convenient to speak 
of production on a cuerda because not ail of the crops grown are 
planted as densely as area would allow. For example, it is cus-
tomeiry to plant corn on a one meter square grid with a meter be­
tween rows and a meter between hills. Generaily black pole beans 
and/or habas are plemted in the same hill with the corn. Somewhere 
in the cuerda will be one or perhaps two hills of chilacayote and 
two, or perhaps, three hills of ayote or guicoy squash. Corn is 
the principal crop in this group. Corn yields vary greatly de­
pending upon natural fertility aind the input package being used, 
but will often fall between 1.00 and 2.50 qq per standard cuerda or 
between 22.70 and 57.25 qq/ha. Bean yields are approximately 
0.17 to 0.35 qq per cuerda (3.89-8.02 qq/ha) if you measure beam 
yield as being equal to production of black beans + production of 
habas. The cuerda will usuailly produce from 3 to 10 chilacayotes 
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from each hill planted and from 3 to 10 ayote squash or 3 to 10 
guicoy squash. The exact number of squash produced on the milpa 
depends to a large extent upon the number of hills the faarmer de­
cides to plant. There aire farmers who engage in more commercial 
production of chilacayote, guicoy, and ayote, but their operations 
are quite different from the milpa we axe describing here where 
squash are grown principally for domestic consumption. Corn and 
beans may more nesirly be considered "cash crops" for the milpa 
farmer because some fraction of total production is often sold 
while the remainder is consumed by the family or fed to livestock. 
To represent milpa production in the linear programming model, 
five distinct production activities have been identified. These 
activities are; (1) milpa production on hilly land requiring very 
little capital (Q22.87/hectaa:e) ; (2) milpa production on hilly Ismd 
requiring a moderate amount of capital (Q53.56/hectare); (3) milpa 
production on flat or rolling laoid requiring very little capital 
(Q20.35/hectare); (4) milpa production on flat or rolling land 
requiring a moderate amount of capital (Q54,47/hectaa:e); and (5) 
milpa production on flat or rolling land requiring a relatively 
high amount of capital (Q79.66/hectare). It should be emphasized 
here that the data base these subdivisions are drawn from is quite 
small. Nevertheless, it is felt that these activities axe a 
reasonable approximation to the types of productive activities 
carried on in the region as a whole. A better idea of the similari­
ties and differences between the various milpa and corn alone 
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activities caoi be ascertained by looking at Table 4.1b. 
Table 4.1b also presents information on corn alone activities 
in which the beans, habas and squash characteristic of milpa produc­
tion aire absent. The sample data indicate that there aare three 
distinct "corn alone" activities which can be identified. Two of 
these activities are currently being used by small fairmers while 
the third (Activity CV4) is an activity promoted by Peace Corps 
volunteers, extension agents and others who are trying to demon­
strate the potential yields to be obtained by using a package of 
inputs characterized by denser stand (fewer cm between plants and 
between rows, hence, more plants per hectare), heavier fertilization 
levels, use of insecticide to combat the root worm or grub called, 
"gallina ciega," and selection of an appropriate variety for the 
geographic region. 
It is interesting to note that of the two "corn alone" activi­
ties being carried on today, one is a traditional method while the 
other appeears to be em intermediate step toward the more capital 
intensive activity being recommended by extension agents and others. 
The traditional method may be characterized by low fertilizer use, 
wide spacing between plants and between rows, moderate labor require­
ments, moderate yields and spotty use of insecticides even though 
all the observations aire from valley land vàiere the gallina ciega 
is often a problem. 
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Table 4.1a. Definitions of column headings in Table 4.1b 
Column no. Column heads Definition of column heads 
1 Activity This refers to a productive 
activity or a crop. The eight 
activities in Table 4.1b axe all 
activities that involve growing 
corn. In the first five of these 
activities, corn is grown in a 
milpa while in the other three 
corn is grown alone. It is rea­
sonable to regard each activity 
as a different crop because the 
input requirements (which often 
embody different technologies) 
vary between activities as do 
the proportions of outputs, the 
to tell value of outputs and cul­
tural practices. 
2 Capital class This refers to the relative amount 
of capital required. The observa­
tions from the sample were divided 
into broad classifications regard­
ing their use of capital. Capital 
class 1 was from QO to Q25 capital 
required per hectare. Capital 
class 2 was from Q25 to Q50 per 
hectare and so on, 
3 YC Corn yield in "quintales" (qq) or 
hundred weights (cwt) per hectare. 
4 YB Yield of black beams amd habas. 
Since the price of beans and habas 
axe equal, they are treated as a 
composite crop. Some farmers would 
grow all black beans and no habas 
while others would grow all habas 
and no beans or a mixture of habas 
and beams. In the linear: program­
ming model we taJce the yield found 
in column YB and assume that half 
this yield is black pole beans and 
half is habas. 
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Table 4.1a. (continued) 
Column no. Column heads Definition of column heads 
5 K1 The amount of capital needed in. 
the first quarter. 
6 K2 The amount of capital needed in 
the second quaorter. 
7 KT The total amount of capital needed. 
8 LI Labor hours required in the first 
quarter. 
9 L2 Labor hours required in the second 
quarter. 
10 L3 Labor hours required in the third 
quarter. 
11 L4 Labor hours required in the fourth 
quarter. 
12 LT Total labor hours required. 
13 RLL The dollair return to land, labor, 
and capital from this activity on 
one hectare of land. This is a net 
return; input costs are subtracted 
from the product of price and 
yield per hectare. 
14 LBF Quintales of fertilizer used. 
This includes the qq of urea used, 
15 DR Distance between rows measured 
in cm, 
16 DP Distance between hills of corn 
measured in cm. 
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Table 4.1a. (continued) 
Column no. Column heads Definition of column heads 
17 ID Insecticide dummy variable—if 
the insecticide dummy has a value 
of 0, this means that none of the 
farmers used insecticide. If it 
has a value of 1, all the farmers 
used an insecticide. 
This represents total cuerdas. 
One hectaxe=22.9 cuerdas. This 
gives us an idea of the average 
fcirm size for farmers who indi­
cated that, they practice this 
activity. 
Topography dummy variable. A 
value of O indicates that aJLl of 
the farmers said they farmed hilly 
or very steep land. A value of 1 
indicates they aJLl farm flat or 
gently rolling lemd. A veilue of 
0.5 would indicate that % of them 
checked hilly or very steep aind % 
of them checked gently rolling or 
flat. 
20 No. of obs. The number of farmers in the 
sample whose production is typi­
fied by the activity. 
18 
19 
TC 
TD 
Table 4.1b. Milpa and corn alone produced on 1 ha of land^  
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) 
Activ-^  
ity 
Capi­
tal 
class YC YB K1 K2 !:r LI L2 L3 L4 LT RLL LBF DR DP ID TC TD 
No. of 
Obs. 
MHl 1 20.04 2.86 22.87 0 22.87 206 364 334 504 1408 88.45 0 80 65 0 12.75 0 4 
MH2 2 22.90 8.59 53.56 0 53.56 206 364 334 504 1408 124.60 6.64 125 125 0 53.00 0 2 
MVl 1 22.90 4.01 20.35 0 20.35 147 369 325 435 1278 112.01 0 125 113 0 6.5 1 2 
MV2 2 30.52 3.46 48.29 6.18 54.47 147 369 325 435 1278 163.44 4.35 98 98 0.7 27.4 1 9 
MV3 3 60.46 7.95 62.03 17.63 79.66 147 369 325 435 1278 216.05 8.24 93 70 0.3 91.3 1 3 
CV2 2 32.52 0 17.83 22.90 40.73 112 231 32 309 684 66.59 3.78 110 110 0.5 66.0 1 2 
CV3 3 50.38 0 54.69 23.13 77.82 112 231 32 389 764 88.43 10.49 100 58 0.5 66.8 1 6 
CV4 4 122.74 0 111.49 45.57 157.06 112 231 32 389 764 247,98 16.95 90 25 1.0 c 1 1 
J^ohnston, ça. 1973a. 
A^ctivities are identified by crop, by type of land they require and by the relative amount of working capital they require 
according to the following code: M=milpa; C=corn alone; W=wheatj P=potatoes; Hahilly land; V=valley land; HV=a combination of 
hilly and valley land; l»very little working capital; 2=an intermediate amount of working capital; J)=a high amount of working 
capital; 4=a very high amount of working capital. This same code is used to identify crop production activities in other tables 
of Chapter IV and throughout the thesis* 
A^ctivity 8 information comes from corn demonstration plots conducted by the Peace Corps and tlie Ministry of Agriculture. 
The size of most demonstration plots is one cuerda. 
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Corn and bean yields in Table 4.1b 
A careful analysis of Table 4.1b reveals that within the broad 
subject of "traditional corn production" there is considerable vaoria-
tion in yields, inputs, planting densities, and adoption of modern 
technology. Since the data in Table 4,1b is based on a very small 
sample of faormers, it must be used caorefully. Table 4.1b provides 
an important source of information, but it is only one source. Ad­
ditional work needs to be done to corroborate amd improve upon the 
information presented here. 
To begin with, how reasonable are the yield estimates con­
tained in Table 4.1b? Yields in Table 4.1b range from 20.04 qq/ha 
on hilly land with no fertilization to 122.74 qq/ha on the demon­
stration plots run by the Peace Corps volunteers under the super­
vision of Dr. James Walker and personnel from the Ministry of Agri­
culture. This range of yields is a realistic expectation of what 
farmers could achieve in 1973. Com yields have been increasing 
in the highlainds over the past 15 years and, while a yield of 23 
qq/ha or 30 qq/ha might have been high in 1960, it is quite reason­
able in 1973. This view is upheld by the trend of corn yields pre­
sented in Table 4.2. 
In the decade 1950-1960, the Baunk of Guatemala estimated corn 
yields as fluctuating from a low of 14.31 qq/ha in 1955 to a high 
of 16.89 qq/ha in 1960. In 1961 the Planning Council estimated 
that yields had risen to 17.89 qq/ha and by 1964 FAO estimated 
in the publication, Estadisticas Mundiales de Cultivos, Roma, 1966, 
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Table 4.2. Corn yields, 1950-1973 
Year(s) Source Additional information 
1950-1960 14.31-16.89 
1961 
1966 
1968 
1968 
17.89 
1964 24.61 
1964-1965 25.50 
1964-1965 11.90 
30.0 
21.00 
31.46 
Bank of 
Guatemala' 
Planning 
Council 
FAO* 
Hill and. 
Gollas 
Hill cind 
Gollas^ 
Schmidt 
Walker^ 
Perez^ 
^erez, 1971, pp. 76-81, 
^Falla, 1972, pp. 30-45. 
^Schmidt, 1969, p. 45, 
talker, 1968. 
Farmers using 
fertilizer in the 
Dept. of El Quiche. 
Farmers not using 
fertilizer in the 
Dept. of El Quiche. 
In the highlands. 
National average 
estimate. 
Survey of 264 small 
faonners in western 
highlands. Perez 
also found that 
faonners hairvested 
4.29 qq of black 
beans and 1.7 qq of 
habas or 5.99 qq of 
beans and habas. 
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Table 4.2 (continued) 
1969 42.37 Falla Observations from 
faarmers who use 
fertilizer. Dept. 
of El Quiche. 
1969 16.03 Falla Observations from 
fearners who do not 
use fertilizer in 
the Dept. of El 
Quiche. 
1973 20.04-60.46 
(weighted 
average=40.39) 
Johnston This is the rainge 
for corn grown in 
milpa. Be em yields 
in milpa range from 
2.86-7,95 qq/ha. 
1973 
1973 
32.52-50.38 
122.74 
Johnston 
Johnston 
This is the range 
of corn yields for 
corn grown alone. 
This is em average 
yield teiken from 
demonstration plots 
conducted by Peace 
Corps volunteers. 
® Johnston, ca. 1973a. 
% 
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that GuatemeJLan yields had increased to 24.61 qq/ha. 
In about 1966, Lester Schmid did some field work for his Ph.D. 
dissertation. He found that corn yields in the highlands averaged 
30 qq/ha (Schmid, 1968a). Hill and Gollas reported in 1968 that corn 
yields in the Depsurtment of El Quiche averaged 25.5 qq/ha for farm­
ers who used fertilizer and 11.9 qq/ha for fairmers who did not use 
fertilizer. 
In 1968 Dr. James Walker (1968) compiled information on 
Average Crop Production and Average Wholesale Price Data for 
Guatemala in which he estimated that national corn yields in the 
country were about 21 qq/ha. Also in 1968, Francisco Samuel Perez 
made a survey of 264 small feormers in the western highlands and 
found that within his sample the average production of corn was 
31.46 qq/ha (Perez, 1971). In addition, Perez found that farmers 
harvested 4.29 qq of black beans and 1.7 qq of habas per hectaire. 
If we add black beans and habas together, Perezes data indicate 
that in 1968, on average, fsurmers produced 31.46 qq of corn smd 
5.99 qq of beans per ha. 
In 1969, Father Ricaordo Falla (1972), a sociologist at Rafael 
Lindfvar University in Guatemala City, spent a yeax studying adoption 
of "green revolution technologies" (psirticularly fertilizer use) in 
the "municipio," San Antonio Ilotensingo in the Depaortment of El 
Quiche. He conducted interviews himself and aLLso trained locals 
in interview techniques in an effort to obtain data on population, 
church membership, education, amd the economic situation of members 
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of the local Catholic Action group. His interviews were limited 
to members of this group because of the suspicion said distrust 
which the Indian population displayed towsucds strangers. He was 
also able to obtain data collected by an agronomy student in the 
Csjîton of Patzala. In addition to these sources of information 
and his own informal conversations, he obtained data covering 46 
soil analyses which came from various "cantones." His findings 
are presented in Tables 4,3 aoid 4.4. Comparison of Tables 4,3 
and 4.4 with the data in Table 4,1b suggests a general agreement 
between the yield data for corn and beans. There is also general 
agreement with the yields of guicoy and chilacayote mentioned 
earlier in the text. Unfortunately, Padre Fail la's data are not 
directly compairable with the data in Table 4.1b, because it does 
not contain information on insecticide use or planting density. 
Without this information, it is difficult to Judge the seriousness 
of the discrepancies between these yield reports. Padre Falla's 
data do support the contention that among farmers who use fertili­
zer, corn yields are increasing over time. His reported corn yield 
of 42,37 qq/ha and bean yield of 6,87 qq/ha in 1969 is a step be­
tween the corn yield (31,46 qq/ha) emd bean yield (5,99 qq/ha) 
reported by Perez in 1968, and the yields reported in 1973 (for 
activities MV2 aaid MV3 which use fairly substantial amounts of 
fertilizer) of 53 qq/ha for corn and 4,58 qq/ha for beans (John­
ston, ça. 1973a). 
A weighted average of the data on corn grown in milpa (Table 
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Table 4.3. Compaorison of the results described in the text regard­
ing average production of corn and beams with chemical 
fertilizers 
Source Corn 
qq/ha 
Beans 
qq/ha 
Fertilizer 
qq/ha 
No. of obs. 
la. (Sacxac) 45.57 5.50 5.95 24 
2a. (Patzala) 43.51 6.87 7 21 
3a. (Suelos) 40.08 8.93 8.47 8 
4a. (Informal) 43.51 6.41 9 20 for corn 
13 for beans 
Average 43.17 6.93 
^alla, 1972. 
Table 4.4. Average production with chemical fertilizer and without 
(the fertilizer used is 16-20-0)®-»^ 
Corn Beans Ayotes/ Chila- Cwts. fer-
qq/ha qq/ha ha cayotes/ tilizer/ 
ha ha 
With 42.37 6.87 57 57 7.56 
Without 
fertilizer 16.03 2.75 0 0 0 
^Falla, 1972. 
^This table incorporates some additional observations in addi­
tion to the ones in Table 4.3. 
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4.1b) indicates that highland farmers achieved yields of 40.39 
qq/ha for corn and 4.58 qq/ha for beans and habas combined. This 
is 8.93 qq higher for corn smd 1.41 qq lower for beans and habas 
than Perez (1971) found in 1968, but it is certainly in the same ballpark 
considering that five yeaxs of experience with use of newer tech­
nologies intervene between these two surveys. Similar comparisons 
caainot be made with Padre Falla's data because observations on the 
numbers of farmers not using fertilizers Bare unavailable. 
If historical data on planting density of corn, yield of corn, 
yield of beans and habas, eind use of fertilizers were available 
it probably would illustrate that as more fertilizer is used, 
planting density (or stand) can be increased. Increasing stand of 
corn means that there is less room to plant habas between the hills 
of corn and, consequently, haba yield per hectare would probably 
fall even though yield per plant may rise due to increased avail­
ability of nutrients provided by the chemical fertilizer. If this 
pattern is realistic, the differences between the 1973 survey re­
sults, Perez's results, aind Falla's results may be a reflection of 
this trend toward increasing the planting density or stand per 
cuerda. In any event, the rough agreement seen here between the 
data in Table 4.1b, Perez's data, and Falla's data is psirticularly 
importent because all of these studies were based upon relatively 
in-depth surveys of small farmers from the same general geographic 
area, whereas the other yield averages axe national averages. Even 
if the yields contained in Table 4.1b (and the yields found by Perez 
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and Failla) axe slightly high, this would not invalidate their 
usefulness. The importance of these data is that they suggest 
how yields respond to different cultivation practices sind different 
technologies. The extreme range of yields found in Table 4.1b 
suggests that several technologies are currently used in the high­
lands. This view is supported also by Table 4.5 which presents in­
formation on the range of yields found by Perez. 
Examination of the technologies embodied in the activities 
The main factors determining milpa yields appear to be; 
(1) steepness of land which is a rough indicator of soil type and 
which is measured by the topography dummy (TD) ; (2) qq of fertilizer 
used (LBF) ; (3) distance between rows and between plaoits (DR eind DP) 
(4) use of an insecticide (ID); and (5) the relative importance of 
corn versus beans in the output mix. Each activity in Table 4.1b 
represents a unique mix of these factors. For example, Activity 
MHl represents a very low capital technology utilized on quite 
hilly terrain. Remember that "hillyness" is used here in an at­
tempt to compensate for the lack of information on soil types, and 
represents poorer quality as well as slope. The labor requirements 
for milpa are greater on hilly lemd than on flat or rolling land. 
This could be due to a variety of factors such as: (1) harder or 
rockier land is found on hillsides than in valleys; (2) climbing up 
smd down the slope itself requires more energy and hence, slows work 
or (3) faormers Wio must work on poorer soils axe poorer and less 
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Table 4.5. Corn yields on surveyed farms^ 
Number of 
farmers 
interviewed 
in yield/ha 
range 
% of farmers 
in yield/ha 
range 
Yield/ha 
range (qq) 
32 13 0 11.45 
73 28 11.45 - 22.90 
52 20 22.90 - 34.35 
48 19 34.35 - 45.80 
27 11 45.80 - 57.25 
14 5 57.25 - 68.70 
11 4 over 68.70 
^erez, 1971, p. 98. 
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nourished them farmers on vaJ-ley lamd amd hence cannot work as 
fast. It is difficult to know exactly which, if euiy, of these 
reasons explains the greater labor requirements for milpa grown on 
hilly land, and additional reseeurch on this would be useful. Never­
theless, the data cleazly reveal that farmers on hilly, poorer lemd 
work slower. 
Activity MHl in addition to being caorried out on hilly land 
is chairacterized by no use of fertilizer or insecticide. Hills of 
corn aore planted relatively close together considering that there 
is no use of fertilizer. MHl uses very little capital, and has 
quite low corn and beam yields. 
Activity MH2 also takes place on hilly land. Some fertilizer 
is used, but insecticides are not. Beans are much more important 
in the output mix tham they were in MHl, amd the planting density 
for corn is reduced to allow more room for the interplanting of 
beans amd habas. Beam yields are consequently much higher while 
the increase in corn yields, although positive, is compauratively 
small. Note that the increase in corn yields alone is not suffi­
cient to pay for the increased capital used if the corn price is 
$3.50/qq. It appeairs that on hilly lamd, very low fertilization 
levels such as depicted here have the primary effect of increasing 
beam production. Farmers appaarently realize this because they 
plant less corn and allow more room for beams. It would be in­
teresting to know if this is in fact the case, because one wonders 
what would have happened to yields if planting density of corn had 
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not been decreased. 
Activity MVl is milpa on valley or gently rolling lands. 
This activity uses very little capital because the costs of seed 
emd depreciation on hoes, sacks, etc. are the only cash expenses. 
Less seed and less labor axe used here them in Activity MHl. 
Valley soils axe more fertile than the hillsides and non-fertilized 
yields aire eulmost 3 qq/ha higher than they were in MHl. Bean yield 
is also greater due, perhaps, in part to the better soil and in 
part to greater spacing between corn hills which aLLlows more room 
for the interplemting of beans and habas. 
Activity MV2 provides the first dramatic increase in corn 
yields. This takes place on valley lamd and involves a moderate 
fertilization level and use of insecticides. Eight out of the nine 
interviewed feirmers v±io practiced this activity used insecticide. 
Moderate fertilization allows increased planting density by provid­
ing more nutrients. The reduction in planting density places 
greater emphasis on corn production versus bean production and re­
sults in increased corn and decreased bean yields. Insecticide use 
is am important component of this activity because failure to use 
insecticides with a high plant density could result in a heavy 
rootworm population amd reduced yields. 
Activity MV3 is relatively capital intensive with fertiliza­
tion being the key ingredient. Only one farmer in this class used 
insecticide. It may be that insecticide was not needed because root-
worms are not a problem in this locality even though planting density 
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is increased. The higher corn yields in MV3 reflect both the in­
creased planting density aoid the higher fertilization rate. Bean 
yields are also dramatically higher even though there is compara­
tively less room for beans. This appears to be a result of the 
higher fertilization level and is probably ayield in which black 
beams (that climb up the corn steLLks) axe more important than habas 
(which aare planted between the hills of corn). 
Activity CV2 is corn alone (rather than milpa) on flat or 
rolling lemd using a small amount of capital. Here again as 
fertilizer use declines, planting density also declines (DR and 
DP increase). A comparison of capital requirements and revenue 
earned from sale of products per hectare reveals that, with the 
exception of the demonstration plot results in Activity CV4, the 
return to land, labor and capitaJ. from milpa activities such as 
MV2 and MVS is greater than the return from corn alone activities 
(such as CV2 and CV3). If this is the case, why do fairmers grow 
corn.alone? One explanation is that corn alone requires less 
labor them do milpa activities. The average farm size for 
farmers who produce corn alone is about 66 cuerdas or approxi­
mately 2.9 ha. Earlier work (Johnston, ca. 1973d) with a smaller 
and simpler linear programming model indicated that the most land 
a family of four could farm without hiring local labor to assist 
it in peak labor requiring months was between 2 and 3 ha. It 
is likely that fairmers who have provided data for production of 
corn alone also grow some milpa and that the amount of milpa grown 
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is inversely correlated with the amount of family labor available 
and the availability of local hired labor during peak labor re­
quiring seasons. 
Activity CV3 represents growing corn alone on flat or rolling 
land with a fairly high level of fertilization. As a result, corn 
yields are increased by about 18 qq compared to Activity CV2, 
Three of the 6 farmers in this group used insecticide suggesting 
that they are beginning to follow recommendations of their exten­
sion agents. Consequently, their yields are improved, but not as 
much as would be possible. 
Activity CV4 is based on a corn demonstration plot run by a 
Peace Corps volunteer, David Thompson, nesir Tecpan, Chimaltenango, 
although the yield used is the average yield for sLLl Peace Corps 
demonstration plots in 1972 and was provided by Dr. James WaJLker. 
These demonstrations show rather dramatically that corn yields for 
most faormers could be at least doubled if the farmer had the neces­
sary capital and technical knowledge. This activity uses: (1) 
heavy initial fertilization emd a sepsirate application of nitrogen 
about the time of the first or second cultivation; (2) an insecti­
cide at planting with possible later insecticide applications as 
needed; (3) greater planting density; and (4) selection of an 
appropriate vaoriety of native or hybrid corn. This appeaors to be 
a rather simple, straightforward formula. As the Rural Development 
Plan provides more farmers with credit and technical knowledge, 
further dramatic increases in corn production sure expected. It 
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should be stressed that the yields achieved in these demonstration 
plots aire not unseasonably high. Alejandro Barrios, the corn 
specialist at Labor Ovalle Agricultural Experiment Station, has 
helped farmers obtain average yields of 114.48 qq/ha, which is 
only 8,26 qq/ha less than the yield reported by Dr. Walker's Peace 
Corps demonstration plots. The yield of 122.74 qq/ha which the 
Peace Corps achieved is, of course, a fine yield compared to 
national averages, but it is only about 89 bushels per acre. This 
represents a very respectable, but not an impossible, yield level 
for farmers to attempt to reach. 
The survey results suggest that farmers use more capital in­
tensive technologies on their better land. They may do this be­
cause capital is in fairly short supply, or because only fairmers 
with capital can buy good valley land, or because only farmers on 
good valley land can earn enough to accumulate working capital. 
Whatever the reason, it is interesting to note that the net return 
to lauid, labor and capital from spending about Q54 on flat or 
better land is approximately Q39/ha higher thsm a similar expendi­
ture on hilly or poorer lands. As will be shown later, this dif­
ference is reflected in higher shadow prices for veilley vs, hilly 
land. 
The higher shadow prices for valley land sire in a way mis­
leading, because information is not available on yield levels for 
farmers who use capital intensive technology on hilly, poorer land. 
This lack of information is unfortunate because one of the major 
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benefits of the Government's agricultxiraJL credit amd extension 
program is that it would provide fsucmers with enough credit so 
that they could increase yields on hilly lands as well as on valley 
lamds. Activity MH2 demonstrates the effect of using a moderate 
amount of capital on hilly or poorer terrain. It would be interest­
ing to know the effect of am activity similar to Activity MV3 which 
is relatively capital intensive, if that activity were cairried out 
on poorer quality lands. 
Before leaving corn amd milpa activities and going on to potato 
activities, it is importamt to point out that the educationaJL proc­
ess of teaching fairmers about the benefits to be gained from use of 
fertilizers, seeds, insecticides, and increased planting density is 
already begun. The fact that average corn yields have increased 
from about 15 qq/ha in the decade of the 1950's to around 23 qq/ha 
by the later I960*s is evidence that this educational process is 
already underway. As farmers have more experience with chemical 
inputs and as credit becomes more accessible to all farmers who 
need it, further dramatic increases should be recorded in national 
average corn yields. 
Examination of the Potato Activities 
Our survey results indicate that potatoes aure being produced 
in three different ways by most farmers in the western highlands. 
These activities are differentiated primarily by yield, fertilizer 
use, use of non-fertilizer chemicals, variety amd quality of seed 
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(which is represented by price), as well as by quantity of seed 
(which serves as a proxy vaariable for plaaiting density) . More 
detailed information on potato activities is contained in Table 
4.6b. The fourth activity shown in Table 4.6b consists of a highly 
technified package of inputs requiring additional capital and pro­
viding greater yields. The yield figure given for the fourth 
activity was obtained from the publication, "Atzimba" Vairiedad De 
Papa Pair a Siembras De Invierno En Guatemala (Schieber et al., 1969) , 
which is based on the results of demonstration trials conducted 
in 1968 and 1969. Input requirement information for Activity PV4 
was provided by P, A, Felipe Daxdon, one of the co-authors of the 
above publication, who is presently the potato specialist at Labor 
Ovalle Agriculturail Experiment Station. 
Major constraints facing potato farmers 
As can be seen from Column 11 of Table 4.6b, potatoes at a 
price of 04.75 per qq have quite high returns to land, labor, and 
capital. These high returns reflect the fact that potatoes axe a 
specialty crop grown by a small percentage of highland farmers. 
There axe four primary reasons for this. 
First, potatoes need much larger amounts of capital than corn, 
milpa, or wheat. Local experts believe that shortage of capital 
has been a major constraint for small highlaind farmers. If so, 
more potatoes should be produced as the national agricultural loan 
aaid technical assistance program administered by DIGESA and BANDESA 
provides more credit to potato farmers. 
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Table 4.6a. Definitions of column headings in Table 4.6b 
Column no. Column heads Definitions of column heads 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Activity 
Capital class 
QQF 
YP 
KT 
LT 
RLL 
8 
9 
10 
QQS 
PS 
IHF 
11 NFCE 
This refers to a potato produc­
tion activity or type of tech­
nology which was revealed by 
exeimination of the sample data. 
This is a grouping of faormers in 
the sample according to their 
usage of capital. 
The qq of fertilizer applied per 
hectare. 
The yield of potatoes in qq/ha. 
The total amount of capital 
required. 
Total labor required. 
The return to land, labor, aoid 
capital from this activity on one 
hectare of land assuming a market 
price of 04.75 per qq. 
The qq of seed required. 
Price of the seed (O/qq). 
A dummy variable which registers 
1 if the fairmer used insecticide, 
herbicide, or fungicide. If he 
used none of these inputs, it is 
given a value of 0. A value of 
0.85 would indicate that 85% of 
the farmers in the sample who gave 
information on the activity used 
insecticide, herbicide, or fungi­
cide. 
The total value of non-fertilizer 
chemical expenses. 
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Table 4.6a. (continued) 
Column no. Column heads Definitions of column neads 
12 STM The average storage, transporta­
tion, and mairketing expense in­
curred by farmers who gave infor­
mation on this activity. 
13 TD A topography dummy variable. If 
a farmer responded that he en­
gaged in the activity on hilly or 
steep lemd, the topography dummy 
is given a value of O. If he 
farmed flat or rolling land, it 
is given a value of 1. 
14 No. of obs. The number of faormers in the 
sample who gave information on 
this activity. 
Tedble 4.6b. Potato production activities on one hectaure of laind^ 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) 
Activ­
ity 
Capital 
class QQF YP KT LT RLL QQS PS IHF NFCE STM TD 
No. of 
obs. 
PHVl 1 0.00 45.80 206.06 974 11.49 27.25 5.57 0.00 0.00 45.80 0.50 2 
PHV2 2 13.28 233.58 441.23 1436 668.28 37.33 5.57 0.85 24.50 102.13 0.57 7 
PHV3 3 15.80 349.91 643.66 1436 1017.96 45.57 6.33 H
 
8
 
117.94 102.13 0.44 9 
PV4 4 22.90 429.38 723.81 1436 1315.66 45.80 10.00 1.00 112.90 91.60 _b _b 
^Johnston, ca. 1973a, 
^Results of Ministry of Agriculture potato demonstration trials. 
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Second, potatoes are a more technicaJL crop in that they re­
quire regular fungicide and/or insecticide treatments if a problem 
begins to develop. Thus, the fsormer must be able to diagnose an 
insect or disease problem early and carry out treatments based on 
his diagnosis. In short, potatoes require more mainagement skill 
than do the other traditional crops. As DIGESA's technical assist­
ance activities axe increased, more small farmers will develop the 
requisite management skills. It seems likely, however, that it will 
take longer and be more difficult to deliver technical assistance 
to small farmers them to deliver credit. 
Third, not all laind is equally suitable for potatoes. In 
general, potatoes do better at high elevations. Different varieties 
of potatoes respond better to different altitude ranges, but in 
general, potatoes need altitudes of 2,000 msnm (meters above sea 
level) or higher. For example, the varieties Tecpan-69 and Toliman-
69 do best between 2,000 and 2,500 msnm; the variety Zaculeu-70 
adapts quite well to altitudes of 2,000 to 3,350 msnm; and the 
variety DIA-71 does best between 2,150 and 2,900 msnm. Most of the 
land in the study region is between 1,500 and 3,300 msnm. Hence, 
not all land will be suitable for potato production. In addition 
to altitude, soil type aind water availability from rainfall or 
irrigation facilities are important factors in successful potato 
production. Many farmers simply axe not fortunate enough to have 
land with the combination of altitude, rainfall level, eind soil 
type needed for high yields from capital intensive potato production. 
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Fourth, and perhaps most importauat, potatoes auce a very risky 
crop. In addition to risk from temperature and rainfall variability 
there is risk from insect and disease problems, as well as consider­
able risk due to price fluctuations. Retail August potato prices 
for Voran potatoes as reported by INDECA (the National Marketing 
Institute) fluctuated from a low of Q1.93 per qq in 1971 to a high 
of Q6.09 per qq in 1966. Alpha and Flor Blanca potato prices did 
not fall as much as Voran prices. Their August, 1971, retail 
prices were reported as Q2.48 and 02.05 per qq respectively. 
A retail price of 02.00 per qq probably means that farmers 
are receiving between 01.50 and 01.75 per qq. The effects of 
fluctuations in farm gate price on the farmer's return to land, 
labor, and capital eore shown in Table 4.7.. Potato Activity PHV3, 
which is quite a technified potato production activity, will yield 
a return to land, labor, and capital of 01,017.96 if the farm gate 
price is 04.75 per qq (04.75 is regarded as am average price for 
the past 6 years). If the price falls to 01.75, the return to 
lauid, labor, and capital falls to a negative 031.32 per hectare. 
The farmer experiences a net loss. If small farmers are risk 
averters, one year like 1971 may provide a very strong disincentive 
for further potato production even though average prices are very 
favorable (potatoes reportedly sold for as high as 015.00 per qq 
in the Central Market of Guatemala City in May and June of 1973). 
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Table 4«7. The effect of lower prices on the return to land, labor, 
and capital in potato production Activity PHV3 which has 
a yield of 349.91 qq/ha and input costs of Q643.66/ha 
Price of potatoes Return to land, labor, 
(Q) and capital 
(Q) 
4.75 
4.50 
4.25 
4.00 
3.75 
3.50 
3.25 
3.00 
2.75 
2.50 
2.25 
2.00 
1.93 
1.75 
1,017.96 
930.94 
843.46 
755.98 
668.50 
581.03 
493.54 
406.07 
318,59 
231.12 
143.64 
56.16 
31.67 
-31.32 
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Technification and returns to factors in potato production 
Perhaps the most striking aspect of the data in Table 4.6b 
is the degree of technification used in potato production. Nine 
of the eighteen farmers interviewed used quite large amounts of 
capitals The average yield for this group (Activity PHV3) is 
349.91 qq/ha which is quite a respectable yield. The fact that 
some farmers axe achieving yields like this points out that much 
work has already been done with some of the better potato farmers. 
Column 11 of Table 4.6b shows that these farmers are using fungi­
cides, insecticides, and other non-fertilizer chemical products as 
needed to ensure that they realize the high yields their new seed 
vaorieties axe capable of producing. Activity PHV2 is also fairly 
capital intensive. The yield reported for PHV2 is 233.58 qq/ha 
which is about 67% of the yield reported in Activity PHV3, 
Activities PHV2 and PHV3 both have quite a high return to 
land, labor and capital when compared to corn, milpa, and wheat 
activities. Table 4.8 presents the returns to land, labor and 
capital which may be achieved from all the vaxious crops included 
in the aoialysis. Potato Activity PHV2 has a return of Q668.28 per 
hectare. Potato Activity PHV3 has a return of Q1017.96 per hectare. 
The return to land, labor, and capital from PHV3 is almost Q770 
higher thsm the return achieved from production of CV4 which has 
the highest return among the corn alone, milpa, and wheat activi­
ties. The return on Potato Activity PHV3 is so high that potato 
farm gate prices would have to fall as low as Q2.55 per qq (a drop 
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Table 4.8. Return to land, labor, aind capital calculated using 
the yield information contained in Tables 4.1b, 4.6b, 
4.15b amd 4.17b with the price information contained 
in Table 3^9 
Return to land, labor 
Crop Activity and savings per ha& -
(Q) 
Milpa MHl 88.45 
Milpa MH2 124.60 
Milpa MVl 112.01 
Milpa MV2 163.44 
Milpa MVS 216.05 
Corn aJLone CV2 66.59 
Corn alone CVS 88.43 
Corn alone CV4 247.98 
Wheat WHVl 83.65 
Wheat WHV2 84.35 
Wheat WV3 141.69 
Wheat WV4 186.15 
Potatoes PHVl 11.49 
Potatoes PHV2 668.28 
Potatoes PHVS 1017.96 
Potatoes PV4 1315.66 
September beets EB 60.68 
October beets LB 106.25 
October green 
onions GO 1969.40 
September carrots ECR 631.35 
October carrots LCR 631.35 
^This is a net return. It is calculated by multiplying the 
yield per ha for each crop by its average price and subtracting 
out the value of inputs plus depreciation on fixed capital re­
quired to produce one hectaare of that crop. 
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of 46%) before they would reach approximately the same level as 
the return from CV4.^ Since potatoes aire so profitable, it is 
likely that average potato prices will decline as more feucmers 
have access to credit aoid technicail assistance. Based on the 
relative returns to laoid, labor, and capital shown in Table 4.8, 
it would not be surprising to see average potato prices fall to 
03.00 per qq or lower over the next few years. 
Potato yields 
The profitability of potatoes is due partly to favorable 
mairket prices amd partly to high yields (Table 4.6b). The effect 
of declining prices on a semi-technified potato production activity 
is shown in Table 4.7. Declining yields would have a similao: ef­
fect. Yields are not expected to decline, but one may still ask, 
"How reasonable are the yields presented in Table 4.6b?" This is 
a difficult question to answer, because the yield estimates re­
ported by different sources show substantial vaoriation. 
Table 4.9 contains chronological information on potato yields 
from several sources for the period 1964-1973 that can be used to 
evaluate the reasonableness of our survey yields. Table 4.9 con­
sists of four sets of yield estimates. The first set is composed 
of studies carried out between 1964 and 1968; these studies are 
^This comparison is only approximate because PHV3 requires 
0486.60 more cash for input costs than does CV4, and the interest 
cost associated with borrowing this capital is not netted out. 
Nevertheless, the compearison demonstrates the rather extreme pro­
fitability of potatoes when grown in a semi-technified memner such 
as Potato Activity PHV3. 
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Table 4.9. Potato yield information as reported by various 
sources 
Study Year Source \ Additional! information 
no. (qq/ha) 
2 
3 
1964 Perez^ 133.96 
1966 Schmidt^ 250.0 
1968 Walker 85.5 
Perez cites the publica­
tion, Estadisticas Mun-
diales de Cultivos, FAD, 
June, 1966. 
This is a national aver­
age estimate. 
1968 Gollas 134.0 Gollas' sample included 42 
farmers who grew potatoes. 
Total land earea devoted 
to potatoes by aJ-l 42 was 
5.9 ha. 
1968 Gollas 197.0 
6 1969 Perez^ 274.78 
If the farmers from 
Totonicapan are excluded, 
the average yield is 197 
qq/ha. 
The sample contained only 
12 farmers. Ten were 
from Almolonga, 1 was from 
Totonicapan, and 1 was 
from Quiché. The total 
land cirea cultivated by 
all 12 was 0.42 ha. 
^erez, 1971, p. 111. 
^Schmidt, 1969, p. 45. 
^Walker, 1968. 
d 
Gollas, 1970, pp. 26-28. 
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Table 4.9. (continued) 
Study Year Source \ Additional information 
no. (qq/ha) 
1969 Schieber 429.38 This yield was attained 
on demonstration plots 
using the vaoriety, At­
zimba, at altitudes be­
tween 1800 smd 2150 msnm. 
8 
10 
1972 Palencia 646.75 
1972 Palencia^ 727.52 
1972 Dardon® 572.46 
and 
Espinoza 
Results of lower yielding 
trials using the variety 
Atzimba at lower altitudes. 
Results of higher yielding 
trials using the variety 
Atzimba at higher altitudes. 
Results of demonstration 
trials using the varieties 
Tecpan-69, Zaculeu-70, emd 
DIA-71 at appropriate alti­
tudes . 
11 1973 Johnston 349.91 The nine farmers with the 
most capital intensive 
production averaged this 
yield. Another group of 
seven averaged 233.58 qq/ 
ha. Two other fairmers 
averaged 45.80 qq/ha. 
®Schieber, Dairdon, and Velasquez, 1969. 
f 
Palencia ^  , 1973. 
^Dardon aoid Espinoza, c&. 1972 or 1973. 
^Johnston, ca. 1973a. 
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numbers 1-5. The average yield for the first four studies (the 
5th is a subset of the fourth) is 150.87 qq/ha which is probably a 
reasonable figure for the 1964-1968 period. Note however that 
this set of yields has a range of 164.5 qq. This illustrates the 
yield impact of different soil and climatic conditions as well as 
the effect of maaiagement practices. Gollas* data clearly illustrate 
this (observation numbers 4 and 5 of Table 4.9). The average yield 
including feirmers from the Department of Totonicapsm was 134 qq/ha 
while the average yield excluding them was 197 qq/ha. Although it 
is difficult to draw precise inferences from data with such a wide 
range of observations, it is probably reasonable to conclude that 
most of the better farmers in these studies were achieving yields 
of between 150-250 qq/ha during 1964-1968. Study Number 6 is based 
on data for 12 faormers, 10 of whom were from Almolonga. Farmers 
in Almolonga axe among the better farmers in the highlands. Perez's 
data indicate that in 1969, these farmers had average yields of 
about 275 qq/ha. Studies 7, 8, 9, aund 10 aire based on field trials 
which were usually conducted in cooperation with a local faormer. 
Most of these trials would have been conducted between 1968 aind 
1972. The average yield for these studies (each of which is it­
self an average of a number of trials) is 594 qq/ha, more than 
100% higher them the average yield in Perez's 1969 study. The 
rather spectacular difference between yields achieved by farmers 
in Almolonga and demonstration plot results conducted at about the 
same time is probably due to three major factors. First, even the 
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better farmers may face shortages of capital, time, or other re­
sources vdiich impede them from using all the technical inputs 
they have knowledge of. Second, the farmer may simply not have 
the technical expertise which would allow him to duplicate pro­
duction levels achieved by farmers working with agronomists in 
field trials. Third, it was during this period that new high 
yield varieties were being imported from Mexico, The agronomists 
were introducing these high yield varieties in their field trials 
eind choosing those varieties that were most appropriate for potato 
areas in Guatemala. Even if farmers knew about the new varieties 
and had money to buy the seed, they might not have been able to 
buy them because they were still in the process of being intro­
duced and adapted; only limited amounts of seed were available 
for commercial production. Consequently, field trial results show­
ing potential production levels were far above actual production 
levels because most producers did not have access to these new 
varieties. 
Study Number 11 is based on data from better fairmers in 1973. 
The average yield of 349.9 qq/ha is 75 qq/ha higher than the yields 
reported by Perez in 1969 aind 79 qq/ha lower thain the demonstration 
plot results reported by Schieber in 1969. This suggests that 
farmers may be beginning to use the new vaarieties. If the data 
in Study 11 is approximately correct, in four years fairmers have 
been able to reduce the gap between potential and actual yields 
as measured by Schieber's amd Perez's data by 50%. During these 
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four yeairs, however, field trial yields have increased by over 100 
qq/ha. As agronomists become more successful in determining which 
varieties are most appropriate for each region, suid as the new varie­
ties become more available, it seems likely that average yields of 
better farmers will reach the 429.38 qq/ha which Schieber reported 
as a possible yield in 1969. The latest field trials conducted by 
Walker and Dardon suggest that even higher yields could be attained. 
Potato Activities PHVl. PHV2, PHV3, and PV4 
The potato yields which have been, axe being, and probably 
will be attained have been discussed at some length. Now let us 
move to a more specific discussion of each of the four potato pro­
duction activities presented in Table 4.6b. 
Activity PHVl represents a very traditional production activity. 
No fertilizer or other agricultural chemical is used. The seed is 
probably selected from last year ' s production or bought at a local 
market. The return to land, labor, and capital is the lowest of 
any of the crop activities considered in the smalysis. Planting 
density is quite low; PHVl uses only 49% as much seed as is rec­
ommended in Activity PV4. This type of activity is probably carried 
on by feirmers who want to grow a few potatoes for their own consump­
tion. It is doubtful that mainy farmers engage in Activity PHVl as 
a commercial venture. There is only one reasonable explanation 
why a faurmer might produce potatoes commercially using an activity 
such as PHVl, If the farmer has difficulty in hiring 4th quarter 
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local labor, he may put part of his land into potatoes because 
potatoes require no 4th quarter labor. He would do this only if 
he had extra laoid and access to potato seed but no money for 
fertilizer and could not hire 4th quaorter labor. Labor require­
ments for potatoes and corn, milpa, or wheat production are very 
complementary. This rather tenuous line of reasoning could ex­
plain why some farmers might engage in an activity which does not 
appeair to be very productive in comparison with the other cropping 
activities included in this study, but it is more likely that 
Activity PHVl involves only subsistence or home consumption pror 
duction. 
Activity PHV2 definitely represents commercial production. 
Yield is less than one-half the possible yield levels reported 
by Walker and Daordon in Table 4.9, but is nonetheless respectable. 
The average seed potato price reported in Column 13 of Table 4.6b 
indicates that these fearners have not begun to purchase the new 
Vcorieties of seed potatoes which are used in demonstration trials. 
Fertilizer is being used. These farmers averaged 13,28 qq of 
fertilizer per ha which is 58% of the amount recommended by exten­
sion agents as specified in Activity PV4, As in the case of corn, 
use of fertilizer is accompanied by increased planting density. 
Activity PHV2 uses 10.08 qq more seed potatoes than did Activity 
PHVl. Use of fertilizer allowing increased density of planting is 
a good example of the type of capital land substitution which is 
needed in an area like the highlsmds in which land is aJLmost a 
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fixed factor and is in relatively short supply. This group of 
faormers uses some non-fertilizer chemical inputs, but their use 
of these inputs is only minimal. Farmers practicing Activity PHV2 
spend only 21% of the amount recommended in Activity PV4 for non-
fertilizer chemicals. 
Activity PHV3 represents the highest level of technology, the 
highest yields and the highest use of capital of the farmers inter­
viewed in 1973. Fertilizer usage is about 70% of the level rec­
ommended for demonstration plots. Planting density has increased 
auid an additional 8.24 qq/ha of seed potatoes are needed in Activ­
ity PHV3. Average seed price has increased by C30.76 per qq over 
seed prices paid by farmers using Activities PHVl or PHV2. Most 
of these farmers are probably not buying certified seed such as is 
used in Activity PV4 and which costs QIO.OO per qq, but instead are 
buying seed potatoes from someone who planted certified seed the 
yeao: before. Thus, they aore getting 2nd generation certified seed 
and cire paying more for it than for traditional seed, but are also 
probably receiving some of the benefits accruing to use of the new 
vairieties. It is difficult to know if they buy the second genera­
tion seed due to a shortage of capital or a shortage of certified 
seed. Probably both of these factors axe importaxit. Average use 
of non-fertilizer chemicals reported by this group was 05.04 higher 
than the use recommended in Activity PV4. These faormers have come 
a long way toward learning how to use technified potato production 
input packages. 
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Activity PV4 represents a set of inputs recommended by Philipe 
Dardon, potato specialist at Labor Ovalle Agricultural Experiment 
Station, for use in the field to achieve the yield levels produced 
in demonstration plots. The only significant difference between 
this activity and Activity PHV3 is in usage of fertilizer and 
certified seed. Activity PV4 used 7.1 more qq of fertilizer per ha 
and pays Q3.67 more per qq for certified seed. The return to land, 
labor, and capital from Activity PV4 is Q1315.56 per ha. This is a 
very attractive production activity at 1973 prices. As faormers 
gain access to credit and technical assistsmce, some faormers should 
surpass the PV4 yield. Demonstration plot results are currently 
achieving yields of 600 and 700 qq/ha; from 170 to 270 qq/ha higher 
than the yield used in PV4. It is likely that as more farmers adopt 
production activities similar to Activity PV4, the supply of potatoes 
will be increased and average potato prices will begin to decline, 
probably within the next 3-5 years. 
Wheat Activities 
Four wheat growing activities are identified in this study. 
They are distinguished principally by yield, total Quetzales capital 
required, fertilizer used, herbicide usage, degree of mechanization, 
and topography. Again, it is assumed that the topography dummy 
variable represents a crude proxy for lauid fertility or quality. 
This assumption aJ.lows us to identify two classes of land, and pro­
vides a more reasonable estimate of the resources available to the 
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farmer. Although topography is only one of several factors affect­
ing soil quality, the use of the topography variable to distinguish 
soil classes seems preferable to the alternate assumption that land 
on flat feirms is identical to laind on steeply sloped farms. 
Gremial Nacional de Trigueros 
Wheat is the most highly technified of the traditional crops 
included in this study. The adoption of new technologies and new 
wheat varieties by highlemd farmers has been successfully promoted 
by both the Ministry of Agriculture staff aoid the Gremial Nacional 
de Trigueros (the National Wheat Growers Association). The Gremial 
Nacional de Trigueros was formed in 1958 (Fletcher et , 1970) 
by the Asociacion Nacional de Productores de Harina (the National 
Miller's Association) to promote production of wheat and to assure 
that at least 30% of the wheat consumed in Guatemala is procuced 
domestically. Table 4.10 contains information on estimated wheat 
yields from 1950 to 1968. Much of the improvement in yields shown 
in Table 4.10 after 1958 is attributable, at least in part, to the 
efforts of the Gremial. The Gremial has introduced new wheat 
varieties, provided seed and fertilizer credit (in kind), eind has 
conducted yield and fertilizer demonstration trials. In addition, 
the Gremial aind the Asociacion have worked together to assure 
farmers a reasonable price for their wheat. There has been some 
criticism that individual mill owners have upon occasion paid less 
for their wheat than the official support price of Q6.00/qq which 
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Table 4.10. Wheat yield estimates 1950-1968^ 
Yield Average yield for 
Year (qq/ha) preceding years 
(qq/ha) 
1950-51 12.89 
1951-52 13.62 
1952-53 13.44 
1953-54 12.37 
1954-55 12.03 
1950-55 12.87 
1955-56 9.32 
1956-57 12.59 
1957-58 12.02 
1958-59 14.07 
1959-60 13.83 
1955-60 12.37 
1960-61 14.79 
1961-62 15.94 
1962-63 17.83 
1963-64 
1964-65 27.14 
1960-65 18.93 
1965-66 20.13 
1966-67 ' 20.83 
1967-68 20.15 
1965-68 20.37 
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was established by law in 1954. Perez reported that in 1969 farmers 
were receiving prices of from Q5.50 to Q5.95/qq (Perez, 1971), Field 
surveys in 1973 showed that the average price received by faarmers 
was Q5.7l/qq (Johnston, ca. 1973a). The difference between actual 
faxra. gate prices and the official support price is difficult to 
calculate, however, because of the way in which the millers and the 
farmers interact at hairvest time. Frequently, the miller brings a 
threshing machine to a location near the feorm. The faarmer ceurries 
his wheat (on the stem) to the thresher and immediately sells his 
threshed grain to the miller. Thus, the miller performs threshing, 
transportation emd some storage services for the farmer. Probably 
at least a part of the discrepancy between prices reported by faarmers 
and the official support price of Qô.OO/qq reflects chaarges for 
these services. Although there may be some monopsonistic exploita­
tion of the small faonners by millers, it is difficult to qusmtify 
the extent of such exploitation. 
Degree of technification and mechamization 
Wheat farmers, as a group, have already accepted fertilizer 
use, and msiny of them are using other agricultural chemicals such 
as herbicides and, to a lesser extent, insecticides. In addition, 
a good deal of mechanization is being used by the laarger lamdowners 
and also by smaller lamdowners on a custom hire basis. Wherever 
the land is flat enough to allow use of tractors and combines, they 
aire being introduced. 
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Wheat specialists at Labor Ovalle Experiment Station report 
that laorger landowners have been moving towsird mechainized cultiva­
tion for quite some time, and that demand for mechanized custom 
hire services from smaller farmers is increasing as well. Small 
farmers with relatively flat small plots of good wheat land will 
often request a larger farmer with mechainized equipment to do cus­
tom hire work for the whole group. Sometimes this involves only 
Isind preparation or only combining, but in a few instances the 
entire operation is mechanized. The small farmers acquire seed, 
fertilizer, and herbicide from the Gremial. The mechainized farmer 
takes these inputs aoid then plows, disks, plants, applies herbicide, 
and harvests. The group of small landowners does nothing but apply 
for inputs and sell the grain. Relatively small landowners (those 
with only 2 or 3 ha or less) often find this to be a good atrrange-
raent if they face a shortage of family labor during a peak labor 
requiring time such as 4th quarter. This labor shortage occurs 
because corn, in paurticular (and wheat to a lesser extent), re­
quires relatively larger amounts of labor in the 4th quaorter. By 
custom hiring part or all of the wheat production work on one small 
parcel of their laind, they are able to free labor resources and fairm 
their remaining lamd more effectively. 
Capital labor substitution 
Wheat appeaurs to be the only traditional crop in which any 
substantial degree of mechanization is being introduced by small 
farmers in order to save labor during peak labor requirement periods. 
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As mentioned eaorlier, an initial study of traditional agriculture 
using a smaller linear programming model (Johnston, 1973d) showed 
that a farmer with two or more hectaares faced seasonal shortages 
of family labor if he wainted to grow only milpa which was his most 
profitable alternative in that model. This paper explained that 
an observed shift from milpa to potatoes allowed increased sale of 
migratory labor aind was motivated primarily by the shortage of 4th 
quarter family labor in that model. Also, as mentioned previously, 
farmers may grow corn alone (which usually has a lower return to 
land, labor, and capital them milpa) because corn alone requires 
less labor than milpa. 
The shortage of family labor on a seasonal basis which is in­
dicated by these findings will be serious only if there is also a 
shortage of hired agricultural labor during the same periods. It 
was not possible to carry out a detailed auialysis of seasonal labor 
dememd and supply at a local or regional level. Consequently, it 
has not been possible to investigate the seriousness of a family 
labor shortage, and one can only note that there is an observable 
trend towaord increased mechanization in wheat production. This 
trend is probably attributable to two factors. First, there appears 
to be a shortage of family labor on farms of over 2 ha during certain 
times of the year. Farmers axe being given the option of filling 
this shortage by hiring local labor or by custom hiring mechainized 
equipment. The fact that fsormers are moving towaird increased use 
of mechainized equipment indicates that in some areas there is a 
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seasonal scarcity of local hired labor given the prevailing wage 
rates for agricultural labor in the highlainds, A second important 
factor contributing to the observed trend toward increased mechani­
zation is that wheat today is a much less risky and more profitable 
crop than any of the other traditional crops. The availability of 
improved seeds, fertilizer, and herbicides through the Gremial com­
bined with the fact that farmers can count on receiving a price of 
from Q5.50 to Q6.00/qq for their grain means that they caoi afford 
to bear the risk of moving away from traditional production methods. 
Hence, the move toward mechanization may simply be an outgrowth of 
the accepteuice of newer technologies. 
If the above observations are valid, we can expect to see selec­
tive mechanization taking place not only in wheat production, but 
among all the traditional crops in the future. Mechanization has 
occurred first in wheat production because wheat is a crop which is 
comparatively risk free, and because wheat is a comparatively simple 
crop which lends itself well to mechanized production. The faarmer 
plows, disks, seeds, fertilizes, applies herbicide, and haarvests. 
All these operations are easily mechanized. Plowing, disking, seed­
ing, fertilizing, emd application of herbicide can almost all be 
done at once with perhaps two or three passes across the field. 
Harvesting is, of course, done later, out it too comes at a time 
of the year when the faarmer with two or more hectares may be quite 
busy. 
It is unlikely that milpa or potato production will become as 
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highly mechanized as wheat. Credit for milpa aund potatoes will 
probably never be quite as readily accessible to small farmers as 
is wheat credit, nor will these crops be as risk free or as easily 
mecheoiized as wheat. Milpa would be particularly difficult to 
mechemize because of the interplanting. Potatoes would be difficult 
to mechanize because they are often grown on very small plots, fre­
quently on steep terrain. It seems doubtful that mechanization 
would be needed on very small plots, or that fairmers could afford 
to allow someone else to decide when and how much insecticide or 
fungicide should be applied because timeliness of application is 
much more important for potatoes tham for wheat. Nevertheless, 
there may be some tasks in corn, milpa, amd potato production which 
could and should be mechanized, seedbed preparation might be am 
example. At present, the Government does not really have a mech­
anization policy. Parts for agricultural machinery axe heavily 
taxed which acts as a disincentive to mechaoiization, but this tax 
policy probably was not chosen for this purpose. 
Historical trends in wheat yields 
Wheat yields, like corn and potato yields, have been increasing. 
The wheat yields in Table 4.11 show rather wide variations for the 
same year depending upon; (1) who is doing the reporting, aaid (2) 
more importaint, who they are reporting on. These yield reports aire 
essentially from three different groups. Observations 1, 2, 5, 6, 
7, 10, and 18 are estimates of average yields for more or less average 
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Table 4.11. Historical wheat yields 
Reported 
Obs. Year(s) yield Source 
(qq/ha) 
1 1950-60 12.62 
2 1960-65 18.93 
3 1964-65 28.63 
4 1965-66 31.60 
1965-68 
1967-68 
1968 
20.37 
23.0 
Planning 
Council 
Plaiming 
Council 
Wheat Growers 
Union^ 
Wheat Growers 
Union^ 
Planning 
Council 
Gollas 
27.14-31.46 Perez^ 
Additional 
information 
See Table 4.10 for 
yearly estimates 
See Table 4.10 for 
yearly estimates 
Average yield for 
7 highlcind depart­
ments 
Average yield for 
7 highland depart­
ments. Yield for 
Chimaltenango was 
65.49 and the yield 
for San Maircos was 
19.47 
See Table 4.10 for 
yearly estimates 
Average highleoid 
department yield 
Based on 45 obser­
vations in the De­
partments of Solola, 
Totonicapan and San 
Marcos 
Juarez Perez et 1969. 
^Gremial, 1967. 
'Gollas, 1970. 
Perez, 1971, 
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Table 4.11. (continued) 
Reported 
Obs. Yeeir (s) yield Source 
(qq/ha) 
Additional 
information 
8 1968 85.86 Labor Ovalle 
Report® 
Yield trial results 
using the variety 
Narifîo 
1968 93.02 Labor Ovalle 
Report® 
Yield trial results 
using the vaoriety 
Xelaju-66 
10 
11 
1968 17.0 Walker 
1968-69 57.24-68.29 Labor Ovalle 
Report® 
Yield trial results 
using the variety 
San Andres-68 
12 1969 45.79 Labor Ovalle 
Report® 
Yield trial results 
using the vaoriety 
Tobari-66 
13 ca. 1969 60.10 œMPACO- Yield estimates for 
fsirmers using the 
variety Narino as 
part of a capital 
intensive input 
package 
14 ca. 1969 40.07 CCMPACO- Yield estimates for 
fsirmers using the 
Vciriety Lerma Rojo 
as part of a capital 
intensive input 
package 
®Cru2, 1973. 
^Walker, 1968. 
^COMPACO, ca. 1969. 
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Table 4.11. (continued) 
Obs. Year(s) 
Reported 
yield 
(qq/ha) 
Source Additional information 
15 ça. 1969^ 42.93 œMPACO^ An average yield 
estimate for farmers 
using an appropriate 
vaariety for their 
region as part of a 
capital intensive 
input package 
16 1972 33.07 Palencia^ Low yielding trials 
(drought) 
17 1972 68.34 Palencia^ High yielding trials 
18 1973 34.34 Johnston^ Weighted average of 
yields in Table 
4.15b 
19 1973 67.78 Johnston^ Activity 4 of Table 
4.15b 
Valencia et al., 1973. 
^Johnston, ca. 1973a. 
farmers. These observations show a rather steady upward trend in 
yields from 1950 to 1973 (Table 4.12). Although these estimates 
are probably a little above or below the actual national average, 
they are descriptive of the trend in yields which is taking place. 
Observations 3, 4, and 15 appear to be yield estimates for 
"better than average" farmers. Observations 3 and 4 were made by 
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Table 4.12. Yield estimates for "average" faarmers^ 
Obs. Year(s) Yield Source 
(qq/ha) 
1 1950-60 12.62 Planning Council 
2 1960-65 18.93 Plainning Council 
5 1965-68 20.37 Plaoining Council 
6 1967-68 23.00 Gollas 
7 1968 27.14-31.46 Perez 
10 1968 17.00 Walker 
18 1973 34.34 Johnston 
^ata taken from Table 4.11. 
the Gremial and aire presumably representative of the more pro­
gressive farmers who aire members of the Gremial. Observation 15 
represents an estimate of the average yield which can be attained 
if farmers use an appropriate variety said a relatively capital in­
tensive input package. Table 4.13 presents the yield trend being 
experienced by these "better" farmers. 
Observations 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, aind 19 aire yields 
achieved on demonstration plots said in experiment station trials. 
They provide import am t information for this study for two reasons. 
First they show the direction, said to a certain extent provide 
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Table 4.13. Yield estimates for "better" farmers^ 
Obs. Yesu:(s) Yield Source 
(qq/ha) 
3 1964-65 28.63 Wheat Growers Union 
4 1965-66 31,60 Wheat Growers Union 
15 ça. 1969 42.93 œWPACÛ 
^ata taken from Table 4.11. 
estimates, of yields which better farmers will be achieving in the 
future. Second, the extreme variability of these figures show the 
importance of finding the appropriate vaoriety of vdieat for a speci­
fic region. To achieve top yields a variety must be right climati­
cally, geographically, and disease-wise. While one can breed quite 
successfully for climate and geography and achieve relatively last­
ing results, this is difficult to achieve for some types of disease 
resistance, especially for the class of funguses commonly known as 
wheat rust. At least 275 distinct physiological races or biotypes 
of the stem-rust orgainism have been discovered, but only a few of 
these sire of economic importance at any one time in a region (Martin 
and Leonard, 1967) . In addition to stem-rust wheat maj also be attacked 
by the less virulent leaf rusts and/or stripe rusts. Rust is a 
particularly serious disease problem because the funguses which 
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cause rust in a given region or environment may mutate or, as the 
rust reproduces, there may be a sexual recombination of rust geno­
types. This can result in the introduction of a new variety of 
rust which may be successful in attacking the bred-in resistance 
which the wheat had to the original vaarieties of rust. Consequently, 
a vaoriety of wheat which did very well in a paxticulsir valley in 
1965 may not do nearly as well in 1970 because that variety's resis­
tance to the original local strains of rust may no longer be adequate. 
This means that breeders must continually develop new wheat strains 
for the same region. Although it is occasionally possible to trans­
fer the original vaariety of wheat to ainother valley where the local 
rusts cannot attack it, this is not always possible. A wheat vaariety 
that does very well in Chimaltenango may not be suitable for Huehue-
tenamgo or Quezaltenango, because the performeince of a variety is 
often quite sensitive to relatively minor altitude or temperature 
chsmges. In Guatemala climates can vaory from tropiceil to temperate 
in a distaaice of 20 miles with climatic pockets representing all 
gradations in between. It therefore is often difficult to transfer 
a successful variety in one valley to another valley, because there 
usually are small climatic variations between valleys which may 
affect yields for a particular wheat strain. 
The yield variability for demonstration plots aire extremely 
wide even though attempts axe made to select appropriate varieties 
auid faurmers presumably use capital intensive input packages. These 
observations are presented in Table 4.14. While it is difficult to 
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Table 4.14. Yield estimates from demonstration plots^ 
Obs. Yeax(s) Yield (qq/ha) Variety Source 
8 1968 85.86 Narino Labor Ovalle Report 
9 1968 93.02 Xelaju-66 Labor Ovalle Report 
11 1968-69 57.24-
68.29 
Sail Andres-68 Labor Ovalle Report 
12 1969 45.79 Tobari-66 Labor Ovalle Report 
13 ça. 1969 60.10 Narino COMPACO 
14 ça. 1969 40.07 Lerma Rojo COMPACO 
16 1972 33.07 
(drought) 
unspecified Palencia 
17 1972 68.34 unspecified Palencia 
19 1973 67.78 unspecified Johnston 
^ata taken from Table 4. 11. 
say anything definite about future yields where the xange is as 
wide as the one in Table 4.14, it would appeeir that better farmers 
with the correct variety could achieve yields of from 65-70 qq/ha. 
Whether or not average yields will eventually reach this level is 
another thing. Judging from the range of yields shown in Table 
4.14, it appeairs unlikely that average yields will rise above 35-
45 qq/ha in the nesur future. 
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Wheat production activities used in the analysis 
As was mentioned earlier, the work of the Gremial Nacional de 
TrigueroS; the Asociacion Nacional de Productores de Harina, and 
the Ministry of Agriculture has resulted in increased use of chemi­
cal inputs and improved yields over the past 15 yeaars. The results 
of this effort are reflected in the usage levels of agricultural 
chemicals reported in the four wheat production activities of Table 
4.15b. 
Activity WHVl, the least capital and chemical intensive tech­
nology presented, has an average fertiliser use level of 6,18 qq/ha 
as reported by the 11 farmers who provided data for this activity. 
This is in contrast to our findings for milpa, corn, and potatoes 
where there was eilways one group of farmers who used no fertilizer. 
The higher level of fertilizer use in wheat production is almost 
surely attributable to the incentives provided by the guaranteed 
price paid by the millers (which is, of course, required by law) 
and the provision of credit in kind by the Gremial. 
Fertilizer is the only agricultural chemical used by fcirmers 
in Activity WHVl. Activity WHVl uses no mechanization, no herbicide, 
or insecticide and almost no urea (one farmer out of 11 used urea). 
Consequently, this is a relatively more labor intensive technology 
than any of the other activities. Column 5 of Table 4.15b shows 
that labor requirements decrease as production activities become 
more technified. It is important to keep this in mind. There is 
a rather large difference in labor requirements for Activity WHVl 
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Table 4.15a. Definition of column heads in Table 4.15b 
Column no. Column heads Definition of column heads 
1 Activity Identification number for the 
wheat production activity. 
2 QQF The qq of fertilizer used per 
hectcire. 
3 YW The yield of wheat in qq/ha. 
4 KT Total amount of capital required 
(Q) per hectaare. 
5 LT Total number of labor hours re­
quired per hectare 
6 HD A dummy variable for herbicide 
use. A value of 1 means that all 
of the farmers who performed this 
activity said that they used a 
herbicide. A vailue of 0.5 means 
that half of the interviewed far­
mers used a herbicide. 
7 ID An insecticide dummy veariable. A 
value of 1 signifies that 100% of 
the faanners in this activity class 
used an insecticide. 
8 UD A urea application dummy veuriable. 
A value of 1 signifies that 100% 
of the farmers in this activity 
class applied urea. 
9 ID A topography dummy veuriable. A 
value of 1 means that 100% of the 
farmers interviewed in this class 
farmed lamd that was flat or gently 
rolling as opposed to a value of 0 
which stands for hilly or very 
steep slopes. Slope is believed 
to be a crude proxy vsuciable for 
quality with most of the better 
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Table 4.15a. (continued) 
Column no. Column heads Definition of column heads 
lands being found in valleys and 
hence, having a topography dummy 
of 1. 
10 MLPD A dummy variable for the use of 
machinery to prepare land for 
planting. A value of 1 signifies 
that 100% of the farmers used 
machinery to prepare their land. 
11 MHD A mechanized harvest dummy variable. 
A value of 1 signifies that 100% of 
the farmers in this activity used 
some type of mechsmization in the 
hair vest process. 
12 GTD A general technology dummy vairiable. 
This variable measures the degree to 
which the faarmer uses mechanicaJ. and 
chemical inputs in wheat production. 
It has a possible range of from 0-8. 
13 RLL The return to land, labor, and capi­
tal from growing wheat with this 
activity (technology) on 1 ha of 
land. This is a net return with the 
cost of seed, chemical, and mechani­
cal inputs being subtracted out, 
14 TC The total land ax&a. owned by the 
farmer measured in cuerdas. One 
cuerda = 0,04 ha. 
15 QQS The qq of seed needed for one hec-
. tare. 
16 PS The price of 1 qq of seed measured 
in Quetzales. 
17 No. of obs. The number of farmers interviewed 
whose production practices put 
them in this activity class. 
Table 4.15b, Wheat production activities on 1 ha of land^ 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (lO) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) 
Activ­
ity QQF YW KT LT HD ID UD TD MLPD MHD GTD RLL TC QQS PS 
No, of 
obs. 
WHVl 6.18 28.17 78.33 1006 0 0 0.1 0.45 0 0 1.0 83.65 35.18 4.12 7.45 11 
WHV2 7.79 30.92 93.44 721 1 0 0.9 0.30 0 0.5 3.6 84.35 29.80 3.32 8.40 10 
WV3 10.53 46.03 122.98 538 1 0 0.3 1.00 1 0.3 4.7 141.69 14.33 5.95 5.33 3 
WV4 12.60 67.78 203.59 538 1 1 1.0 1.00 1 1.0 8.0 186.15 48.50 7.10 8.50 2 
^Johnston, ça. 1973à, 
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as opposed to the other three activities, and this difference is 
primarily a reflection of the capital labor substitution that has 
taken place in the other three activities. Column 13 of Table 
4.15b shows the return to land, labor, and capital in wheat pro­
duction. One must exercise some caution in the interpretation of 
Column 13. It shows that the return to land, labor, and capital 
for Activities WHVl and WHV2 are almost equal. This is because 
neither the charge for hiring the additional labor needed by WHVl 
nor the interest charge for borrowing the additional capital needed 
for WHV2 is included in this calculation. The three hundred addi­
tional labor hours required by WHVl would cost a farmer about 
Q22.50 at 7,5çi/hr. The fifteen Quetzales extra capital required by 
Activity 2 would cost Q1.50 if borrowed at am interest rate of 10%. 
Thus, the return to land (and to the farmer who in this case faurms 
his own land) is Q21.00 higher if the farmer uses Activity WHV2. 
This is not readily appairent if one maikes only a casual examination 
of Column 13. Activity WHVl appears to use a variety of seed which 
is not of the highest quality because its price is only Q7.45/qq 
as opposed to the price of Q8.50/qq which is paid for seed in 
Activity WV4. Column 9 (TD) tells us that this activity is typi­
cally carried out on both hilly amd valley lands. 
Activity WHV2 is also am activity which is found on both hilly 
and valley lands. Wheat yields here aire increased by 2.75 qq/ha 
over Activity WHVl and use of fertilizer is increased by 1.61 qq/ha. 
All of the faurmers who responded to Activity WHV2 used herbicides 
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and 1/2 of them used some type of mechanical aid for harvesting. 
In most cases this is limited to use of a mechanical thresher to 
remove grain from the stem. Faarmers using Activity WHV2 are using 
urea in addition to a balanced fertilizer and therefore aire prob­
ably making two fertilizer applications. This suggests that they 
are adopting the recommendations of extension agents aind others who 
are trying to teach them about new higher yield technologies. The 
average seed price of Q8.40/qq shown for this group indicates that 
they are buying quality seed. It appears that they may not be 
planting as densely as they should because they report using only 
3.32 qq of seed per ha. This relatively light use of seed might 
be due in part to the custom of making small terraces with one or 
two rows of seed per terrace on hilly lands. It is probably also 
explained in peart by the observation that the fertilization level 
used here is also quite low. Compared to Activity WV4, these far­
mers use 62% as much fertilizer and 39% as much seed. Farmers may 
not be receiving as much fertilizer as is recommended in Activity 
WV4 or they may be receiving it but not using it all on wheat. If 
farmers are taking psurt of the fertilizer given to them by the 
Gremial for wheat production cind using it on corn or potatoes, 
then there would not be much point in using the recommended amount 
of seed, which might explain the relatively light seed use found 
in Activity WHV2. 
Activity WV3 appeairs to represent a new technology (but might 
in part be the result of farming in a fortunate climatic zone). 
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There are only 3 observations for this activity, yet the yield 
given in Column 3 and the general technology dummy variable found 
in Column 12 indicate that these activities are distinct from Activ­
ities WHV2 aoid WV4. Fertilizer use represents an intermediate step 
between Activities WI-W2 and WV4 as does yield, planting density 
(QQS), return to Ismd, labor, and capital, and the general tech­
nology dummy. These farmers use herbicide, but only one of three 
used urea. Their seed price is relatively low indicating that they 
are not buying certified seed. Activity WV3 takes place on valley 
land, and all three farmers used custom hired services for land 
preparation. As a result of using custom hire land preparation 
services, herbicides and some mechanical hairvest help, total labor 
requirements decrease by 183 hours as compared to Activity WHV2. 
There might also have been some reduction in labor required be­
cause this activity takes place on valley Ismd while Activity WHV2 
was found on both hilly and valley land. The high yield of 46.03 
qq/ha for Activity WV3 indicates that these farmers are either bet­
ter or more fortunate than many farmers. 
Activity WV4 is the most technological and capital intensive 
of the activities considered. One observation which provided data 
for this activity came from a fertilizer demonstration plot being 
conducted by the Ministry of Agriculture and the Peace Corps. The 
other observation came from a fairmer interviewed in our sample. 
Activity WV4 uses 2.07 qq more fertilizer than did Activity WV3. 
It uses herbicide, insecticide, urea, and (probably) certified seed. 
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Planting density is the highest of any of the activities considered. 
The farmer who engaged in Activity WV4 used mechanization to assist 
him in land preparation and at harvest time even though his total 
land holdings were only 48.50 cuerdas or approximately 2.12 ha. 
The average yield for these two observations of 67.78 qq/ha is very 
respectable. It is not as high as some of the yields reported in 
Table 4.14, but it is a reasonable yield expectation for better 
farmers using certified seeds in favorable climatic zones. Activ­
ity WV4, like Activity WV3, takes place exclusively on valley land. 
Hill and Valley Yields 
One of the more interesting findings of the sample data for 
milpa, corn, potatoes, and wheat has been that the most capital 
intensive production has in each case taken place on valley lands. 
There are a variety of factors which might explain this finding. 
First, as was stated earlier, the yield levels in the sample data 
suggest that hilly Icind is often poorer land in Guatemala. Al­
though hilliness is a poor proxy for fertility, slope is the only 
available variable that provides some information on variations in 
soil quality. Second, most of the larger towns axe located in 
valleys. This means that the valley fairmer has greater access to 
transportation facilities, technical assistance from Ministry of 
Agriculture personnel, education, information supplied by merchsmts 
selling agricultural chemicals, and credit which is usually avail­
able in departmental capitals located in the valleys. Third, valley 
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soils are usually not as subject to erosion as are hillside soils. 
Thus there is less chance on valley soils that rains will wash 
fertilizer and other chemicals downhill and away from the plants. 
Consequently, if farmers fertilize only a part of their laoid, they 
are probably better off to use their fertilizer on valley lands. 
This appears to hold true for wheat, corn, milpa smd potatoes. 
Vegetable Production 
Vegetable production has been included here to provide informa­
tion on the relative profitability of vegetable production on good 
nonirrigated lemd as opposed to traditional crop production. To 
this end the aneilysis considers production of only three vegetables 
which require a minimum of water if grown during the rainy season. 
Although some irrigation might be needed in the seedbed (or during 
the first two or three weeks for carrot production), by the time of 
trsmspleinting, rainfall levels should be sufficient to provide 95-
100% of the water required. Since vegetables axe more sensitive to 
water requirements than are many field crops, it is necessary to 
differentiate vegetable land from other land. This was done by as­
suming that the farmer has only one cuerda of land upon which he 
can grow vegetables. The one cuerda limit is imposed because the 
fairmer is assumed to be primaarily a producer of traditional crops. 
This is nonirrigated land, but is located relatively close to a 
water supply during the rainy season (during the dry season this 
water supply is assumed to disappear). Labor requirements in the 
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model are increased because the faormer may occasionally have to 
hand carry water to his vegetables. 
It is important to emphasize that this production is not taking 
place on irrigated lauid. If it were, then the farmer could grow a 
much larger variety of vegetables than the three selected, and he 
could grow three or four crops per year instead of one. The land 
used for vegetable production is similar to the better land used 
for traditional crops, but it is not typical land, because it must 
be located within a few hundred yards of a water source. This 
would be especially important at transplanting time, but might also 
be important during the "finicula" or the short dry period which 
usually occurs for the space of five to fifteen days in the middle 
of the rainy season. 
Readers familieir with Guatemala cam consider this activity as 
being similaa: to rainy season production of onions grown on mountain 
slopes near Zunil, or beet and ceirrot production on nonirrigated 
land in the Departments of Guatemala and Chimaltenajngo. Most vege­
table production in Guatemala is, of course, done on irrigated 
land, but a look at monthly average wholesale prices as published 
by INDECA suggests that additional land is being put into produc­
tion of some vegetables during the rainy season. Table 4.16 pre­
sents information on monthly wholesale prices which shows that 
prices fall during August, September, and October, the months 
when most nonirrigated vegetables would be marketed. The exact 
month in which the farmer would have vegetables ready for maorket 
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Table 4.16. Average monthly prices for three vegetables^ 1966-71' 
Month 
Medium 
green ^  
onions 
Carrots Beets 
January 
February 
Mairch 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
7.99 
7.38 
7.59 
6.39 
6.46 
6.78 
8.06 
6.24 
6.30 
7.56^ 
9.06 
8.90 
2.17 
2.12 
2.03 
1.69 
1.96 
1.94 
1.88 
2.19 
2.20^ 
2.20*^  
2.86 
2.37 
1.95 
2.00 
2.09 
2.01 
1.98 
2.06 
1.98 
1.90 
1.64^ 
1.88" 
2.16 
1.96 
^INDECA, 1973. 
^Price in Q per 1,000. 
^Price in Q per net of 25 dozen. 
^eirvest month(s) used in this analysis. 
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will depend on local rainfall patterns, the closeness of the lemd 
to a water source, and the amount of time the farmer devotes to 
hand carrying water. 
Average monthly wholesale prices were used to determine prices 
for the five vegetable activities considered here. Prices for each 
activity were selected by looking at monthly rainfall and tempera­
ture data to determine the earliest and latest possible plemting 
dates as well as the amount of time required for the vegetable to 
reach maturity. Within the limits imposed by climatic and agronomic 
data the farmer was assumed to select the most favorable average 
harvest price. This determined the month of haorvest which then 
determined the time of planting. 
Alternate employment opportunities 
Vegetable production was included in this study because it is 
frequently mentioned as an alternative to traditional crop produc­
tion in the highlands. It seems reasonable to expect that one of 
the next research priorities for Guatemala's economic development 
is the identification of possible alternate employment opportunities 
for small feirmers, particularly small highland farmers. 
The present Government program of agricultural credit pro­
vision and technical assistance should be successful in increasing 
average yields of beans, wheat, corn, and potatoes by at least 25-
50% over the next five years. Manger-Cats writing in 1970 noted 
that experiences of individuals aind organized groups have demon­
strated that yield increases of up to 50% aire not difficult to 
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attain, but that scarcity of funds, technicians and inputs has 
impeded the diffusion of these yield increases to the rest of the 
rural masses (Manger-Cats, 1970). It is anticipated that the pres­
ent rural development program will be successful in reaching the 
rural masses, and that average yields will be increased. As yields 
increase, prices probably will decline unless demamd for traditional 
crops can be increased through opening of export markets or increased 
domestic consumption. The expected increases in demand, however, 
aire fair less than the assumed increases in production. Hence, it 
is probable that prices will decline. This means that the income 
increases actually accruing to farmers who participate in DIGESA's 
agricultural credit amd technical assistaince program will be depen­
dent on the interaction which takes place between higher yields, 
lower prices amd higher input costs. Without reliable data on 
domestic and export demamd for traditional crops it is difficult 
to estimate how serious the decline in prices will be and vdiat 
effect it will have on farm incomes. Ironically, the effect of 
declining prices will probably be more serious for smaller farmers, 
the group this program is designed to help. These fairmers already 
aire at a precariously low income level because their production aind 
employment alternatives both on the farm and within the village sure 
severely limited. Small fairmers will probably continue to combine 
farm amd off-fairm employment for a few more yeaors, but eventually 
they will be forced to look for employment opportunities elsewhere, 
and in the long run, feurmers with less them one hectare of land 
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will probably move out of farming. Farming on one hectare or less 
of unirrigated land is simply not a viable economic alternative. 
The problem facing the development planner then, is what can 
be done to provide these small fctrmers with an economic alternative 
at home which is sufficiently attractive to dissuade them from mi­
grating, Some of them might find employment in vegetable production. 
Some of them might be absorbed by the handicraft industry. Some 
could go into service industries and cottage industries at the vil­
lage or departmental level. There probably exist possibilities for 
expansion of agricultural processing industries smd some expansion 
of agricultural service industries as well. All of these areas 
hold some promise for expansion of employment opportunities. There 
undoubtedly aire other areas which would be equally promising. How 
can plsmners decide which of the various alternatives to investi­
gate first? 
One of the lessons of development has been that the cinswer to 
the question, "What can they do?" is often contained in the answer 
to the question, "What are they doing now?" If one looks about the 
highlemds, one sees various types of small industries ramging from 
production of illegal alcohol and textiles in Salcaja, Quezaltenango 
to mining in Huehuetenaingo, broiler production in Chimaltenango, 
and strawberry, asparagus auid mushroom production and canning in 
Quezaltenango. Obviously, some of the first questions for a develop­
ment planner to consider are, "Which of these production activities 
can be expainded? What are the constraints that have limited expansion 
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thus fair? Is there amything the government can do to relieve 
these constraints?" 
The program of agricultural and economic development which has 
begun with the agricultural credit and technical assistance program 
administered by DIGESA and BANDESA must be followed by programs and 
policies designed to facilitate the development of rural employment 
opportunities. One approach which could be followed to accomplish 
this task would be to assist those rural industries v&iich adready 
exist. People will continue to move out of traditional crop produc­
tion aoid into other occupations. A small fairmer producing tradi­
tional crops on one or two hectaires of land will not be able to 
achieve an acceptable income level from crop production. His con­
tribution to the national economy will always be negligible emd he 
is likely to become increasingly dissatisfied with his situation. 
He will always be a camdidate for migration to the south coast or 
to Guatemala City. In order to develop rural aoreas and slow out 
migration it is necessary: (1) to identify industries that aare 
producing and which have the potential to expand; (2) to determine 
the major constraints impeding development of these industries; 
and (3) to create those institutions and policies vAich will remove 
existing constraints aoid facilitate the growth of small industry. 
This may require creation of am agency to conduct feasibility 
studies for small industry, or creation of a marketing office to 
gather price amd transportation information for industry. The 
exact steps needed to facilitate industrial development and rural 
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employment can only be determined by people who know Guatemala 
very well. They cannot be specified here. One can, however, sug­
gest that now is the time for Guatemala to assess the effects of the 
present development program and begin planning for the next program. 
The agricultural credit and extension program which is in effect 
today represents only a first step towaird the development of the 
rural euceas. The next step must be aimed at solving the problem 
of employment creation for those workers who eventually will leave 
agriculture. 
Vegetable production activities 
The vegetable production activities investigated here repre­
sent employment and income earning alternatives to traditionail crop 
production rather than em attempt to estimate the income potential 
which exists from vegetables. As was mentioned earlier, most vege­
tables have more stringent water requirements than do the traditional 
crops. Vegetables, as a group, aire also more perishable than are 
field crops and will require more care in marketing. Timeliness of 
plsmting, disease and insect control, and harvest will also be more 
import em t for vegetable growers than for traditional feirmers. In 
short, vegetables require more management skills, more capital, and 
more water than do traditional crops. The attempt made here to in­
clude vegetables as an alternative for the small traditional crop 
farmer recognises these differences. In this analysis only land 
close to water can be used for vegetable production and then only 
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if the farmer has the management knowledge required to grow vege­
tables. Capital for vegetable production is assumed to be avail­
able through the Government's credit program for diversified crop 
production. 
The vegetables chosen for consideration in this analysis axe 
caorrots, beets, and onions. The main reasons for considering these 
rather than some other crops were, first, that these crops axe cur­
rently/ being grown in the highlands. Second, they are not as 
perishable as some of the other vegetables. Third, being root crops 
they are hairdier and need less water thsm do the leafy vegetables ; 
hence, they are more suitable to rainy season production on non-
irrigated land. Fourth, the harvest period for these crops can 
often be stretched out by either leaving some of the less mature 
vegetables in the ground or by harvesting and then storing them in 
a cool place. This is important for a smaill farmer who is learning 
vegetable production by growing them on a small scale, because it 
lessens the risk associated with short run price fluctuations. 
The production information concerning amounts of capital, 
labor, water, and types of chemicals needed for growing vegetables 
that are used in this ainalysis is taken from the publication. 
Analisis De Actividades Necesarias Para La Produccion De 11 Es-
pecias Horticolas (Hortalizas) (Johnston, ca. 1973b). This publi­
cation is based on information obtained from vegetable production 
experts who were asked about vegetable production in their geographical 
euid technical aarea of expertise. In some cases, the expert opinions 
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differ due to the use of different technologies by different 
vegetable growers in different sireas. Data provided by sources 
1, 4, and 5 were given more weight in estimating production coef­
ficients, because these sources had worked primairily as small 
fcirmers or with small farmers in different parts of the altiplano. 
Vegetable activities included in the model 
Table 4.17b summarizes most of the production data needed for 
the linear programming model. Only one technology is considered 
for each vegetable. This is the technology judged representative 
of small farm vegetable production on the altiplaino by the ex­
perts interviewed. There are two activities for production of beets 
and carrots because the growing time required for these crops was 
short enough (or the rainy season long enough) that it was possible 
to specify two possible planting and harvesting dates. The growing 
season for onions is longer, emd consequently, it was felt that only 
one onion plemting smd hsirvest period would be appropriate for the 
highland producer who did not have irrigated land. 
Capital cind labor requirements are given in Table 4.17b, The 
amounts of chemicals needed and hours required for application as 
presented in the original interviews with vegetable experts per­
tained to recommendations for preventive treatments and as such 
were always prefaced with a phrase such as, "If there is not a ser­
ious problem, this would be an adequate dosage or treatment,", Rec­
ognizing that serious insect and disease problems do occur from 
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Table 4.17a. Explanations of row headings in Table 4.17b 
Row no. Row heading Explanations of row headings^ 
1 KT The total amount of capital re-
(Q) quired to produce this vegetable 
on 1 cuerda (0.04 ha) of leoid. 
2 LT The total labor requirements for 
(hrs) this vegetable on 1 cuerda of 
land. 
3 YV The yield of this vegetable per 
cuerda. 
4 PD An estimate of the month and the 
days when plemting would probably 
occur. 
5 TD The month and the days when trans­
planting would téïke place. 
6 HP The probable duration of the 
harvest period. 
7 PV The price the vegetable is expected 
(Q) to sell for. 
8 DS The number of days the vegetable is 
in a seedbed. 
9 DAT The number of days after trans­
planting before harvest begins. 
^The cuerda referred to below is always the standard cuerda 
containing 625 square vaxas. 
Table 4.17b. Vegetable production information^ 
Row 
nos. 
Row 
headings 
Early 
beets 
Later 
beets 
Green 
onions 
Early 
carrots 
! 
Later 
carrots 
1 KT 
(0) 
23.29 23.29 26.00 16.43 16.43 
2 LT 
(hrs) 
229 230 292 302 290 
3 YV 399 doz. 399 doz. 16,000 
med. size 
500 doz. 500 doz. 
4 PD 24-31 May 23-30 June 1-7 May 1-7 May 1-7 June 
5 TO 1-7 July 1-7 August 15-21 June None None 
6 HP 1-30 Sept. 1-30 Oct. 10-30 Oct. 1-25 Sept. 1-25 Oct. 
7 PV 
(Q) 
0.065 
per doz. 
0.07 
per doz. 
7.00 
per 1000 
0.088 
per doz. 
0.088 
per doz. 
8 DS 35 35 45 None None 
9 DAT 60 60 135 120 120 
^Johnston, ça. 1973b. 
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time to time in vegetable production, the recommended amounts of 
capital and labor have been increased by 10% in this study. This 
provides a more realistic estimate of the amounts of capital and 
labor required by small vegetable producers. 
Row 2 of Table 4,17b contains information on the total labor 
hours required to grow each of the vegetables. The slight difference 
in labor hours required to grow early vs. later beets and early vs. 
later caorrots is a consequence of differences in monthly rainfall 
averages and planting dates for the two activities. The rest of 
Tables 4.17a auid 4.17b should be self-esqalanatory. 
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CHAPTER V. ORGANIZATION AND PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS 
The Experimental Design 
The small faarmer faces a number of constraints which affect 
his ability to produce crops, sell labor, and esucn an acceptable 
income for himself smd his family. In this study, a model has been 
built which attempts to approximate the interaction taking place 
between productive activities and constraints on the small highland 
farm. The model will be used to demonstrate how relaxation of these 
constraints can affect the farmer's income, the optimal composition 
of crops he produces, and the extent to which he is fully employed. 
The major types of resources which the farmer has to work 
with are; land, labor, capital, and knowledge. In Table 5.1, 
these general categories have been subdivided into specific re­
source components and the various levels which each resource com­
ponent takes in the analysis are listed. 
The choice of the relevant paorametric variations 
Table 5.1 presents eight specific resources whose levels are 
varied. Six of these resources are assigned only two levels; one 
resource (potato land) has three possible levels; and one resource 
(knowledge) has four possible levels. These levels could be com­
bined in 384 different ways (2^ x 3 x 4 = 384), some of which aore 
more important than others. One way to judge the relative importance 
of the different resource sets or combinations would be to solve 
the model 384 times. This would be a lengthy, costly, and confusing 
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Table 5.1. Resources selected for consideration 
General category Resource Levels considered 
Land Hill and 1. 0.5 ha hill land and 
valley land 0.5 ha valley lemd 
2. 1.5 ha hill land and 
1.5 ha valley land 
hand Vegetable land^ 1. None 
2. 0.0437 ha 
Land Potato land 1. None 
2. 1.0 ha 
3. 3.0 ha 
Labor Hired labor 1. None 
2. Ten men 
Working capital Savings 1. Q50 
2. Q150 
Working capital Credit 1. None 
2. Crop specific credit 
Knowledge Technology levels 1. Traditional or low. 
for traditional level TLO 
crops 2. Present day inter­
mediate , level TLl 
3. Present day high. 
level TL2 
4. Very high (only for 
potatoes), level TL3 
Knowledge Vegetable^ 1. Low level, level 0— 
production only knowledge of 
knowledge beet production. 
2. High level, level 1— 
knowledge of beet. 
onion and carrot 
production 
Vegetable lemd amd vegetable knowledge both limit vegetable 
production. Only one of these will be binding in any given solution. 
They are actually a composite resource since knowledge without Isind 
amd Isind without knowledge would be of no value. 
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process. Some of the 384 optimal solutions would be identical, 
because increasing the level of a resource will affect the optimal 
solution only if the resource was previously in short supply. Many 
of the 384 solutions would be similaor even though they were not 
identical and would contribute very little to our understanding of 
small farm production. Obviously, a method must be devised to select 
only the more important changes in the farmer's set of resources. 
The method used to reduce the number of resource sets was to 
establish a ranking among the resources and to follow a smaller 
to larger progression of resource sets. In other words, the study 
begins with a relatively small resource set that describes the 
position many farmers find themselves in today. Successive resource 
sets then become gradually Icirger aind richer. In this way, the 
potential for increasing farm family incomes through agricultural 
development programs is depicted in a step by step fashion as the 
restrictions imposed by one limiting resource after another are 
slackened or released. 
Ranking of resources into categories and then into resource sets 
The ranking used here reflects the importaaice of each resource 
to the farmer, the potential availability of each resource, and the 
degree to which each resource influences the composition and magni­
tude of the variables in the optimal solutions. Resources are 
classified into three groups: (1) hectares of crop land, avail­
ability of local hired labor, availability of credit and level of 
savings (working capital); (2) hectares of potato lemd and level of 
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vegetable knowledge; (3) level of crop knowledge. These groups 
provide a method of orgamization which will allow resource sets 
to be presented in the smaller to larger progression mentioned 
earlier. 
The first group is the traditional set of resources studied in 
economics; leuid, labor, and capital. These are fundamental re­
sources whose levels are importajit for amy economic study. The 
levels which these three resources may take were presented in 
Table 5.1 Figure 5.1 illustrates how the different levels these 
resources may take axe combined to form categories of resource 
sets. Resources in Group 1 are defined as "semi-fixed" resources, 
because their levels vary between categories, but are fixed within 
each category (the level of personal savings is an exception be­
cause it takes on two values in Category 1. It is, however, fixed 
in the other three categories and is consequently regarded as being 
a "semi-fixed" resource). Figure 5.1 shows us that the importance 
of different levels of crop leind may be investigated by comparing 
results from Categories 2 and 4. The importemce of hired labor 
may be investigated by comparing results of Categories 3 aind 4. 
The importance of credit may be investigated by compairing results 
of Categories 1 and 2. 
The second group of resources consists of potato laoid and the 
level of vegetable knowledge. These are important resources 
(particularly potato land), but were not considered to be as funda­
mental as land, hired labor, and working capital, because the number 
Group 1, "Semi-fdxed" Resources 
Land Local Hired 
Labor 
Farmer 
and 
Family 
O Men or 10 Men 
1 ha 
3 ha 
1.0 Men 
Working Capital 
No credit 
050 an<^ 
Savings 
Credit 
050 Savings 
Credit 
050 Savings 
Credit 
050 Savings 
Category 1 
Category 2 
Category 3 
Category 4 
The results in Categories 1 and 2 are identical for solutions in which either zero 
or ten hired laborers are available because no hired labor is needed when the family has 
only 1 ha of crop laind. 
Figure 5.1. Levels of the "semi-fixed" resources in the four categories 
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of farmers who have potato lauid or a high level of vegetable 
knowledge is quite small compared to the total nimber of traditional, 
farmers. Furthermore, this number must remain small if potatoes and 
vegetables are to continue to be highly profitable crops. Still, it 
is interesting to know the effects which different levels of farm 
size, local labor availability, and availability of working capital 
can have on potato and vegetable farmers' income amd employment 
levels. Consequently, these resources aire allowed to take on dif­
ferent levels within each category. These resources are defined 
as "semi-variable" resources, because they are allowed to take on 
different levels within each category. Each different combination 
of resources consisting of a set of semi-fixed resources (from a 
given category) and a set of semi-variable resources (potato lauid 
and the level of vegetable knowledge) is defined as a "resource 
set." For example, a resource set could consist of the resources: 
1 ha of crop land; 10 hired laborers available; no credit and Q50 
savings (Category 1); plus zero hectares of potato land; and a low 
level of vegetable knowledge. This is a set in which all resources 
axe at their lowest level, and, consequently, it will be the set 
used to begin the aoialysis. Resource Set lA. The A signifies that 
personal savings are at the level Q50. Resource Set IB consists 
of the same set except that personal savings are at the level Q150. 
The third group of resources consists of different levels of 
crop knowledge. The level of crop knowledge is varied within each 
resource set to estimate how a program of technical assistance. 
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which increases the farmer's level of crop knowledge, could affect 
the income and employment opportunities of a small faxmex with this 
set of resources. For example, the first three solutions examined 
are solutions for Resource Set lA in which the faxmer is given crop 
knowledge level TLO in the first solution, level TLl in the second 
solution, and level TL2 in the third solution. The levels of crop 
knowledge associated with each resource set are identified viien the 
resource sets axe presented. Levels of crop knowledge aire defined 
as "variable" resources in this study, because.their levels vaxy 
within each category aoid within each resource set. Table 5.2 pre­
sents the resources which are defined as semi-fixed, semi-variable, 
and variable in each of the four categories, as well as the resource 
sets which belong to each category. 
Category 1 in Table 5.2 represents the situation experienced 
by a poor highland fsirmer in 1973. This farmer is assumed to have 
one hecteire of land, and he does not have access to credit. Two 
levels of savings axe investigated as sources of working capital. 
Ten men are available as a supply of local hired labor in any given 
quarter. Their availability will, however, be irrelevant because 
the farmer and his family are able to supply all labor requirements 
for crop production activities when farm size is limited to one 
hectare. Semi-variable resources in Category 1 include two levels 
of vegetable knowledge and two levels of potato leind. 
Category 2 continues the analysis for a farmer with one hectare 
in 1973, The faormer's resource set is expaoided here by assuming that 
Table 5.2, Presentation of the four categories used in the analysis 
Category Semi-fixed resources^ Semi-variable resources^ Variable resources^ sets^^^^ 
1 (1) 1 ha of crop land (1) Vegetable knowledge (1) Crop knowledge lA, IB, 2A, 
(2) No credit (2) Potato lemd level 2B, 3A, 3B 
(3) Q50 and Q150 
savings 
(4) 10 hired laborers 
2 (1) 1 ha of crop land (1) Vegetable knowledge (1) Crop knowledge 4, 5, 6 
(2) Gov't credit (2) Potato leoid level 
(3) 050 savings 
(4) 10 hired laborers 
3 (1) 3 ha of crop lemd (1) Vegetable knowledge (1) Crop knowledge 7, Ô, 9, 10 
(2) Gov't credit (2) Potato land level 
(3) 050 savings 
(4) 0 hired laborers 
4 (1) 3 ha of crop land (1) Vegetable knowledge (1) Crop knowledge 11, 12, 13 
(2) Gov't credit (2) Potato land level 14, 15 
(3) 050 savings 
(4) 10 hired laborers 
^The levels of these resources are fixed within each category. The levels vary between 
categories. 
^The levels of these resources are vaariable within each category and between resource 
sets of a given category. The levels are fixed within individual resource sets. 
^The level of crop knowledge is variable within each category and within all resource 
sets. 
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he participates in the Government's small farm credit program. Only 
one level of savings is considered, 050, since the farmer now has 
credit. Again, ten hired laborers sore available to the farmer al­
though he does not use them. The semi-variable resources are vege­
table knowledge and land suitable for potato production. 
Category 3 expands the resource set in Category 2 by assuming 
that the farmer now has 3 ha of land instead of just one hectare. 
He continues to peurticipate in the Government credit program emd 
to have Q50 savings. As the farmer's land rises to three hectaares, 
availability of local hired labor is limited to zero men in emtici-
pation of a possible shortage of labor on this larger farm. The 
semi-variable resources continue to be vegetable knowledge and 
potato land. 
Category 4 completes the analysis. As in Category 3, the faxmei 
is assumed to have 3 ha of land, access to Government credit smd Q50 
savings. His resource set is increased here by giving him access to 
ten hired laborers. The semi-veuciable resources are again vegetable 
knowledge sind potato land. 
Presentation of Resource Sets in Category 1 
One of the most importaint insights to be gained from analysis 
of the optimal solutions in Category 1 is an understanding of the 
role of working capitaJ. in small farm production. Since the farmer 
does not have access to Government or private credit, he is forced 
to rely upon personal savings for all his working capital. Two 
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levels of savings, Q50 and Q150, axe used to demonstrate the 
importance of working capital. 
Given two levels of savings, two levels of knowledge for vege­
table production, and two levels of potato laaid, it is possible to 
specify eight resource sets in Category 1, Six of these resource 
sets were considered important enough to warrant finding solutions 
for them. The levels of personal savings and the semi-variable 
resources (vegetable knowledge and potato land) for each of these 
resource sets aire presented in Table 5.3. 
Each of the six resource sets presented in Table 5.3 defines 
a set of resources against which the faanner's level of crop knowl­
edge is vsaried. Solutions for three levels of crop knowledge aare 
found for each resource set. Table 5.4 specifies an identification 
number and identifies the level of savings, potato land, vegetable 
knowledge and crop knowledge for each solution. Solutions for Re­
source Sets lA and IB are found by combining the resource levels in 
each resource set with the three lowest levels of crop knowledge 
(TLO, TLl, TL2). The highest level of crop knowledge (TL3) is not 
combined with these sets because knowledge level TL3 is required for 
only the most advainced method of potato production. Since Resource 
Sets lA aoid IB have no potato lemd, they cannot use crop knowledge 
level TL3, Resource Sets 2A, 28, 3A, and 3B are also combined with 
only three of the four levels of crop knowledge. For these sets, 
only the three highest levels of knowledge are used, because we 
wish to see how inclusion of the resource potato land can alter the 
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Table 5.3. Resource sets in Category 1 
Resource set Savings Level of semi-vaariable resources 
level (Q) 
lA 50 Low level of vegetable knowledge, 
no potato land 
IB 150 Low level of vegetable knowledge, 
no potato land 
2A 50 Low level of vegetable knowledge, 
one ha of potato land 
2B 150 Low level of vegetable knowledge, 
one ha of potato land 
3A 50. High level of vegetable knowledge, 
one ha of potato land 
3B 150 High level of vegetable knowledge, 
one ha of potato land 
optimal solutions of Sets lA and IB. Crop knowledge level TLO be­
comes unimportant here because the three highest yielding potato 
activities require a crop knowledge resource of at least level TLl. 
If the farmer has potato land but does not have a crop knowledge 
level of TLl, he cannot grow potatoes. The solutions for a farmer 
with crop level TLO and potato land would be very similar (or 
identical) to solutions for Resource Sets lA and IB in which the 
farmer does not have potato land. 
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Table 5,4, Solution identification numbers for the resource sets 
in Category 1 
Solution Resource Savings Ha, of Level of Crop 
number set level (Q) potato vegetable knowledge 
land knowledge level 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
lA 
lA 
lA 
IB 
IB 
IB 
2A 
2A 
2A 
2B 
2B 
2B 
3A 
3A 
3A 
3B 
3B 
3B 
50 
50 
50 
150 
150 
150 
50 
50 
50 
150 
150 
150 
50 
50 
50 
150 
150 
150 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
low 
low 
low 
low 
low 
low 
low 
low 
low 
low 
low 
low 
high 
high 
high 
high 
high 
high 
TLO 
TLl 
TL2 
TLO 
TLl 
TL2 
TLl 
TL2 
TL3 
TLl 
TL2 
TL3 
TLl 
TL2 
TL3 
TLl 
TL2 
TL3 
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The method of presentation used here is to examine the optimal 
solutions for Resource Set lA in some detail to familiarize the 
reader with the model and the types of results which are being 
generated. The other resource sets of Category 1 will then be 
presented briefly. Emphasis in the text is on presenting an over­
view of the important similarities and differences between the 
eighteen optimal solutions presented in Table 5.4. More detailed 
information for each solution is found in /^pendix A. 
Resource Set lA—Solutions 1, 2, 3 
This is the poorest of the resource sets considered in Cate­
gory 1. The fsirmer has only Q50 savings, a low level of vegetable 
knowledge and no laoid suitable for high yield potato production. 
Figure 5.2 and Table 5.5 summarize the more important results found 
in the three optimal solutions for Resource Set lA. Table 5.5 shows 
the reader the types of information contained in Appendix A. 
The crop knowledge level of TLO in the first solution of Table 
5.5 represents the level of technology used by many poorer highland 
farmers. The income earned is quite low, and the picture of peas am t 
life suggested by these results is not a very bright one. The family 
earns a total income of Q443.47. Only 24% of this total income comes 
from sale of crops. The remainder comes from sale of migratory and 
local labor. The faxmex migrates for the full sixty days allowed in 
both third and fourth quarters smd earns 093.20 from selling migra­
tory labor. He and his family together earn 0244.01 from selling 
labor locally. This could be an overestimate because the model 
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Quetzales 500 
(Q) 
400 
300 
200 
100 
Total Income 
Local Labor Sales Income 
^ Crop Income (—) 
* * Migratory Labor Sales Income (—.) 
TLO TLl ' - • ¥ Knowledge Level (KL) TL2 
Shadow Prices (Q) Shadow Prices (Q) 
1.00 
0,80 
0.60 
0.40 
. Hilly 
^ T a «H 
0,20 
TLO TLl TL2 
Crop Knowledge Level 
1 X X 
TLO TLl TL2 
Crop Knowledge Level 
Figure 5.2. Levels of income and shadow prices in Resource Set lA 
Table 5.5. Optimal solutions under Resource Set lA of Category 1^ 
Variable Crop knowledge level 
TLD 
Crop knowledge 
level 
TLl 
Crop knowledge 
level 
TL2 
Optimal solution number 1 
Total income (Q) 443,47 
Crop income (Q) 106.26 
Migratory labor 
sale income (Q) 93,20 
Local labor 
sale income (Q) 244,01 
Total labor hours hired O 
Total hours used 
on crops 1173 
Ha. of corn alone, V, 4 0 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 0 
Ha, of wheat, HV, 2 0.2617 
Ha. of milpa, V, 3 0 
Ha. of milpa, V, 2 O 
2 
467.69 
71,99 
93,20 
302,79 
0 
393 
0 
0,3323 
0 
0 
0,1677 
3 
492,07 
109,72 
93,20 
289,15 
0 
570 
0.1314 
O 
0 
0,3686 
0 
Ha. of milpa, V, 1 0.4215 0 0 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 0.3168 O 0 
Shadow price on 
potato landc 604.44 499.38 298.96 
Shadow price on , 
vegetable knowledge 57,30 49.55 38.38 
Shadow price on savings® 0.19 0.44 0.86 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 0 0 0 
Shadow price 
on hilly land° 6.02 0 0 
Shadow price 
on valley land 11.38 41.02 47.96 
Labor hours sold locally 3253 4033 3856 
^Semi-variable resources axe fixed at; (1) a low level of vegetable knowledge, and 
(2) zero ha of potato leind. Personal savings is fixed at 050. 
The letters H aoid V following the ha of crops produced refer to whether the activity 
is cairried out on hilly land, valley land, or a combination of hilly and vcvlley lemds (HV). 
The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 describe the relative amounts of capital used in the activity. 
For example, Milpa, V, 3 uses more working capital them Milpa, V, 2. 
^Shadow price in Q per ha. 
^Shadow price in Q—the amount by which income would be increased if the farmer had 
a high level of vegetable knowledge. 
^Shadow price in Q per additional Q of savings. 
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assumes that there is am unlimited demand for local labor sales. 
The only limitation placed upon local labor sales is that the family 
cannot sell more labor than it possesses. The crops produced in 
this solution aire milpa aoid wheat. The farmer devotes 73% of his 
laind to milpa aind the remainder to wheat. The shadow price on sav­
ings is 00.19 indicating that if the farmer had another Quetzal of 
savings to devote to crop production, it would increase his income 
by 19çi. This means that one Quetzal invested in crop production 
activities would return Q1.24 by harvest time because there is an 
opportunity cost of 5% associated with using savings for crop 
production (Q1.24 - Q1.05 = Q0.19). This is a fairly low return 
to capital for a peasamt fairmer. Various studies of peasaint agri­
culture aaround the world have observed significantly higher returns 
to working capitail. Higher returns to working capital will also be 
observed in successive solutions of this model. Why then is the 
return to working capital so low in this first solution? One factor 
explaining this is the fairmer • s very limited level of crop knowledge 
in the first solution. When the farmer is aware of more profitable 
capital intensive technologies, the shadow price on capital will 
rise. A second factor explaining the low shadow price on savings 
(working capital) is that the faarmer and his family aire given an 
opportunity to sell aULl their labor at 7.5# per hour; they axe never 
unemployed. Therefore, hours spent on cropping activities must 
return more thaun 7.50 per hour to compete with local labor sales 
activities for the family's time. If the family did not have this 
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alternative use for its labor, the shortage of working capital 
would be more serious and the shadow price on capital would be 
higher. Shadow prices on land are also quite low (06.02 and Q11.38 
per ha for hilly and valley land respectively. The most importamt 
factors explaining the relatively low shadow prices on land are: 
(1) the farmer is already short on capital, smd at this point, 
capital is the more serious constraint; (2) the famaer has an al­
ternate use for his labor, i.e., selling labor locally; emd (3) the 
farmer's knowledge of new technologies is very limited. The shadow 
price on potato land is deceptively high in this first solution, 
Q604.44/ha. Potatoes are quite an attractive crop if you can grow 
them, but the faxmex in Solution 1 cannot grow them, because he has 
no potato land and his level of crop knowledge is too low to allow 
him to adopt high yield potato technologies. The shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge of Q57.30 indicates that if he had one cuerda 
of land suitable for production of green onions, and if he knew 
how to grow them, he could increase his income by 057.30. 
Increasing the farmer's level of knowledge to TLl produces an 
interesting result. His total income increases by 024.22 even 
though his crop income decreases by 034.27. This is because he 
adopts the more profitable crop technologies which require a knowl­
edge level of TLl. These technologies usually require a little 
less labor input than the traditional technologies on a per hectare 
basis which results in some labor being freed for local sale. Still 
more labor becomes available for local sale because the level of 
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savings is not high enough to permit the faxmei to use the entire 
one hectare. He uses what savings he has to adopt new technologies 
on his more fertile vaJ-ley land and lets the hilly laind lie fallow. 
ActusuLly, the farmer would probably rent the hilly land if he could 
find a renter. This possibility has not been included in the model 
due to the difficulty of determining rental rates. If the farmer 
wanted to rent to another traditional farmer who has a resource 
set similar to the one just examined in the first solution, the 
shadow price on hilly lemd in Solution 1 indicates that he would 
have to rent his one-half hectare of hilly land for Q3.01 or less. 
In later solutions we will see that shadow prices on hilly laoids 
are not always this low; rental rates are probably higher tham 06.02 
per hectare. 
Crop production in this solution accounts for only 15% of 
total income. The crops produced aore again wheat and milpa. Ap­
proximately 33% of the land is used for wheat, 17% is used for 
milpa and 50% (the hilly land) lies feillow. The shadow price on 
savings in this second solution rises to Q0.44 indicating that the 
shortage of capital, is even more restrictive now that the farmer 
knows of other technologies but cannot use all his land due to a 
shortage of working capital. Here again, this shadow price would 
be even higher if we had not assumed that the farmer and his family 
could sell as much labor as they wain ted locally. If the family 
members could not find employment locally, they would devote less 
of their savings to the newer technologies and use all their land 
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for cropping activities. They certainly would not use all their 
savings to produce crops by adopting newer technologies and, con­
sequently, experience a reduction in crop income if crop income 
were their only or their major source of income. The shadow prices 
on potato land aoid vegetable knowledge decrease somewhat in this 
solution because knowledge of new crop technologies makes production 
of milpa and wheat more competitive with vegetable and potato produc­
tion. 
Increasing the faxmer's crop knowledge resource to TL2 allows 
the farmer to increase total income by Q48.60 over the income he 
earned in the first solution. His crop income increases only 
marginally by Q3.46, but his local labor sales sore increased by 
045.14. This is again due to the fact that he farms only his valley 
lamd and lets his hilly land lie fallow. As in the previous solu­
tions, he continues to grow milpa aaid wheat. The composition of 
his crop production cheoiges here. He now devotes 37% of his land 
to milpa, 13% to wheat and lets 50% (his hilly land) lie fallow. 
The shadow price on savings in this third solution rises to Q0.86, 
aind the shadow price on valley lamd is Q47.96. These higher shadow 
prices reflect the fact that since he now has knowledge of new 
technologies, his capital and his land resources axe more valuable 
to him. 
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Resource Set IB—Solutions 4, ^ 
Resource Set IB differs from Set lA in that the faormer's level 
of personal savings in Set IB is increased to 0150. The increased 
level of savings allows the feirmer to increase his total income in 
all three solutions. Fairly substantial increases in crop income 
are recorded for solutions in which the farmer has a crop knowledge 
level of TLl or TL2. For example, cropping income in Resource Set 
IB increases by Q56.74 over cropping income in Resource Set lA for 
farmers with knowledge level TLl. The crops produced in Set IB aire 
milpa, wheat and corn aJLone. With the additional QlOO savings 
available in Set IB, the faarmer is able to use all his land. Hilly 
land no longer lies fallow but rather becomes a constraint. The 
shadow price on hilly land increases from QO.OO to Q16.32 dLn solu­
tions where the farmer has crop knowledge levels TLl and TL2. The 
shadow price on valley land is also increased. For farmers with 
crop knowledge level TL2, the shadow price on valley Ismd is in­
creased from 047.96 to Q182,83 per hectaore. Shadow prices on savings 
ranged from 00.19 to 00.86 in Set lA; in Set IB they fall to zero 
for all three solutions. The fsurmer doesn't need the full 0150 
savings for crop production activities with this limited resource 
set. Some of the more importamt results for Resource Sets lA and 
IB have been incorporated into Figures 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5. These 
figures summarize all the results in Category 1 and give the reader 
am overview not only of the results presented here but also of the 
results to follow. Each of these figures is divided by dotted lines 
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Figure 5,3» Levels of total income (TY) and crop income (CY) 
estimated by solutions in Category 1 
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into thirds. The section of each graph we aire concerned with is 
the third on the left in viiich the results of solutions for sets 
lA and IB have been plotted. The levels of the semi-vaariable re­
sources in each resource set are identified below the figure. For 
example, in Resource Sets lA and IB, the semi-variable resources 
are fixed at the levels zero ha of potato land aoid a low level of 
vegetable knowledge. For a more extensive presentation of the re­
sults in Sets lA emd IB, the reader is referred to the tables in 
Appendix A. 
Resource Set 2A--Solutions 7, 8^ 9_ 
Set 2A differs from Set lA by specifying that the one hectare 
of lamd the faxmex owns is in a geographical and climatic area 
which is appropriate for high yield potato production. The farmer 
once again is assumed to have only QSO.OO savings, and capital is 
a very serious constraint in these solutions. The shadow prices 
on savings in Figure 5.5 reflect this. They are much higher for 
Set 2A than for Set lA. For example, the shadow price on savings 
for a fearmer with knowledge level TLX in Set lA was Q0.44. In Set 
2A the corresponding shadow price is Q1.22. The composition of the 
crop mix changes now that high yielding potato activities are pos­
sible. Potatoes axe grown in all three solutions of Set 2A although 
not much of the total leoid available can be devoted to potato pro­
duction because of the shortage of capital. In Solutions 7 emd 9 
with knowledge levels TLl smd TL3, only potatoes are grown, emd 
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most of the lemd is not used. The farmers use the labor time freed 
from corn, milpa, amd wheat production to increase their local labor 
sales. This is, of course, not very realistic for the reasons ex­
plained earlier in our discussion of Set lA where a shortage of 
capital forced farmers to use only their valley leuid. For Solution 
8 in which the fairmer has a knowledge level of TL2, both potatoes 
and milpa are grown. The appearance of milpa here is due to the 
shortage of capital. It demonstrates that even though potatoes 
aire a very profitable crop, milpa can sometimes compete with po­
tatoes if the milpa is grown in a fairly technified manner. This 
occurs because the return to labor from milpa is considerably higher 
than the return to labor from local labor sales. It is more profit­
able for the fairmer to devote some of the land to milpa rather thsm 
to rely exclusively on a very small amount of potato production and 
a large amount of local labor sales. This situation differs from 
the situation in Solutions 7 and 9 because with a knowledge level 
of TL2, the farmer knows about the most profitable amd advamced 
milpa and corn activities, which were unknown in Solution 7, but 
does not yet have the expertise amd knowledge required by the most 
technicsil means of potato production which is used in Solution 9. 
The shadow prices on hilly amd valley land axe depressed in these 
solutions due to the tremendous shortage of capital which exists and 
the fact that the farmer faces am infinitely elastic demand for his 
local labor sales activities. As Figure 5.3 shows, total income is 
increased slightly in these solutions, and cropping income remains 
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at the same general level as in Set lA, The solutions for Set 2A 
indicate that, by itself, land suitable for potato production will 
have only a small effect on income. The potential for increasing 
income through adoption of high yield potato activities is there, 
but it is aoi unrealizable potential when the scarcity of capital is 
so acute. 
Resource Set 2B—Solutions 10^ 11^ 12 
In this set of resources, the farmer's level of personal 
savings is increased to Q150. As was the case with Set IB, this 
results in higher levels of total income in all three solutions. 
The increase in total income here, however, is much more dramatic 
than in Set IB. Total income levels in Set 2B increase from the 
Q480-515 rainge to the Q610-670 range, and the average increase is 
about Q140. This increase is due to a rather laorge jump in cropping 
incomes in all three solutions. Income from the sale of migratory 
labor remains constcint at Q93.20, and income from sale of local labor 
has an average^ decrease of about Q15.00, Although the extra QlOO 
allows the farmer to achieve a substantial increase in total income 
by growing potatoes, much more capital could be used to achieve 
even higher incomes. The shadow price on savings in Set 2B remains 
1 
Mention will be made of average changes ixi levels of different 
vaariables throughout this chapter. The average referred to is an 
average for the variable in the three solutions found for each re­
source set. In this case, the average decrease in local labor sales 
is Q15 for the three solutions of Resource Set 2B in which the farmer 
was given crop knowledge levels of TLl, TL2 aoid TL3. 
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between 01.22 auid Q1.62 as it was for Set 2A. The faormer is still 
not able to use all his land, aind the shadow prices on land remain 
as they were in Set 2A. The composition of crops grown as a result 
of the additional QlOO of personal savings is roughly unchemged. 
Solutions 10 and 12 grow only potatoes. Solution 11 (TL2) grows 
potatoes smd milpa. 
Resource Set 3A—Solutions 13, 14, 15 
In Set 3A, the faxmex is assumed to possess a higher level of 
vegetable knowledge than he had in Set 2A. This allows him to in­
clude one cuerda of cairrots aind/or green onions among his crop pro­
duction alternatives. All other resources remain at the same levels 
as in Set 2A. In spite of the fact that the farmer only has Q50.00 
savings and that the shadow price on savings remains very high (be­
tween 01.22 and 01.62 as it was in Set 2A), the faanner allocated 
part of his savings to production of green onions. In all three 
solutions, the farmer grows one cuerda (the maximum allowed) of 
green onions. Total income and crop income are increased by ap­
proximately 025 and 035, respectively, as a result of including one 
cuerda of onions among the production activities. One other change 
in the composition of crops produced is that in Solution 14 (TL2), 
green onions displace potatoes as the capital intensive crop being 
grown. The farmer in Solution 14 grows only onions and milpa. In 
the other two solutions, only onions and potatoes are grown. Shadow 
prices on land remain depressed here, because capital is still so 
scarce that the farmer cannot use all his leind. He cannot even use 
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all his valley lamd, and its shadow price falls to zero. Figure 
5.4 capsulizes the shadow price movements for valley aind hilly land 
very well. 
Resource Set 3B—Solutions 16, 17, 18 
Set 3B increases the supply of personal savings given in Set 
3A by QIOO. The results are very similar to the results found for 
Sets 2A and 2B. The levels of total income and crop income aire a 
little higher in Set 3B than they were in Set 2B, but the general 
effect of the increased QIOO savings upon shadow prices for land amd 
for savings is very similcir to the effect seen in Set 2B (vdiere the 
level of personal savings was similarly increased by QIOO over the 
level specified in Set 2A) . In aill three solutions of Set 3B, both 
onions amd potatoes axe grown. About the only difference between 
the solutions in Sets 2B and 3B is that in Set 3B each solution 
substitutes one cuerda of onions where there was a cuerda of 
potatoes in Set 2B, 
Conclusions to be drawn from Category 1^ 
Resources held constant in Category 1 axe: one hectaure of 
crop land; no availability of Government or private credit; and a 
maximum of ten hired men available to help with cropping activities 
each quarter. The resources allowed to vary between resource sets 
were the level of private savings, the amount of vegetable produc­
tion knowledge, and a dummy variable which specified that the 
farmer's land was (or was not) geographically, climatically amd 
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agronomically suited for high yield potato production activities. 
The level of crop knowledge was varied both within and between re­
source sets of Category 1. 
Category 1 has been used to reproduce the position which many 
small fsirmers in western Guatemala find themselves in. It has in­
vestigated the effects of variations in the level of savings and in 
the levels of crop and vegetable knowledge as well as the effect of 
having land suitable for potato production. Several interesting 
conclusions may be drawn from these eighteen optimal solutions. 
The first conclusion, which is not very surprising, is that 
the distinction between fsurmers who can grow potatoes aind those who 
cannot is important. If a faucmer can engage in high yield potato 
activities as described in Chapter IV, he is in an entirely dif­
ferent league from the farmer who cannot. As more farmers acquire 
credit and knowledge of new potato technologies, more potatoes will 
be grown and the compaoratively high price on potatoes probably will 
be decreased so that potato production will become less profitable 
and more compear able to corn, milpa amd wheat production. Until that 
happens, potato farmers will be able to earn substantially higher 
incomes than non-potato farmers. At present, potato faormers are 
quite a small group. If their numbers are expanded very rapidly, 
much of the advaoitage which potatoes currently enjoy would be 
wiped out; hence, one cannot expect potato production to be the path 
which will lead large numbers of small farmers to significantly 
higher income levels. With this in mind, let us review the Category 
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1 conclusions obtained from Sets lA and IB in which the farmer was 
not able to produce potatoes. 
One of the most striking aspects of the solutions presented 
in Sets lA and IB is that throughout these solutions, the amount of 
income eeurned from cropping activities is quite low. Only about 
25-35% of total income is eaorned by ssile of crops. The remainder 
comes from migratory labor saJ.es and local labor sales. The exact 
percentage of total income earned by sale of crops varies with the 
fairmer's level of knowledge and his savings. The greater the level 
of knowledge and the amount of savings, the higher the percentage 
of total income eaorned from sale of crops. The relatively high 
proportion of income from labor sales for the non-potato fsLrmers 
is due to the fact that the family of maoi, wife sind two teenage 
children has a labor supply of approximately 2,1 farm laborers, 
which is more than can be fully employed on a one hecteuce fairm. 
When the family's supply of personal savings is limited to Q50, some 
of the poorer hilly land lies fallow due to the shortage of savings, 
but when the family has an adequate amount of savings (Q150), the 
family uses all its land. In some cases, the shadow prices on Ismd 
become quite high. Labor is first devoted to crop production 
activities and migratory labor sales; any residual labor is sold 
locally. This result provides two important pieces of information 
about the small non-potato fairmer in Category 1. The first is that 
the typical small farmer is essentially a mairgineJ. farmer, Even if 
he has sufficient savings or credit availability to take care of his 
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capital needs, he aoid his family will not be fully employed on one 
hectare of land. As was seen in Figure 5,3, the total income earned 
in Sets lA and IB ranges from Q443.47 to Q524.73; at most only 35% 
of this comes from sale of crops. The family cannot afford to rely 
solely on crop income and must devote a substauntial portion of its 
time to labor sales activities if total income is to be kept above 
Q300. Consequently, the farmer depicted here csm only be considered 
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a marginal farmer because off-faarm labor sales aire a more importamt 
source of income than sale of crops. If the feucmer and his family 
are to be fully employed on their own feorm, they must have more land. 
The second importamt piece of information is that crop produc­
tion activities in the model do compete effectively with local labor 
saJ.es activities for the farmer's time. Thus, labor engaged in crop 
production activities is not a form of disguised unemployment. Even 
for the lowest level of crop knowledge (TLO) which represents a 
traditional type of agriculture, the fair mer with adequate savings 
uses all his land for crop production amd the shadow price on lauid 
is positive (although it is quite low). When the level of crop 
knowledge is increased, the shadow prices on valley laind become 
quite large. 
Figure 5.4 presents information on the shadow prices for hilly 
and valley land. These shadow prices sum up the situation faced 
by the small non-potato farmer extremely well. Figure 5.4 shows 
that when the farmer has Q150 savings, both hilly and vsulley laoid 
have positive shadow prices. This holds true regairdless of the 
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level of crop knowledge the farmer is assumed to possess. Thus, 
even if the faonner has an adequate amount of savings (working 
capital), he must have more land if he is to increase his income. 
When the farmer has only Q50 savings and either TLl or TL2, his 
savings are in such short supply that he does not use all his hilly 
land but instead lets pairt of it lie faJLlow. Even though the short­
age of land is absolutely critical in the sense that he must have 
more Isind to be fully employed on his own farm, his shortage of 
capital in the Q50 savings solutions is even more critical and 
prevents him from fully utilizing what land he has. 
Hie role which extension and other educational programs can 
play in helping small farmers is also depicted in Figure 5.4. Since 
the more advemced technologies are usually employed on the better 
valley lands, one should look at the shadow price estimate for valley 
lands to see this. For instance, the shadow price on valley Isind 
when the farmer has only Q50 savings (VL,A) is increased from 011.38 
to 047.96 as the farmer's crop knowledge is increased from TLX) to 
TLl. This demonstrates that knowledge of new technologies has 
potential to increase farm incomes even when savings are in short 
supply. The importemce of combining knowledge of new technologies 
with axi adequate supply of savings (working capital) is illustrated 
by the shadow prices on valley land when the farmer has 0150 savings 
(VL,B). In these solutions, the shadow price on valley land increases 
from 015.29 to Q182.83 as the level of crop knowledge is increased 
from TLO to TL2. A quick glance at VL,B and VL,A for Resource Sets 
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lA and IB in Figure 5,4 illustrates the importance of combining an 
adequate amount of capital with increased crop knowledge, thereby 
allowing the fcirmer to use new cropping technologies. 
The rather large differences between shadow prices on hilly vs 
valley lands axe somewhat misleading. As mentioned in Chapter IV, 
survey data reported that more capitaLL intensive, high yielding pro­
duction technologies requiring higher levels of crop knowledge were 
used almost exclusively on the better valley lands while less capi­
tal intensive aund lower yielding activities were caorried out on hilly 
land. Consequently, in the model, the highest yielding activities 
require valley land, and shadow prices on vail ley lamd axe higher 
than shadow prices on hilly land when the farmer has knowledge of 
these high yielding activities. If, however, more capital intensive 
technologies were used on hilly lands, yields on hilly land activi­
ties would increase and the shadow price on hilly land would also 
increase. It is likely that yields would not reach quite as high 
a level on hilly lands as on valley lands because valley lainds aire 
generaJ-ly of a higher quality than hilly lands. Nevertheless, it 
seems reasonable to assume that use of more capital intensive 
technologies on hilly lamds would increase yields significantly. 
This would reduce the differences in shadow prices of hilly vs 
valley lainds shown in Figure 5,4, 
Another interesting characteristic of non-potato faorm pro­
duction is that although the shortage of savings is fairly severe 
in solutions for Set lA, shadow prices on savings fall to zero for 
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all three solutions in Set IB, An additional QlOO takes caore of 
all the faizmer's capital requirements on the non-potato farm. 
In review, then, we may say that the non-potato farmer in 
Category 1 is only a margineil fairmer because he does not have enough 
land to fully occupy the family's labor time. Since so much of his 
time is spent working off faarm, increasing his level of crop knowl­
edge or his supply of savings or both does not result in a sub­
stantial increase in either his crop income or his total income. 
If he had one more hectare of valley land, however, the shadow 
prices on veil ley laind in Figure 5.4 suggest that providing him with 
an adequate amount of capital aoid knowledge of new technologies has 
the potential to increase his income (Solution 6) from Q524.73 to 
about Q700. This would be a significant improvement; the effect of 
giving the farmer more land will be investigated in Categories 3 
and 4. Now let us turn to the solutions in Resource Sets^ 2A, 2B, 
3A and 3B in which the farmer was allowed to grow potatoes. 
Ihe situation for the faxmer with potato land is quite dif­
ferent than the situation for the faxmei without potato lamd. 
Potatoes require relatively large amounts of capitail compeared to 
corn, milpa aoid wheat. Consequently, the potato farmer in Category 
1 is limited from increasing his income not by a shortage of land 
but by a shortage of savings (or working capital). This is true 
^The terms Resource Set and Set will be used synonymously from 
here on to identify a pairticulea: group or set of resources. For 
example, "Resource Set lA" and "Set lA" refer to the same collec­
tion of resources. 
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whether he is given Q50 savings or Q150 savings. The shadow prices 
on savings in these solutions range from Q1.22 to 01.62 depending 
upon the farmer's level of crop knowledge. Even though potato 
farmers earn an average of about Q105 more them non-potato fairmers, 
the potato farmer could potentially eairn much more if he had adequate 
savings. The importance of additional! savings upon the level of total 
income is illustrated by the very high shadow prices presented in 
Figure 5.5. It is also instructive to notice that ail though the over­
all average income for potato farmers is Q105 more thaoi for non-
potato farmers in Category 1, the average for potato farmers with 
Q50 savings is only about Q45 more than for non-potato farmers while 
the average for potato farmers with Q150 savings is about Q165 more 
thaoi the average for non-potato farmers. 
Although incomes axe substantially higher for potato farmers 
in Category 1, it is interesting to note that potato farmers relied 
very heavily on labor sales activities to supplement their incomes. 
Faarmers with Q50 savings earned an average of only 21% of their total 
income from sale of crops. Farmers with Q150 savings eaarned an 
average of 42% of total income from saJ.e of crops. The impetus for 
selling large amounts of labor locally comes from the seasonal 
nature of potato production activities and is also due to the fact 
that the farmer's level of personal savings is too low to allow 
him to use all the labor and lamd he has available for potato 
production. Savings, not land, is the most significant constraint. 
In most of the solutions, the shadow prices on land are zero, and 
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in all cases they axe very low. 
The Category 1 solutions show that when the fsurmer is given a 
high level of vegetable knowledge, he always grows a cuerda of 
green onions. Onions axe even more profitable them potatoes. When 
onions are permitted, they sometimes displace a cuerda of potatoes. 
When they axe not permitted, the farmer grows only potatoes in solu­
tions with a crop knowledge level of TLl or TL3. In solutions with 
a crop knowledge level of TL2, he also grows milpa on his valley 
lands. 
Presentation of Resource Sets in Category 2 
Category 2 continues the analysis for a farmer with one hecteure 
of land by adding availability of Government credit to the farmer's 
set of fixed.resources. Since the farmer now has access to Govern­
ment credit, personal savings aire held constant at Q50 throughout 
Category 2. The semi-vairiable resources in Category 2 axe vegetable 
knowledge and potato land. As in Category 1 for solutions in vriiich 
the farmer does not have potato land, only the three lowest levels 
of crop knowledge (TLO, TLl, TL2) are used to demonstrate the effect 
of increasing the farmer's knowledge through Government extension 
and educational programs. Similsucly, when the farmer does have 
potato land, only the three highest levels of crop knowledge (TLl, 
TL2, TL3) are used to demonstrate the effect of increasing his knowl­
edge of new technologies. Vegetable knowledge continues to be 
present at two levels, low and high. Potato land also is assigned 
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only two levels, zero and one hectaare. The three resource sets 
specified for Category 2 are presented in Table 5.6. 
Resource Set 4—Solutions 19, 20, 21 
Resource Set 4 allows further analysis of the employment and 
income earning potential, of a small farmer with only one hectsire of 
lajid and no possibility of adopting either the high yield potato 
activities or the more lucrative vegetable activities requiring a 
high level of vegetable knowledge. The farmer may be constrained 
from engaging in these potato and vegetable activities by lack of 
suitable land, insufficient knowledge, or both. Resource Set 4 
assumes that the farmer has access to the Government's crop specific 
credit program and allows us to determine how the availability of 
additional working capitaLL (which was a limiting factor in Resource 
Set lA) enables the farmer to increase his crop income. With the 
exceotion of credit availability. Resource Set 4 is identical to 
Resource Set lA. 
Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 present information on income levels 
and shadow prices for solutions in Resource Sets 4, 5, sind 6. In 
each of these figures, only the solutions in the first one-third 
of the figure correspond to Set 4. Figure 5.6 shows us that total 
income for famners in Resource Set 4 ranges from Q446.68 to Q521.96. 
This range is about the same as was found for total income in Set 
IB. Table 5,7 points out the similarities which exist between the 
levels of total income and crop income earned in Sets IB and 4. 
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Figure 5,6, Levels of total income (TY) and crop incmue (CY) 
estimated by solutions in Category 2 
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Figure 5,7. Shadow prices for hilly lajid (HL) and valley lamd (VL) 
estimated by solutions in Category 2 
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Figure 5.8. Shadow prices for personal savings (S) estimated by 
solutions in Category 2 
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Table 5.7. Levels of total smd crop income 
Type of 
income Resource set TLO TLl TL2 
Total lA 443. 47 467. 69 492. 07 
Total IB 447. 81 480. 91 524. 73 
Total 4 446. ,68 478. 99 521. 96 
Crop lA 106. 26 71. 99 109. 72 
Crop IB 88. 63 128. 73 181. 02 
Crop 4 87. 50 126. 82 178. 26 
This is not surprising, because both of these resource sets provide 
the farmer with ample capital and contain identical levels of aJ.1 
other resources. Comparison of the tables in Appendix A reveals 
that Sets 4 and IB are also very similar in terms of income earned, 
shadow price estimates, crops grown, labor hours used, etc. 
Figure 5.8 presents estimates for the shadow prices on savings 
in Set 4. The shadow prices are all Q0.05, reflecting the"fact that 
there is a 5çi difference between financing production from personal 
savings versus using Government credit. Government credit is assumed 
to be available at an interest rate of 10% while savings are chaorged 
an opportunity cost of 5%. As was the case in Resource Set IB where 
the shadow price on savings was zero, the shadow prices in Resource 
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Set 4 indicate that the faucmer has access to aai ample amount of 
capital. The amount of capital actually borrowed in these three 
solutions is quite small and rainges from Q22.56 to Q55.31, The 
amount of capital needed increases as the fcirmer's level of crop 
knowledge is expsinded. 
Figure 5,7 presents estimates for shadow prices on land in 
Resource Set 4. As was the case for Resource Set IB, valley Isind 
becomes quite vailuable when the farmer has a crop knowledge level of 
TL2. Table 5.8 points out that the shadow prices for Sets IB and 4 
are very similar. The differences between them reflect the 5çi dif­
ferential in the cost of acquiring working capital through use of 
savings versus through the Government credit program. 
As was the case in Set IB, the crops produced in Set 4 are 
wheat, corn alone and milpa. The amounts of each crop produced 
are indentical to the amounts produced in the three corresponding 
solutions of Set IB, To summazize, the solutions in Set 4 axe 
nearly identical to the solutions in Set IB, In both of these re­
source sets, land is the primairy restraint; the farmer has aun ample 
amount of capital; amd he devotes considerable time to selling labor. 
Resource Set 5—Solutions 22, 23, 24 
In Sets 2A and 2B, the potato fair mer was seriously constrained 
in his efforts to increase crop income by his limited amount of 
savings. This situation is changed in Set 5 now that the farmer 
has access to Government credit. The average level of total income 
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Table 5.8. Shadow prices on land (Q) 
Type of 
Icoid Resource set TLO TLl TL2 
Hilly lA 6. 02 0. 00 0. 00 
Hilly IB 30. 02 16. 32 16. 32 
Hilly 4 23. 78 13. 64 13. 64 
Valley lA 11. 38 41. 02 47. 96 
Valley IB 15. 29 95. 19 182. 83 
Valley 4 14. 28 89. 04 174. 98 
for the three solutions in Resource Set 5 is Ql,036.99. This is 
about Q400 more than average income in Resource Set 2B when he had 
only Q150 savings to devote to potato production. The average per­
centage of total income earned from crop production in these three 
solutions is 69%, indicating that crop production is more important 
than labor sales in the makeup of total income. Labor sales are 
still quite important as an income source. The farmer continues to 
migrate the maximum allowed and earns Q93.20 from migratory labor 
sales in all three solutions. Local labor sales sure also sizeable 
and average Q228.38. As was the case in solutions for Sets 2A and 2B, 
the rather large amounts of labor sold locally sire due in part to 
the seasonality associated with potato production auid in part to the 
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farmer's shortage of resources which impedes him from growing as 
maoiy potatoes as his labor supply would allow. 
The constraining factors impeding the farmer from further in­
creasing his income in Set 5 are land aind capital. In Solution 22 
(TLl), the only constraining factor is hilly land because the high 
yield potato activity the fairmer has knowledge of (PHV2) requires 
54% hilly land and 46% valley leind. Since he has only 50% hilly 
land and ample amounts of all other resources, the shadow price on 
hilly land in this solution is quite high, Q764.il. Capital is not 
a constraint, and the shadow price on savings is 00.05, because the 
farmer can borrow as much capital as is needed. The crops grown in 
Solution 22 aire 0.88 hectaires of potatoes and 0.12 hectaores of 
wheat. 
In Solution 23, the constraining factors aare valley land and 
capital. Valley land is scarcer than hilly laind in this solution be­
cause the farmer's crop knowledge level has been increased to TL2; 
now the farmer has knowledge of a new potato production activity 
(PHV3) which requires 56% valley land and 44% hilly lajid. Valley 
land is consequently in relatively short supply, and the shadow 
price on valley land is 0174.98 per hectaire. Capital also becomes 
scarce in Solution 23. This is because the new potato activity re­
quires more capital. The shadow price on savings rises to 01.20. 
Crops grown here are 0.77 hectares of potatoes, 0.07 hectaares of 
corn alone and 0.16 hectares of milpa. 
In Solution 24, the faucmer ' s level of crop knowledge is 
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increased to TL3. The constraining factors in this solution are 
again laind and capital. The shadow price on valley laind increases 
sharply to Q514.98. This increase is due to the fact that the farmer 
has knowledge of another new potato activity. This activity takes 
place exclusively on valley land (PV4). Thus, valley land is com­
paratively in greater dememd than it was in Solution 23, Since 
valley land is the more serious of the two constraints, we see a 
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slight dip in the shadow price on savings. The shadow price on 
savings is only 00.91 in Solution 24 as compared with Q1.20 in 
Solution 23; capital is, however, still a significant constraint. 
The crops produced in Solution 24 axe potatoes and milpa. 
Even though the farmer has access to Government credit which 
allows him to borrow up to Q450 for potato production, he has quite 
a high shadow price on savings in Solutions 23 amd 24. The jamount 
of capital borrowed in these three solutions remges from Q352.14 in 
Solution 22 to 0468.68 in Solution 23. Another interesting point 
concerns the composition of crops produced in Resource Set 5. In 
Solution 22, the farmer grows some wheat, but wheat does not appear 
in the other two solutions. This is due to the fact that Solution 
22 has a knowledge level of TLl which represents the level of knowl­
edge found among better farmers in 1973. In 1973, wheat was com­
paratively a more technified crop than corn or milpa due to the ef­
forts of the Gremial Nacional De Trigueros and the Guatemalan Govern­
ment. A good deal of work has been done with wheat farmers to teach 
them about new vairieties, use of fertilizers and so on. Also, the 
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Government's support price for wheat has provided farmers with an 
incentive to adopt the new technologies. Consequently, wheat was a 
more profitable crop than com or milpa given the way all three crops 
were grown by better faarmers in 1973. Field trial and demonstration 
plot results, however, indicate that both corn and milpa aore poten­
tially more profitable than wheat. Hence, in Solutions 23 and 24 
where fcirmers axe assumed to have knowledge of corn and milpa pro­
duction activities being used in demonstration trials, the faormer 
maximizes his income by producing potatoes, corn and milpa instead 
of potatoes and wheat. 
Resource Set 6—Solutions 25, 26, 27 
Resource Set 6 is very similar to Set 5. In Set 6, the farmer 
is assumed to have a high level of vegetable knowledge which allows 
him to include green onions and carrots among his production alterna­
tives. Including this possibility results in green onions being 
grown in all three solutions. Total income is increased by an average 
of Q45.89 compared to total income in Set 5, and income from sale of 
local labor is decreased by about Q19. Other than these minor changes, 
everything else is about the same as in Set 5. The shadow prices on 
savings axe identical to those in Set 5. Shadow prices on laoid are 
very similar. The amount of borrowed capital in Set 6 increases by 
about 017 compared to Set 5. The reader can compaore the solutions 
presented in Appendix A for these two groups to see the extent to 
vAiich they aire alike. Figures 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8 aore also helpful 
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in pointing out the similarity which exists for solutions in these 
two sets. They are so nearly alike that one can effectively sum 
up the differences between them by saying that in Set 6 the farmer 
grows onions. 
Conclusions to be drawn from Category 2 
As was the case in Category 1, the amount of income the faonily 
cam earn and the constraints which limit the fcimily from earning more 
income axe quite different for faarmers who have potato lemd when com­
pared with farmers who do not have potato land. For example, the 
average income earned in Set 4 where the farmer could not grow pota­
toes was Q482.54 while the average income for Sets 5 and 6, in which 
the family had one hectare of potato land, was Q1059.94. As a result 
of the essential differences between potato and non-potato farmers, 
it seems advisable to present the conclusions for each group separately 
as was done for the solutions in Category 1. 
The position which the non-potato farmer in Category 2 finds 
himself in is virtually identical to the position of the non-potato 
farmer in Set IB of Category 1. In both Sets 4 and IB, the farmer 
has am adequate amount of capital to finance production but does 
not have enough land to fully employ the family. The average amount 
of income earned from crop production is only 0130.86 for the three 
solutions in Set 4. This is only 21% of average total income. The 
family needs more laind to be able to support itself by farming. 
Again, one is forced to conclude that the farmer who cannot grow 
potatoes and who has only one hectare of land is essentiaJLly a 
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marginal or a part-time farmer and will only receive marginal 
benefits from Government programs which provide him with credit or 
technical assistance. 
The potato farmer in Category 2 is in quite a different position. 
The results of Sets 2A and 5 demonstrate how different his position 
is. In Set 2A, the average total income for the three solutions 
was Q496.47. A serious shortage of savings (working capital) was 
the primary constraint and this shortage was so severe that in­
creasing the farmer's crop knowledge from level TLl to level TL3 
had the effects of bringing about a reduction in the amount of land 
devoted to potato production, increasing crop income by only Q15.16 
aind increasing total income by only Q19.93. In Set 5, however, aver­
age total income is Q1036.99, am increase of 0540.52 over average 
total income in Set 2A. Increasing the level of crop knowledge 
from TLl to TLB in Set 5 results in am increase in crop income of 
Q236.86 and aoi increase in total income of Q229.il. Obviously, 
both the Government's crop specific credit program and its exten­
sion (or technical assistance) program sire capable of helping the 
potato farmer. In fact, the Government's programs have the poten­
tial to help the potato farmer even more. The shadow price on sav­
ings of 01.20 in Solution 23 and of 00.91 in Solution 24 indicates 
that if more credit had been available, the farmer would have been 
able to achieve higher levels of total income and hence could have 
benefited still more from the Government's credit and technical 
assistance programs. The fairly high shadow prices on land, however. 
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indicate that land is also becoming a serious constraint in these 
solutions. 
The shadow prices on savings in Solutions 23 and 24 are also im-
portcoit because they point out that the more advanced potato technolo­
gies being used by the best potato farmers ^d on demonstration plots 
are very capital intensive. The amount of capital which the potato 
farmer in Category 2 could borrow was fixed at Q450 because this was 
an average value for potato loams made in 1973. It is an adequate 
amount to supply the capital requirements of farmers who have a crop 
knowledge level of TLl, which was the level of knowledge utilized by 
most potato farmers in 1973. Although the average size loan was 
adequate to provide the capital required by the average technology 
in 1973, it is not adequate to finance production activities vdiich 
become available when the faarmer's crop knowledge is increased to 
levels TL2 or TL3. Level TL2 allows the farmer to adopt a potato 
production technology which was used by the best potato farmers in 
1973 while level TL3 allows the faormer to adopt a technology which 
was used on demonstration plots in 1973. If the average size loan 
gram ted in 1973 should become an upper limit on loan size, it could 
restrict adoption of the newer potato production activities being 
introduced by agricultural technicians. 
The average level of total income in Sets 5 and 6 is Q1059.94. 
The average level of crop income is 0747.78, and crop income accounts 
for about 71% of to tail income in these solutions. In spite of the 
facts that shadow prices on laind axe fairly high in all three 
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solutions and that the shadow price on savings is quite high when 
the farmer has a crop knowledge level of TL2 or TL3, the shortage 
of resources implied by these shadow prices has not prevented the 
potato farmer and his family from potentially esurning QIOOO per 
year. These are, of course, only potential earnings because it 
is easier to give the faormer capital and knowledge within the context 
of the model thsm in the real world, but this result suggests that 
the Basic Grains Program does have the potential of allowing potato 
feurmers with one hectare of land to reach the QIOOO target level for 
family income mentioned earlier. This, of course, assumes that input 
and product prices remain as they were in 1973. To achieve this 
income, the faormer finds it necessary to borrow an average of about 
Q440 from the Government. He is still constrained by a shortage of 
capital in some of these solutions, and he is becoming constrained 
by a shortage of hilly or valley land depending upon which potato 
activity he uses. The distinction between hilly and valley land does 
not mean too much here because the most important distinction witn 
respect to land is that this is potato land. The farmer uses all his 
laoid in all six solutions for Sets 5 and 6. He can still increase 
income somewhat by growing more potatoes instead of corn or milpa if 
he can obtain working capital for potato production, aJ.though the 
potentiaJL for doing this is limited because he already has between 
74-91% of his one hectare devoted to potatoes or potatoes and green 
onions. Further sizeable increases in income will probably only 
come about by increasing his leind holdings. Family labor has been 
• I  
i 
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adequate to perform aJLl production activities in these solutions, 
and a fair amount of labor is sold locally. Local labor sales 
average about Q220 in these six solutions and migratory labor sales 
have remained constant at Q93.20 throughout Categories 1 and 2, 
The results summarized here indicated that the potato farmer 
in Category 2 has the potential to benefit substantially from the 
Basic Grains Program. His income can potentially reach QIOOO per 
year if he pairticipates in the program, benefits from it and if 
prices remain as they were in 1973. The major constraint for the 
potato farmer in Category 2 becomes land, whereas in Category 1 the 
major constraint was capital. The potato farmer still has a fairly 
large reserve of labor which could have been devoted to crop produc­
tion if more lamd smd working capital had been available. Labor 
sales are still fairly large but are no longer more important than 
cropping activities as a source of family income. At. last the faxmer 
with one hectare of Isund can be considered primarily a farmer rather 
them a laborer. 
Presentation of Resource Sets in Category 3 
Two chainges have been made in the farmer's set of semi-fixed 
resources in Category 3. The first and most important of these 
changes is the expansion of the farmer's laind holdings from one 
hectaore to three hectares. The second change is to assume that the 
family is unable to hire local labor to assist with cropping activi­
ties. This assumption is made to investigate the seriousness of any 
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seasonal shortages of labor which might exist on the larger three 
hectaore farm. It will be relaxed in Category 4 so that we may com­
pare the farmer's relative positions when he is allowed to hire ten 
laborers in every quarter and when he must rely exclusively on family 
labor for cropping activities. The other semi-fixed resources remain 
at the same levels as in Category 2. They are: availability of 
credit through the Government sponsored crop specific credit program 
and 050 savings which can be allocated to crop production. 
The semi-vaxiable resources in Category 3 sure the same as in 
Category 2. They are; (1) the level of vegetable knowledge; and 
(2) the aanount of potato lemd. The level of vegetable knowledge con­
tinues to take on the values high and low as in Categories 1 and 2. 
Potato land is allowed to take on three possible levels: zero hec­
tares, one hectare and three hectares. IMie pattern of presenting 
solutions for different levels of the vairiable resource, crop knowl­
edge, is unchanged. When the farmer has no potato land, solutions 
will be calculated for the three levels of crop knowledge TLO, TLl, 
and TL2. When the farmer does have potato land, optimal solutions 
will be calculated for the levels TLl, TL2, aind TL3, Table 5,9 
specifies the levels which potato land, vegetable knowledge and crop 
knowledge will take in each resource set and in each solution. 
Resource Set 7—Solutions 28, 29, 30 
In Resource Sets lA and 4 of Categories 1 and 2 respectively, 
the effectiveness of agricultiiral credit and techniceil assistance pro­
grams as instruments for helping non-potato farmers was investigated. 
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The results from those solutions indicated that these instruments 
were not particularly effective because the faxmei and his family 
were obliged to spend most of their time working off the farm. The 
farmer did not have enough land to madce a living from farming emd 
could best be considered as a part-time or marginal faarmer. 
In Resource Set 7, the non-potato farmer has been given more 
land. He now has 1.5 hectaores of hilly land aind 1.5 hectares of 
valley land. This is one hectare more of both hilly aiid vaJ.ley land 
than he had in Categories 1 or 2. The feirmer in Set 7 is not aillowed 
to hire local labor to assist with cropping activities, but with 
these two exceptions, his other resources are the same as they were 
in Set 4. 
The effects of these changes upon the levels of cropping emd 
total income are quite interesting. The average amount of total 
income earned in Set 7 is Q584.53. This is em increase of 0101.98 
over the average total income earned in Set 4, It is both interest­
ing and reassuring to note that in each of the three solutions in 
Set 7, the level of totaJ. income is very close to the sum of the 
level of total income specified in the corresponding solution of 
Set 4 and the amount estimated for the shadow prices on hilly and 
valley land. For the three solutions in Set 7, the total income 
estimated by the model is between Q2.62 emd 012.50 of the income 
estimated in Set 4 plus the estimated shadow prices on land in 
Set 4. For example, the income estimated in Solution 19 of Set 4 
(in which the farmer has a crop knowledge level of TLO) is Q446.68. 
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The shadow prices on hilly and vaJLley land axe Q23.78 and Q14.28. 
These sum to Q484.74 which is only Q2.62 more than the amount of 
total income specified in Solution 28 of Set 7 (in which the farmer 
similarly has a crop knowledge level of TLO). The fact that the 
income estimates in Set 7 come this close to the estimates in Set 4 
substaaitiates our earlier conclusion that land was the only serious 
constraint limiting the feirmer ' s ability to increase income in Set 4. 
The relationship of crop income to total income in Category 3 can be 
seen in Figure 5.9. Crop income is about 54% of total income in 
Resource Set 7. This is the first set of solutions in which the 
non-potato feirmer has eaorned a higher percentage of income from 
selling crops them from selling labor. Crop income should constitute 
sm even higher percentage of total income in Category 4 when the 
farmer is allowed to hire local labor to relieve the present fourth 
quarter labor shortage. 
The primary constraints limiting income in Set 7 aire land and 
fourth quaorter labor. The shadow price on savings of only Q0.05 in 
all three solutions indicates that ad.though more savings axe to be 
preferred to less, capital is not a constraint in any of these solu­
tions. Shadow prices on leind in Category 3 axe presented in Figure 
5.10. The shadow prices for Set 7 in Figure 5.10 show much the same 
type of pattern observed in Set 4. Increases in the farmer's amount 
of crop knowledge have the effect of increasing the shadow price on 
valley land. When the level of crop knowledge is increased from 
TLO to TL2, the shadow price on valley lemd increases from Q3.70 to 
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0164.45 per hectsire. This shadow price of Q164.45 per hectare sug­
gests that if the farmer were given aoiother hectaire of valley land, 
he would curtail either some of his milpa production or some of 
his fourth quarter sales of migratory labor and use the additional 
valley land for crop production activities, thus increasing his 
total income. The shadow price on valley land in Set 7 is nearly 
as high as it was in Set 4, indicating that even though the fairmer 
has a total cf three hectares of land, shortage of valley land con­
tinues to be the most serious constraint in the model. 
Fourth quarter labor is also a constraint in these solutions, 
although it is not a very serious one. The farmer continues to 
sell the maximum amount of migratory labor allowed by the model 
even though a shortage of fourth quarter labor constrains his crop 
production activities. When the farmer has a crop knowledge level 
of TLO, the shadow price on one hour of hired labor in fourth quairter 
is 00.023. When his crop knowledge is increased to level TLl or 
TL2, the shadow price on hired labor rises to 00.026. A shadow 
price of Q0.023 or 2.3# per hour meaais that if the farmer could 
have hired an additional hour of local labor, that hour would have 
allowed him to achieve a gross increase of 9.9çi in total income 
(9.9çi minus the hourly wage of 7.6# equals 2.3çi). This also means 
that his own last hours used in crop production activities in fourth 
quarter were worth at least 9.9# per hour. As was pointed out, this 
is not a high enough return to induce him to curtail migratory labor 
sales activities vdiich earn llçi per hour, but a return to crop 
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production of 9.9çi per hour is fairly close to the wage he could 
eaorn as a migratory laborer. This is a significant result because 
it provides two important pieces of information. First, even viien 
the fcormer has only a crop knowledge level of TLO, fourth quaorter 
labor hours spent on crop production are returning 9.9# per hour 
which is almost as much as the farmer earns as a migratory laborer. 
This lends support to the idea that workers migrate because they 
are unemployed rather than because the wage paid to migratory 
laborers is significantly greater than the return to labor from crop 
production activities on their own farms. Second, increasing the 
faucmer' s level of knowledge to TLl or TL2 increases the value of 
the faanner's labor from 9.9# per hour to 10.2# per hour. This in­
crease comes about even though the farmer is using part of his labor 
on cropping activities which require only traditional crop knowledge 
(TLO) . He does this because he has an excess simount of hilly land 
which in the model can only be used with traditional technologies. 
If the farmer could use the money he borrows from the Government to 
adopt more capitaJ. intensive high yield technologies on hilly lands 
as well as on valley lands, then the return to labor from cropping 
activities would probably rise even more. As farmers learn of new 
capital intensive production activities which can be used on hilly 
as well as on valley lands, the return to aun hour of fourth quarter 
labor spent oh crop production could rise well above 11# per hour. 
Thus, one effect of the Government's technical assistamce program 
would be to increase the value of labor hours spent in crop production 
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activities. This might cause local wages to rise if in the aggregate 
there is either a seasonal or year-round shortage of labor and if 
this shortage is not overcome by increased mechemization. Should 
local, wages rise above llçi per hour, there might be some competition 
between local labor demamds and migratory labor demamds for the small 
farmer's labor. If local wages did rise, the small one hectare 
farmer considered earlier in Categories 1 and 2 would achieve in­
direct benefits from technical assistance programs through the 
higher agriculturaLL labor wage levels even though his land holdings 
were too small to allow him such benefits from adoption of new tech­
nologies on his own farm. 
The crops produced in Set 7 axe wheat, corn and milpa. With a 
knowledge level of TLO, the farmer produces 71% wheat, 28% corn 
alone and 1% milpa. When crop knowledge is increased to level TLX, 
he produces 50% wheat (on his valley lemds), 30% milpa and aJ-lows 
the rest of his land to lie fallow, because he is short on labor 
and the return from selling migratory labor is greater than the re­
turn from using labor to grow crops on hilly lands. When crop knowl­
edge is increased to TL2, he discontinues wheat production and in­
stead produces 50% corn alone (on his valley land) and 19% milpa 
allowing the rest of the land to lie fallow. 
Resource Set 8—Solutions 31, 32, 33 
In Resource Set 8, the farmer has one hectare of land suitable 
for potato production and three hectaores of land in total. These 
results are essentially a continuation of the results discussed 
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eairlier in Set 5 of Category 2. In Set 5, the farmer's main con­
straints had been land amd capital. Both of these constraints 
have been eased considerably with the result that average total in­
come for the three solutions in Set 8 is increased by 0354.19 over 
average total income in Set 5. As was seen in Figure 5.9, crop in­
come constitutes about 89% of total income in Set 8. Local labor 
sales have been considerably reduced amd average only about Q66 al­
though migratory labor sales remain consternt at 093.20 throughout 
these three solutions. 
The constraints in Set 8 are again land and hired labor. The 
most serious of these is the constraint on potato land. The shadow 
price on another hectaire of potato land averages Q722.30 for the 
three solutions. Figure 5.10 summsirizes the shadow price estimates 
for hilly smd valley land. The pattern observed in Figure 5.10 is 
a familiar one. The shadow price on valley lamd is higher them the 
shadow price on hilly Isind and increases with the farmer's level of 
crop knowledge. The farmer does not use all his hilly land when he 
has a crop knowledge level of TL2 or TL3, and, consequently, the 
shadow price falls to zero for those two solutions. As was the case 
in Set 7, a shortage of hired labor is responsible for the farmer 
not being able to use aJLl his hilly Isind. In Set 7, the shortage 
of local hired labor was in fourth quarter. In Set 8, the shortage 
is in fourth quarter for crop knowledge level TL2 and in second 
queue ter for level TL3. The feirmer has devoted all the labor he 
and the family have in the second quarter to crop production and 
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the amount was insufficient. Since no migratory labor sales axe 
allowed in second quarter, the shortage of second quarter labor 
cannot be attributed to migratory labor sales. 
The crops produced in Set 8 follow the same pattern seen 
earlier. Potatoes, wheat amd milpa are produced when the farmer 
has crop knowledge level TLl. Potatoes, corn alone and milpa axe 
grown when crop knowledge is increased to levels TL2 emd TL3. 
IgesourcG Set 9^—Solutions 34, 36 
Resource Set 9 adds a high level of vegetable knowledge to the 
resources considered in Set 8. Addition of the high level of vege­
table knowledge causes two chainges in the solutions: (1) an increase 
in the average level of total, income; and (2) inclusion of one cuerda 
of onions among the crops produced. The average level of total in­
come increases by Q50.42. This increase is due to am average in­
crease in crop income of Q33.83 and an average increase in local 
labor sales income of 016.59. Local labor sales axe increased be­
cause the cuerda of onions requires less labor than the crops it 
displaces. As can be seen from Figure 5.9, crop income is again a 
high percentage of total income. Local labor sales now account 
for only about 5^5 of total income. Migratory labor sales remain 
constant at Q93.20 throughout Set 9 and constitute about 6^^ of 
average total income leaving about 88% of total income to be ac­
counted for by crop sales. 
The major constraints in Set 9 are potato land, valley Isoid, 
vegetable knowledge and local hired labor. Potato land has am 
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average shadow price of Q707,33. The shadow price on valley land 
averages only 0138.56. This difference reflects the fact that the 
importemt constraint is the climatic and agronomic appropriateness 
of the land for use in potato production rather than the land it­
self. The shadow price on hilly land is zero in all three solutions. 
The faormer is not able to use all his hilly land due to a shortage 
of second quaorter labor. The shadow price on one hour of second 
quarter labor is Q0.036 in all three solutions. This means that 
an hour of second quairter labor could add Q0.112 or 11.20 per hour 
to gross income if it could be hired and. consequently, that the 
fairmer's last hours devoted to crop activities in second quarter 
cire eairning at least 11.2# per hour. The average shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge of Q49.03 indicates that if the farmer had one 
more cuerda of Isind suitable for vegetable production, he could in­
crease his total income about Q50 by growing more vegetables. This 
shadow price is on vegetable knowledge but could have been on vege­
table land because the two sore tied together. Tlie farmer is given 
only one cuerda of vegetable land aoid silso only enough knowledge to 
allow him to produce vegetables on that one cuerda. 
The composition of crops produced is very similar to the crops 
produced in Set 8 except that one cuerda of green onions is produced 
in each solution of Set 9. Solution 34 with a crop knowledge level 
of TLl produces one cuerda of onions, one hectare of potatoes, 
1.02 hectares of wheat, emd 0.74 hectares of milpa. When the level 
of crop knowledge is increased to TL2 and TL3, the farmer continues 
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to grow a cuerda of onions, a hectare of potatoes, and under a 
hectare of milpa, but he does not grow wheat. Instead, corn alone 
is grown. The amounts of corn alone and milpa grown in these two 
solutions are altered with respect to the amounts grown in the cor­
responding solutions of Set 8 as a result of including a cuerda of 
onions among the crops produced and also as a result of the shortage 
of second quarter labor. 
Resource Set 10—Solutions 37, 38, 39 
In Resource Set 10, the farmer's level of potato land is in­
creased to three hectares. He continues to have a high level of 
vegetable knowledge, but due to the extreme shortage of second 
quarter labor, no green onions axe grown (onions require a fairly 
large amount of second quarter labor). The only crop grown in these 
solutions is potatoes. Average total income for the three solutions 
in Set 10 is Q1882.10, an increase of Q490.93 over average total in­
come in Set 8 where only one hectare of potatoes smd no vegetables 
are grown. Crop income is about 88% of total income. 
The most important binding constraint here is second quarter 
labor. The shadow price on hired labor in second quairter ranges 
between QO.66-01.17 per hour. This extremely high shadow price 
for farm labor on the altiplano of western Guatemala indicates 
that the particulair combination of resources specified in Set 10 
has lost touch with reality. For this reason, the results are only 
presented briefly. The interested reader may refer to Table A13 
for more information on these solutions. 
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Conclusions for the non-potato fanner in Category ^  
In Category 2, the most serious constraint for the non-potato 
farmer was land—particules:ly valley land. The non-potato farmer 
with a crop knowledge level of TL2 was able to earn Q521.96 total 
income in Category 2. In Category 3 with another hectare of hilly 
Icind and another hectaore of valley land, the farmer with a crop 
knowledge level of TL2 is able to eairn Q698.09, an increase of 
0176.13. This increase is achieved by using his entire 1.5 hectaores 
of valley land and 0.58 of his 1.5 hectares of hilly land. This 
means that 92% of the additional hectare of hilly land is not used 
because of a shortage of fourth quarter labor. Three important con­
clusions can be drawn from this information. 
First, the fact that the fsucmer did not use 0.92 hectares of 
his hilly land indicates that a family with a labor supply equivalent 
to 2.1 farm laborers will begin to experience shortages of labor as 
farm size approaches three hectares. As was mentioned earlier, the 
return to the last hour which the farmer devoted to crop production 
in fourth quairter was estimated to be between 9.9çi and 10.2# depend­
ing upon the faarmer's level of crop knowledge. This was not a high 
enough return to allow crop production to compete with migratory 
labor sales for the farmer's fourth quaorter labor, but it is getting 
close to the migratory labor wage of llçi per hour. If the farmer 
had used the 416 hours which were sold as fourth quairter migratory 
labor for milpa production on hilly land, he could have produced 
about an additional 0.83 hectares of milpa. If this had been done. 
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approximately 1.41 of the 1.5 hectares of hilly land would have 
been used for crop production. The fanner and his family would not 
have been able to farm their entire three hectares of hilly and val­
ley land, but they would have been able to use 97% of it. Thus, it 
appears that for a family with a total labor supply equivalent to 
2.1 adult male farm laborers, three hectares approximate sm upper 
limit for farm size if the family is to do all the work itself 
without turning to mechanized production methods. 
A second important conclusion relates to the fact that the family 
did not use all its hilly land in Solutions 29 and 30. As was men­
tioned earlier, this was due to the shortage of fourth quaurter labor, 
but it is also due to the fact that an activity such as milpa on 
hilly land uses a very low level of technology or crop knowledge 
(level TLO in this model). If data were available on capital in­
tensive production practices for use on hilly lands (such as we have 
on valley lands), it seems likely that hilly laoid activities could 
compete with migratory labor sales activities for the farmer's 
time emd that incomes earned from crop production on hilly laoids 
would approach the levels of income esorned on valley lands. It is 
very important that this data be collected, because Table 2.4 pointed 
out that 76.2% of arable highland in the nine highland departments 
is poorer hilly laind. Until information becomes available on the 
yield effect of employing capital intensive production practices on 
hilly land, it will continue to be difficult to estimate the amount 
of income the feurmer can earn on a faorm composed of both hilly and 
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valley land. 
The third conclusion relates to the level of income the farmer 
eeorns. In Set 7, the farmer has three hectsares of land to use for 
crop production. In Solution 28 with a crop knowledge level of TLO, 
he uses all three hectares but cam earn a total income of only 
Q482.12. As his crop knowledge is increased, his total income goes 
up, but his use of hilly land declines due to the shortage of fourth 
quarter labor coid the relatively low returns from farming hilly land. 
For example, in Solution 30 with a crop knowledge level of TL2, the 
farmer's total income is Q698.09, but he uses only 0.58 hectares of 
his hilly land. The only serious constraint in Solution 30 is the 
shortage of vcilley land (he could divert labor from migratory labor 
sales), but even if the farmer had smother hectare of valley land, 
its shadow price of Q164.45 suggests that total income would not be 
more than 0862.54. With two more hectares of valley land, the faarmer 
might be able to increase his income to the target level of QIOOO 
per year. Now let us assume that hilly lands, although naturally 
poorer, were capable of producing yields comparable to the yields 
estimated for valley lands in this study. Since the farmer in Set 
7 does not use almost one hectare of hilly land, it is plausible 
to expect that total income could be increased by about Q165 (the 
value of the shadow price on valley land in Solution 30) if the 
farmer were able to use this hilly land with new capital intensive 
crop production technologies. These technologies would be similar 
to the technologies used in the model on valley lands which require 
a crop knowledge level of TL2. Use of hilly land in this way would 
raise total income for the non-potato farmer in Category 3 to about 
Q860. If the farmer were then given an additional hectare of land 
which might be composed of 50% hilly and. 50% valley land, it appears 
likely that his level of total income might reach the targeted QIOOO 
per yeair. This means that to increase income to QIOOO, the farmer 
needs: (1) a crop knowledge level of TL2 which would enable him to 
achieve yields on hilly and valley lands that would be comparable to 
the yields achieved on demonstration plots in 1972 amd 1973; (2) 
Government credit; and (3) a total of four hectares of land. Yet, 
in Chapter 2 it was estimated that given the present amounts of good 
and poor land and the present rates of population growth, a family 
of four in the year 2000 would have a farm of only 1.68 hectares, 
and only 0.40 hectares of this would be what has been classified 
as good valley land. Thus, the results in Category 3 suggest to 
us that it will not be possible for faarmers to eaarn QIOOO from 1.68 
hecteires. Non-potato farmers would need more than twice this amount 
of land to reach the target level of income given present price 
levels and present levels of technology used on demonstration 
plots. Category 3 estimates that the farmer would probably not be 
able to earn more than Q700 from 1.68 hectares of valley lemd, and 
only about Q450 of this would be from sale of crops. It does not 
appear as through the non-potato farmer in the year 2000 will be 
able to eaarn QIOOO per yesir unless there are; (1) major breakthroughs 
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in cropping technologies; (2) increases in prices of corn, beans, 
and wheat; or (3) increases in farm size. 
Conclusions for the potato farmer in Category 3 
The solutions in Sets 8, 9, and 10 of Category 3 deal with the 
farmer who does have potato land. These solutions are interesting 
because they show that potential income for the potato farmer reaches 
heights which are really quite remarkable when compared to the levels 
of potential income eaorned by non-potato fsucmers. This is not a new 
or surprising insight because the income potential from potato pro­
duction was made apparent in Categories 1 and 2. The only new infor­
mation which Category 3 reveals is that potato farmers, like non-
potato farmers, are faced with a seasonal labor shortage when they 
are given three hectaores of land and axe not allowed to hire local 
labor. We saw earlier in our discussion of non-potato production 
that the faxmex experienced a shortage of fourth quarter labor. 
This is because labor demainds tend to be particularly high in fourth 
quarter for wheat, corn, and milpa production. This shortage 
also appears in one solution of Set 8, but the more serious period 
of labor shortage for potato farmers is second quarter. Seven out 
of the nine solutions in Sets 8, 9, amd 10 show that second quarter 
is the time when the shortage of labor is most restrictive. The 
shadow prices on second quaorter hired labor range from 00.026 to 
01.17, indicating that in some of these solutions the shortage of 
second quarter labor is very severe. Table 5.10 presents information 
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Table 5.10. Shadow prices on hired labor 
Resource 
set Solution 
Quairter of 
shortage 
Shadow 
price 
Hectares of 
potato land 
7 28 4th 0.023 0 
7 29 4th 0.026 0 
7 30 4th 0.026 0 
8 31 None 0.000 1 
8 32 4th 0.026 1 
8 33 2nd 0.036 1 
9 34 2nd 0.036 1 
9 35 2nd 0.036 1 
9 36 2nd 0.036 1 
10 37 2nd 0.713 3 
10 38 2nd 1.170 3 
10 39 2nd 0.660 3 
concerning shadow prices on local hired labor in Category 3, 
Table 5,10 shows us that the most severe shortages of hired labor 
are in Set 10 where the farmer has three hectaures of potato Ismd. 
Again, the amount of potato Isind the farmer is given overshadows 
other variables. Since this is the case, let us briefly review 
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ajîcl contrast the solutions for potato farmers with one hectare of 
potato lamd against the solutions for farmers with three hectares 
of potato land. 
Farmers with one hectare of potato land were anaJLyzed in Sets 
8 and 9. These fairmers earned am average total income of Q1416.39 
which is Q831.86 more than the average total income earned by non-
potato fairmers in Category 3. Crop income for potato farmers with 
one hectaire of potato laaid was about 88% of total income aoid averaged 
well over QIOOO. The crops produced included potatoes and milpa in 
all six solutions. In those solutions where the fairmer was assumed 
a crop knowledge level of TLl, wheat was also produced. Where the 
farmer was assumed to have a crop knowledge level of TL2 or TLB, 
corn alone replaced wheat. Onions were produced in all three solu­
tions of Set 9 where the farmer was given a high level of vegetable 
knowledge. While hired labor was in short supply in five of these 
six solutions, it was not in critically short supply. The shadow 
prices on local hired labor for this group range from QO.OO to 
QO.036 per hour. The only restraints other than hired labor are 
potato land and valley land. Shadow prices on am additional hectaure 
of potato lamd average about 0715. Shadow prices on valley land 
ramge between Q83.05 and 0166.32. If more valley land were made 
available, it would probably be used for additional production of 
wheat and corn aJLone. Since labor is scarce in some of these solu­
tions, the labor needed for production of wheat or corn alone on 
valley land would probably be made available by decreasing milpa 
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production on hilly land. 
The farmer with three hectaores of potato Ismd has an average 
total income of Q1882.10. This is Q465.71 more than average total 
income for farmers with one hectaxe of potato land and Q1297.57 
more thcin for farmers with no potato land. Crop income for farmers 
with three hectares of potato land is again about 88% of total in­
come. The only crop produced in Set 10 is potatoes. Even though 
the farmer is assumed to have a high level of vegetable knowledge, 
no green onions are grown. This is due to the fact that green onions 
require a considerable amount of second quarter labor, and second 
quarter labor is in very short supply. The shadow price on second 
quarter labor ranges from Q0,713 to Q1.17. The only constraint 
other than second quarter labor is a shortage of valley land in 
Solution 39. More valley land could be used in this solution be­
cause the most advainced method of potato production in the model 
requires 100% valley laoid. The farmer has a crop knowledge level 
of TLB and, therefore, has knowledge of this advanced method. 
Presentation of Resource Sets in Category 4 
In Category 4, the number of laborers that may be hired in 
any given quarter is increased from zero to ten. All other re­
sources remain as they were in Category 3. Consequently, the semi­
fixed resources in Category 4 aire: three hectares of land; access 
to Government-sponsored crop specific credit program; Q50 personal 
savings; and availability of ten hired laborers to assist with 
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cropping activities. The semi-vaariable resources axe; two levels 
of vegetable knowledge amd three levels of potato land. Crop knowl­
edge continues to be the vsiriable resource. As in Categories 1, 2, 
and 3, the resources have been divided into several sets; these sets 
euce presented in Table 5.11. 
The method of presenting results will follow the same pattern 
established in the first three categories with one minor exception. 
Resource Set 14 will not be discussed in the text. The solutions in 
Set 14 are quite similair to those in Set 15, auid the degree to which 
they differ is approximated quite well by the differences between 
Sets 12 and 13. Consequently, it was decided that a discussion 
of Set 14 in the text was not necessary. The solutions for Set 14 
are, however, included in Appendix A. 
Resource Set 11—Solutions 40, 41, 42 
In Resource Set 11, the non-potato farmer with a low vegetable 
knowledge level has been allowed to hire up to ten men in any quarter 
to assist with crop production activities. This is a continuation 
of the results presented in Set 7 of Category 3 in which the farmer 
was not allowed to hire any men to assist with crop production activi­
ties. All other resources in Sets 7 and 11 are identical. The 
reader will recall that one of the conclusions made with regard to 
the solutions in Set 7 was that although fourth quarter labor was 
a constraint, it was not a very serious one. This conclusion is 
borne out in the solutions of Set 11, Allowing the farmer to hire 
local labor results in an average of only 26 days' labor being hired 
11 
11 
11 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
13 
14 
14 
14 
15 
15 
Resource sets in Category 4 
Optimal Hecteures of Level of Crop Number of 
solution potato lamd vegetable knowledge hired 
number knowledge level laborers 
40 0 low TLO 10 
41 0 low TLl 10 
42 0 low TL2 10 
43 • 1 low TLl 10 
44 1 low TL2 10 
45 1 low TL3 10 
46 1 high TLl 10 
47 1 high TL2 10 
48 1 high TL3 10 
49 3 low TLl 10 
50 3 low TL2 10 
51 3 low TL3 10 
52 3 high TLl 10 
53 3 high TL2 10 
54 3 high TL3 10 
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in fourth queue ter, the only quarter in which labor is hired. 
Figure 5.11 presents information on total income and crop income 
eaorned in Category 4. The pattern of total and crop income presented 
here is quite similar to the pattern observed in Category 3. The 
amount of total income earned in Set 11 is increased by an average 
of only Q5.41 over average total income in Set 7. This increase is 
caused by an average increase in crop income of Q38.88 and an average 
decrease in labor saJLe income of Q33,47. %e percentage of total 
income earned from sale of crops is 60% in Set 11 as compaired with 
54% in Set 7. Migratory labor sales remain constant at Q93.20 
throughout both Sets 7 and 11, The primary effect of ail lowing the 
farmer to hire local labor has been to slightly increase the amount 
of income earned from cropping activities and slightly decrease in­
come earned by selling labor. The increased amount of income eeurned 
from cropping activities results from two types of chemges. With a 
crop knowledge level of TLO, the faxmex alters the crops he grows 
so that his main crops are Wieat and milpa rather thsm the wheat 
emd corn alone which were grown in the corresponding solution of 
Category 3, When the level of crop knowledge is increased to TLl 
in Category 4, the farmer continues to produce wheat aind milpa 
(just as he did in Category 3), but the availability of hired labor 
in Category 4 allows the farmer to increase the amount of land he 
farms, and he increases his production of milpa from 0.89 hectares 
in Category 3 to 1.5 hectares in Category 4. Similarly, when the 
farmer is given a crop knowledge level of TL2 in Category 4, he 
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continues to produce corn alone and milpa (as lie did in Category 
3), but he increases his production of milpa from 0.58 to 1.02 
hectsures. 
The main constraint preventing the farmer in Set 11 from in­
creasing his income is land. Shadow prices on leund are presented 
in Figure 5.12. The pattern observed in Figure 5,12 for Set 11 is 
a familiar one. The shadow prices on both hilly and valley lands 
are fairly low when the farmer has a crop knowledge level of TLO. 
As the level of crop knowledge is increased, shadow prices on valley 
laoid rise amd shadow prices on hilly land fall. The shadow price 
on hilly land remains positive in Solutions 40 and 41 but falls to 
zero in Solution 42, This drop in the shadow price for hilly land 
in Solution 42 is caused by a shortage of capital .which prohibits 
the fsccmer from using all his hilly lemd. Capital becomes a con­
straint because the model allows the farmer to borrow a maximum of 
0240 for production of corn alone and milpa on a three hectare 
farm. One of the corn alone activities in Solution 42 requires in­
puts totaling 0157.06 per hectaure which is almost double the Q80 
per hectare maximum specified in the model. The limit of QBO per 
hectare for corn alone and milpa production loans was adopted be­
cause the average size loam approved by BANDESA in 1973 was just 
under 080 per hectaire. This is an adequate amount to finance pro­
duction of corn alone or milpa with a crop knowledge level of TLO 
or TLl but not with a crop knowledge level of TL2, the level that 
was used on demonstration plots in 1973. This points out the need 
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for increasing the authorized amounts for loans in the future. 
It is expected that farmers will be adopting newer capitad intensive 
technologies and that the level of crop knowledge used on demonstra­
tion plots in 1973 will be widely used by better farmers in 1980. 
Figure 5.13 graphically illustrates the relationship viiich exists 
between adoption of new technologies and shadow prices on savings 
in Category 4. 
Resource Set 12—Solutions 43, 44, 45 
The set of production possibilities presented in Set 11 is 
enlarged upon in Set 12 by specifying that one of the three hec­
tares of land in Set 11 is suitable for potato production. The 
result is the usual one. One hectare of potatoes is grown in each 
solution of Set 12. 
The solutions in Set 12 are very similar to the solutions in 
Set 8 of Category 3. This is to be expected since the two groups 
share a common resource base save for the amount of labor which may 
be hired. Although the faxmex in Set 12 is allowed to hire up to 
ten men in every quarter, very little labor is hired. In Solution 
43, no labor is hired and the solution is identicad to Solution 31 
of Set 8 in Category 3. 'In Solution 44, the only labor hired is 
22 hours in the fourth quarter. In Solution 45, the farmer hires 
73 hours in fourth quarter and 58 hours in second qusorter. This 
adds to a total of only 153 hours for all three solutions. That 
so little labor is hired in Set 12 is a testimony to the comple-
mentsirity which exists between potato production and other activities 
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in the model. This compleiaeiitarity results because potatoes re­
quire their largest labor input in second quarter while corn alone, 
milpa cind wheat require the most labor in fourth quarter. Migra­
tory labor sales in third and fourth quarters are also quite comple­
mentary with potato production. This complementarity allows the 
fairmer who produces potatoes in combination with milpa, corn aJ-one, 
or wheat to have a more balanced quarterly labor demand schedule 
and results in there being very little difference between solutions 
in vdiich the farmer can hire ten men and solutions in which the 
family must do all the work itself. For example, the difference 
between average total income for Sets 8 and 12 is only 01.20. 
The farmer in Set 12 is in quite an enviable position compared 
to many of his neighbors. He earns between 01052.07 aoid 01671.14 
depending upon his level of crop knowledge. His income from sale 
of crops is between 0876 auid 01530.99. Both he and his family 
aire almost fully employed. In the second and/or fourth quaarter, 
they may hire a few labor hours, and in first and third quarters, 
they may sell a little labor, but neither the labor hired nor sold 
has a very large effect on total income. The only constraint facing 
the faormer in Set 12 is land. If he had another hectaire of potato 
land, he could increase his income by about Q725. If he had another 
hectare of valley land, or if he could use capital intensive tech­
nologies on hilly lands and achieve yields comparable to his yields 
on valley leinds, he could increase income by about 0150. More land 
would, however, mean the need for more hired labor or a move to 
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mechamized production methods. A great mauiy highland farmers would 
welcome the opportunity to become large enough to need hired labor 
or mechanization, but probably there are at least as many (or per­
haps a larger number) who would be happy to have three hectares 
of land and grow approximately one hectare of potatoes- one hectaare 
of wheat and one hectare of milpa as does the farmer in Set 12. 
Resource Set 13—-Solutions 46, 47, 48 
Resource Set 13 adds a high level of vegetable knowledge to 
the farmer's resources in Set 12. This allows the farmer to grow 
one cuerda of green onions in each of the three optimal solutions 
and increases his average total income by about Q55 over average 
totaJ. income in Set 12. This increase is composed of am average 
increase of 065.71 in cropping income and aoi average decrease of 
Q10.73 in labor sales income. 
The solutions in Set 13 aire quite similar to the corresponding 
solutions in Set 9 of Category 3. The only difference between Sets 
9 aind 13 is that the farmer in Set 13 uses an average of 170 hours 
(about 21 days) of hired labor in these three solutions. This extra 
labor is used to increase milpa production on hilly lands. Usage 
of hired labor does not, however, have much of an impact on average 
total income. Average total income in Set 13 increases by only 
05.43 over average total income in Set 9 in which no labor was 
hired. The increase of 05.43 can be attributed to an increase in 
average crop income of 036.05 amd a decline in average labor sale 
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income of Q30.62, The crops produced axe very simileuc to those 
produced in Sets 9 smd 12 (although no onions sire produced in Set 
12). Set 13 combines one cuerda of onions and one hectaore of 
potatoes with either wheat and milpa production or corn and milpa 
production in all three solutions. Figures 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13 
point out the similarities which exist between Sets 12 and 13 amd 
also demonstrate that Set 13 differs from Set 12 in much the same 
way that Set 9 differed from Set 8 in Category 3. 
The only constraint in Set 13 is land. The shadow prices 
on both hilly cund valley land are positive, reflecting the fact 
that the farmer uses his entire three hectares of land for crop 
production. As is the case with almost all the other sets con­
sidered, the shadow price on valley land increases as the level 
of crop knowledge rises. The shadow price on hilly land follows 
the same pattern observed in Set 12 aind remains relatively constant 
at about Q13. 
Resource Set 15—Solutions 52, 5A 
In Set 15, the farmer is given three hectares of potato land, 
a high level of vegetable knowledge, availability of ten hired 
laborers, credit, everything. Every variable is at the highest 
level which will be considered in the analysis. The farmer's 
response to this relative plethora of resources is to faorm the 
entire three hectares and raise his average total income to 
02237.89. This is Q790.86 more than the average total income 
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earned in Set 13 where the faarmer had only one hectaare of potato 
Icind aind a high level of vegetable knowledge. Crop income is about 
93% of total income in Set 15 and averages Q2073.23 for the three 
solutions. Local labor sales average Q71.46, and migratory labor 
sales remain constant at Q93.20 in all three solutions. 
The severe shortage of labor experienced by the farmer in 
Set 10 of Category 3 who was also given three hectauces of potato 
land has completely disappeared. The farmer in Set 15 hires an 
average of about 170 days' labor in first and second quarters. 
This is equivalent to hiring just over two men full-time in each 
of these two quarters. This amount of hired labor is well within 
the ten men allowed. Labor is definitely not a constraint in these 
solutions. 
The two resources which are constraints are land and capital. 
In Solution 52, hilly land is the binding constraint. This is be­
cause the only potato activity the farmer is awaire of with a crop 
knowledge level of TLl requires slightly more hilly lemd than valley 
land. Since the fsurmer has plenty of labor, capitad and valley 
land, the shadow price for hilly leind must absorb the entire 
burden as the resource which prohibits the farmer from growing 
more potatoes. The shadow price on hilly laind is consequently 
quite high, Q836.75, in Solution 52. The crops produced in this 
solution are 2.63 hectares of potatoes, 0.32 hectares of wheat and 
one cuerda of onions. In Solution 53, the faormcr's crop knowledge 
level is increased to TL2. With a crop knowledge level of TL2, the 
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farmer knows of a more productive and profitable potato activity 
which requires slightly more capital than the average size loan in 
1972 and slightly more valley land than hilly land. Both of these 
factors impede the fsirmer from growing three hectsires of potatoes, 
and so both working capital and valley land are constraints in Solu­
tion 52. Of the twoJ the shortage of capital is the more serious ; 
the shadow price on capital is Q1.20, The shadow price on valley 
land is approximately 0175. Due to these shortages of working 
capital aind valley lamd, the farmer cannot produce three hectares 
of potatoes, but he does manage to produce 2.18 hectares of potatoes, 
0.24 hectares of corn aJLone, 0.54 hectares of milpa, and one cuerda 
of green onions. In Solution 54 with a crop knowledge level of TL3, 
the farmer leaorns of an even more advanced method of potato produc­
tion which requires all valley laoad. This means that valley laaid 
is now a more limiting constraint than capitaJL. The shadow price 
on valley land correspondingly increases to Q514.66 while the shadow 
price on savings declines moderately to Q0.91. The farmer produces 
0.63 hectaires of potatoes by this most advanced method (PV4), 1.45 
hectaires of potatoes by the next most advanced method (PHV3), 0.86 
hectaires of milpa and one cuerda of green onions. Production of 
these crops gives him a crop income of Q2312.77. When this is com­
bined with his labor sales income, he earns a total income of 
02459.32. This is about five times the income earned by the 
farmer in Solution 1 of Category 1. Consequently, it appears 
that the resource levels considered here have the potential to 
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• increase income by about a multiple of 5 with respect to the levels 
of income considered in Category 1. Further increases would, of 
course, be possible on a larger farm. 
Conclusions for the non-potato farmer in Category 4 
Allowing the non-potato farmer to.hire labor does not appreciably 
chsmge the situation he faced in Category 3. Lsind upon which capital 
intensive technologies can be used to achieve high yields is the pri-
mairy constraint in Category 4 just as it was in Category 3. Giving 
the farmer a chance to hire labor allows him to make somewhat better 
use of his other resources, but it does not allow him to appreciably 
increase total, income. The increases in the value of cropping in­
come are largely offset by decreases in labor sales income. If the 
farmer did not have the option of selling all his labor locally and 
was unemployed during parts of the year, the effect of hiring local 
labor to assist at peak periods would be greater. In this case, 
hiring local labor would result in an average increase in total in­
come of about Q40 per yeax. 
The only difference between Category 3 and Category 4 solutions 
is that the additional hired labor in Category 4 allows the feurmer 
to increase crop income by about Q40 and decrease labor sales in­
come by about Q35. The farmer makes some minor adjustments in the 
crops he produces and is able to increase production of milpa on 
hilly lainds. This results in slightly more land being used in 
Category 4, but the net result of all changes is to increase average 
total income by only 05.41. 
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Savings become a constraint in Solution 42 where the farmer is 
given a crop knowledge level of TL2. In this solution, the farmer 
grows 1.5 hectares of corn alone on vaJLley land using a very capital 
intensive production activity (CV4) which in 1973 was used only on 
demonstration plots. This activity requires considerably more 
capital per hectsure than did a typical corn aLLone or milpa activity 
in 1973. The fsirmer has enough capital to produce 1.5 hectares of 
corn alone, but as a result of using so much capital on his valley 
leinds, he does not have enough capital to produce milpa on hilly 
land. He consequently has to leave almost one-half hectare of hilly 
land lying fallow. This causes the shadow price on hilly Ismd to 
fall to zero and the shadow price on capitail to increase from 00.05 
to Q0.30. Again, one is reminded that as farmers learn of new tech­
nologies, there will be a need for lending authorities to increase 
average size loans to ensure that feirmers have sufficient capital 
to allow them to adopt new technologies. 
The average amount of labor hired in Category 4 suggests that 
hiring labor will not result in any major chaaiges. Labor is hired 
only in fourth quarter, and an average of only 26 days of fourth 
quaarter labor is hired for these three solutions. The shadow price 
on valley land of 0136.06 (Solution 42) where the farmer has a crop 
knowledge level of TL2 indicates that as in Category 3, valley land 
is the primary constraint. As was mentioned in the section dealing 
with conclusions for the non-potato farmer in Category 3, the farmer 
needs more land upon which he cam achieve higher yields. If hilly 
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land could be used with capitad intensive technologies, then it might 
be possible to earn a total, income of Q850 from farming three hec­
tares of hilly and valley lemd. If not, it appears that total in­
come will not be increased much above Q700 for farmers with 1.5 
hectares of hilly land and 1.5 hectsuces of valley land. 
Conclusions for the potato farmer in Category 4 
The potato farmer in Category 4 with one hectare of potato 
land receives only a marginal amount of help by being allowed to 
hire labor. As was the case with the non-potato farmer in Category 
4, availability of hired labor allows the farmer to make better use 
of other resources but does not substantially increase his level of 
total income. Crop income is increased, labor sales income is 
decreased, and total income remains about as it was. 
The amounts of labor hired by potato farmers with one hectare 
of potato lamd for the six solutions in Sets 12 and 13 average about 
fourteen days per solution. More labor is hired in Set 13 than in 
Set 12, and more labor is hired with higher levels of crop knowl­
edge than with lower levels of crop knowledge, but the differences 
are not very important, because the amounts hired in all solutions 
are quite small. For example, the amount of labor hired ranges from 
zero hours with a crop knowledge level of TLX) in Set 12 to 274 hours 
(about 35 days) in Set 13 with a crop knowledge level of TL2. The 
reason for this low use of hired labor is that potato production re­
quires the most labor in second quarter while wheat, com and milpa 
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ro<juire the most labor in fourth quarter. The difference in periods 
of peak labor requirements results in potato production being com-
plementaary with production of other crops. A combination of potato 
production aoid milpa, wheat, or corn alone production allows the 
farmer to have a more balanced quarterly demand for labor and, there­
fore, not as much extra labor is required at peak periods. Avail­
ability of hired labor makes little difference to potato faunners 
with one hectaare of potato land. The results in Sets 12 and 13 
of Category 4 axe consequently very simileir to the results in Sets 
8 and 9 of Category 3 in which the farmer was not aJLlowed to hire 
local labor to assist with crop production activities. 
The potato farmer with three hectares of potato Ismd is in an 
entirely different position. In Set 10 of Category 3, the potato 
faarmer experienced a severe shortage of second quarter labor. Al­
lowing the fsarmer in Set 15 to hire labor releases this labor con­
straint. The potato faxmex in Set 15 hired an average of 187 hours 
(23 days) of hired labor in 1st queorter and 713 hours (89 days) of 
hired labor in second quarter. This hired labor allows the farmer 
to expand his average amount of land in potato production from 
about 1.8 hectares in Set 10 to about 2.2 hectsores in Set 15. It 
also aJ-lows the farmer in Set 15 to produce onions, wheat, corn 
alone, and milpa as well as potatoes. The expainsion in land de­
voted to potato production and the increased income from sales of 
other crops allow the farmer in Set 15 to earn an average income 
of 02237.89, an increase of about Q360 over the average total income 
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earned in Set 10. Thus, the availability of hired labor for the 
farmer with three hectaures of potato land proves to be very bene­
ficial. 
Another result of increasing the amount of labor available 
in Set 15 is to make lemd and working capital the primary constraints. 
Working capital becomes a constraint as the farmer acquires additional 
crop knowledge which makes him aware of newer, more capital intensive 
technologies. Land is a constraint because the three levels of crop 
knowledge do not have potato activities which require exactly one-
half hilly and one-half valley land. The type of land which is in 
shortest supply is, therefore, dependent upon the faormer's level of 
crop knowledge. 
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CHAPTER VI. A DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS 
This study has attempted to reproduce the economic life of a 
minifundista, or small farmer, living in the western highlands of 
Guatemala. It is focused primarily on production of traditional 
crops such as corn alone, milpa, wheat aind potatoes but also in­
cludes five vegetable activities among the farmer's production 
alternatives. The study begins with a small farmer who has only 
one hectare of land, Q50 savings, no access to a source of credit, 
no availability of hired labor, no potato land, a low level of 
vegetable knowledge, and a low level of crop knowledge. The study 
then estimates how the farmer's income aind employment would be 
affected by a Government program(s) designed to increase the farm­
er's supply of one or more of the above mentioned resources. 
Policymakers in Guatemala have identified a shortage of working 
capital and insufficient knowledge of new technologies as two of the 
most restrictive constraints facing small feurmers. The Ministry of 
Agriculture, working through its General Agricultural Services Ad­
ministration (DIGESA) and the National Agricultural Development 
Bank (BANDESA), has initiated a program called the Basic Grains Pro­
gram. One of the primary goals of the Basic Grains Program is to 
provide small farmers with agricultural credit and technical assist-
aince which will enable them to adopt newer high yield agricultural 
technologies. The present emalysis has examined the impact of this 
goal on small farmers by estimating the farm level effects of a 
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credit provision and crop knowledge increasing program. 
Two farm sizes arc investigated in this study, one and three 
hectares. At present there is no Government program which has the 
primairy task of investigating the importamce of farm size as a con­
straint upon the faurmer's ability to increase his income, although 
this is recognized as a very serious constraint. The question of 
the optimal or the necessary faorm size to enable small farmers to 
earn a given level of family income is an important question for 
Guatemala. It is important from both political and agricultural 
policy viewpoints, because most of the farmers in Guatemala are 
minifundistas and do live on very small farms. 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 provide us with information on the numbers 
of farmers who lived on different sized feirms in 1964. Table 6.1 
shows us that in 1964, 45% of the farmers in the nine highland de­
partments vAiich Merrill (1974) analyzed lived on fairms that were 
smaller than 1.4 hectares; 75% of these farmers lived on farms that 
were smaller than 3.5 hectaores. Table 6.2 points out that in the 
departments of Solola, Quezaltenango, and Totonicapan, the percentage 
of very small farms is significantly higher than in the region as a 
whole. In these departments, more than 60% of all farmers had 
farms that were smaller than 1.4 hectares. Since the Basic Grains 
Program has been conceived as a means of helping the small fairmer, 
it was decided that this amalysis should limit itself to farms of 
one and three hectaores. Table 6.2 points out that about 22% of 
all farmers in the nine highland departments have less than 0.7 
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Tabl(« 6.1. Land distribution, 1964^ 
Farms Area 
Farm size 
(in hectares) % 1000 ha 
Total nine highland departments 
Less thcin 1.4 114,053 45 72.2 5 
1.4 to 3.5 78,069 30 168.4 11 
3.5 to 7.0 35,340 14 166.0 10 
7.0 to 45 25,131 10 351.0 22 
Over 45 3,243 1 816.4 52 
Total 255,836 100 1,574.0 100 
Republic 
Less than 1.4 183,741 44 128.1 4 
1.4 to 3.5 129,116 31 270.7 8 
3.5 to 7.0 52,023 12 242.8 7 
7.0 to 45 43,656 10 650.1 19 
Over 45 8,808 3 2,157.0 62 
Total 417,388 100 3,448.7 100 
Merrill, 1974, p. 34. 
Table <3.2, Percent of farms with less than 1.4 hectares, 1964^ 
Department Faarms with less Faorms with 0.7 Fairms with less 
than 0.7 ha to 1.4 ha than 1.4 ha 
No. % No. % No. % 
Chimaltenemgo 3,548 16.7 5,755 27.1 9,303 43.8 
Solola 5,065 32.3 4,393 28.0 9,458 60.3 
Totonicapan 11,037 48.7 4,976 22.0 16,013 70.7 
Que zaltenango 11,100 42.7 6,001 23.1 17,101 65.8 
San Marcos 9,900 24.4 8.705 21.5 18,605 45.9 
Huehuetenango 6,169 14.8 9,091 21.8 15,260 36.6 
Quiche 4,809 12.9 6,903 18.5 11,712 31.4 
Alta Verapaz 3,332 9.0 9,277 25.1 12,609 34.1 
Baja Verapaz 1.157 -8.4 2,835 20.5 3.992 28.9 
Total nine 
highland depairtments 56,117 21.9 57,936 22.6 114,053 44.6 
^1964 Agricultural Census, Volume II. 
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hectares of land, and smother 23% have fazms that axe larger them 0.7 
hectares but smaller than 1.4 hectares. The one hectare farm has 
been chosen as being a representative size for these two groups. 
Another 30% of fearmers have fanas larger than 1.4 hectaores and 
smaller than 3.5 hectares. The three hectsire farm has been chosen 
as a representative farm size for this group. Independent compaori-
sons of results from the agricultural credit and technical assistance 
components of the Basic Grains Program will be presented for these 
two fairm sizes. 
In Chapter V, we saw that farmers who grew potatoes eairned sub-
stajitially leorger incomes than farmers who did not. The ability to 
grow high yield potatoes was represented in the model as being at­
tributable to two factors. The farmer needed knowledge of new 
high yield potato technologies, and he needed land that was climati­
cally and agronomically suitable for potato production. The con­
clusions of the four resource sets considered in Chapter V were, 
consequently, divided into results for farmers who had potato land 
and results for farmers who did not. The same pattern will be fol­
lowed here. The overall evaluation of the potential results of the 
Basic Grains Program will be subdivided into results for farmers 
who grow potatoes amd farmers who do not. 
The decision to separately consider the effects of the Basic 
Grains Program upon fairmers with different farm sizes and upon 
farmers who aore (or are not) able to grow potatoes means that the 
discussion and comparison of results from Chapter V will need to be 
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divided into four subsets. These four subsets will be: (1) the 
non-potato farmer with one hectare of crop land; (2) the non-potato 
farmer with three hectares of crop land; (3) the potato farmer 
with one hectare of crop land; and (4) the potato farmer with 
three hectaires of crop land. These four subsets represent the 
heart of the lineair programming model's contribution to the present 
analysis. As such, they constitute the basis upon which many of 
the following conclusions must rest and axe a central element in 
the analysis. There is, however, one other element, which is as 
important as the conclusions derived from the linear programming 
solutions, which has not been presented thus far. This other 
element concerns the reliability of the model and, consequently, the 
reliability of the conclusions. It is a discussion of the.model's 
ability to reproduce the present position of the small farmer. If 
the model is to successfully estimate potential effects of Govern­
ment programs, its estimates should be firmly grounded in reality. 
Let us now consider how realistic the model's estimates are. 
The Ability of the Model to Reproduce 
the Position of the Small Farmer 
It is difficult to judge precisely how well the model repro­
duces the position of the small farmer, because there is not much 
information which can be relied upon to tell us what the small 
farmer's position is. There is not even a cleax definition of who 
is a small farmer. Does the small faarmer have one hectare of Ismd, 
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three hectaures of land, or five hectaures of land? Is this valley 
land, mountain land, or irrigated land? Several, studies have in­
vestigated the question of small farm and agriculturaul labor in­
come levels, but their results axe not always comparable. There 
are several reasons for this. First, the studies do not break out 
information on the effects of faurm size, irrigation water, or soil 
quality in determining family income. All of these factors are, 
of course, very importait. In four of the studies which will be 
referred to, there is information on average income amd average 
faorm size, but averages sometimes conceal as much as they reveal. 
Second, there are differences in the way in which income is measured. 
For example. Dr. Manger-Cats (1966) includes values for firewood 
gathered, handicrafts produced, consumption and sale of livestock 
products, and local amd migratory labor sales in addition to values 
for consumption amd sale of crops in constructing estimates of 
family income. Other studies have not included estimates for all 
these sources of income, amd it is not possible to tell which of 
the above income earning activities have been considered in com­
puting the different income estimates. Third, there axe probably 
differences between the sample populations from which these income 
estimates are derived. For example, in some highland communities, 
handicraft production and other non-cropping sources of income such 
as migratory labor sailes aore more important tham in other communi­
ties. Average family incomes may, therefore, vary between communi­
ties because in one community migratory labor sales may be a 
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traditional activity while in other communities tradition may 
dictate that most families do not engage in migratory labor sales. 
There axe undoubtedly other reasonable explanations for the dif­
ferences in income estimates reported in Table 6.3. The explanations 
presented here axe given simply to suggest the difficulty which 
arises when one tries to compare these estimates too closely. 
Table 6.3 also presents income estimates which were generated 
by the linear programming model under different assumptions concern­
ing the amounts of land and other resources which the faarmer may be 
assumed to have available. Estimates 6 and 10 were made from solu­
tions in which the farmer and his family were not allowed to sell 
as much of their labor locally as they pleased. These two estimates 
were made by averaging income estimates for Solutions 55, 56, 57, 58, 
and 59. In these solutions, the farmer and his family were allowed 
to sell only % of their total labor supply locally in first, second, 
aoid third quairters; in fourth quarter they were allowed to sell % 
of their total labor supply locailly. More local labor sales were 
permitted in fourth quarter, because there is generally a laxgei 
demand for hired labor during the corn smd wheat harvests. This 
restriction results in a reduction of totail income, an increase in 
crop income, and a reduction in other income for Estimates 6 sind 
10 when compared with Estimates 7 and 11 which were also generated 
by the model. In Estimates 7 and 11, local labor sales were not 
restricted. The family was allowed to sell all its labor locally 
if this would increase its income. Hence, in Estimates 7 and 11, 
Table 6.3. Peasant family incomes 
Agricultural 
income (Q) 
1 396.00 69.00 
2 520.00 324.00 
3 206.77 Unknown 
4 268.71 169.90 
5 258.00 213.00 
6^ 325.97 127.31 
7 459.21 98.14 
8 286.26 Unknown 
Total 
income (Q) 
Other 
income (Q) 
Average 
size (ha) Year Source 
327.00 
196.00 
Unknown 
98.81 
45.00 
198.66 
361.07 
0.7 
0.8 
0-0.7 
Unknown 
0.87 
1.0 
1.0 
1965 Manger-Cats' 
1965 Manger-Cats 
1966 Orellana 
1967 Hill ^ 
and Collas 
1970 / 0 Perez 
1973 Appendix A, 
solutions 
55, 56, 57 
1973 Appendix A, 
solutions 
1, 2, 19, 20 
Unknown 0.7-7.0 1966 Orrellana 
10 h 
11 
54:2,19 
478.65 
524.62 
321.02 
325.43 
276.91 
221.17 3.3 
153.22 3.0 
247.71 3.0 
1966 Gremial^ 
1973 Appendix A, 
solutions 
58, 59, 
60, 61 
1973 Appendix A, 
solutions 
40, 41, 
62 63 
Danger-Cats, 1966, pp. 118-119. This is an estimate of average gross income for 35 
agricultural laborers that worked on the southern coastal plain. Of this Q396, 0245 is from 
wages, 082 is from fringe benefits, and 069 is from value of crops produced on the 0.7 hec­
tare plot which the owner of the farm let them use. 
^Manger-Cats, 1966, pp. 139-140. This is sin extimate of incomes earned by miini-
fundistas in the western highlands. The agricultural income includes 091 from sale of crops, 
045 from sale of livestock products, and 0188 from value of crops and livestock products 
consumed on the farm. 
^Orellana, 1966, p. 119. 
^ill, G. W. and M. Collas, 1968. 
®Perez, 1971, p. 157. 
The 0321,02 is income from only wheat production. The 0221.17 is income from sale 
of other crops plus all other income. 
^Gremial, 1967, Table 76. 
^\ocal labor sales aire limited in this solution. 
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the model implicitly assumes that the family will be fully employed. 
The levels of crop knowledge specified in the solutions used 
to calculate income Estimates 6, 7, 10, emd 11 were TLO and TLl. 
These are the two lowest levels of crop knowledge considered in this 
study. Level TLO is a traditional level of crop knowledge used by 
poorer farmers. Level TLl is a level which the better farmers were 
using in 1973. The implicit assumption used to estimate income 
levels in Estimates 6, 7, 10, and 11 is that 50% of the feirmers 
in a typical village have crop knowledge level TLO and 50% have 
level TLl. Increasing the farmer's level of crop knowledge in the 
model would have the effect of increasing the level of total income, 
increasing the level of agricultural income, and decreasing the level 
of other income in Table 6.3. Estimates 6, 7, 10, and 11 also im­
plicitly assume that 50% of the farmers in a village have only Q50 
per hectare of land available to finance crop production and 50% of 
the farmers are able to obtain credit (Government crop specific 
credit is used as the source of credit here, but the credit might 
have come from any source). 
The levels of total income estimated by the model in Table 6.3 
are not in complete agreement with any of the other estimates. In­
stead, they appeeur to be intermediate or almost average estimates. 
For instance, if we simply average the amounts of total income for 
Estimates 1, 2, 3, 4, aind 5, we get Q329.90 which is very close to 
Estimate 6 (produced by Solutions 55, 56, and 57) in which the 
family's sale of local labor was limited to \ of its total supply 
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in the first three quarters and % of its total supply in fourth 
quarter. %is suggests that some of the families giving information 
on income levels in Estimates 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 were not able to 
devote all their labor hours to activities which eaarned at least 
7.5(? per hour and that they were unemployed or underemployed during 
certain times of the year. This is admittedly a rather crude way of 
making a comparison, because as was pointed out earlier, these es­
timates are probably not very compeucable. 
One might, on the other heind, believe that the level of income 
in Estimate 2 (Q520) made by Dr. Manger-Cats is the most reeilistic 
estimate. As was mentioned earlier, Dr. Majiger-Cats included a large 
number of income eaarning activities in compiling his income estimates. 
Dr. Manger-Cats writes: 
The minifundistas in the highlainds generally work most 
of the time (.233 days) outside the farm in different activi­
ties such as agricultural workers, as help for the neighbors, 
as craftsmen or in trade and business. The general pattern 
is that nearly all minifimdistas work in a combination of 
meiny different occupations. It was calculated in this study 
that on the average, only 13% of the time they were idle. 
The wide variety of jobs and activities besides the work on 
their own fields means that they eire less unemployed or 
underemployed than would seem to be the case at first sight. 
This does not contradict eaarlier remarks about a lack of job 
opportunities, because, though a host of little jobs axe 
available which keep them busy, the marginal return is very 
low (Manger-Cats, 1966, p. 136). 
If Dr. Manger-Cats' findings regarding employment can be generalized 
to other pairts of the highlands, then perhaps Estimate 7, which was 
produced by the model under the assumption that the fairmer amd his 
family axe able to find unlimited local employment at 7.5^  per hour. 
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is quite a good estimate for total income. It is not quite as 
high as found by Dr. Manger-Cats, but it is a good deal closer 
thcin any other estimate. 
Estimates 10 and 11 were generated by the model for the three 
hectare farm. Estimate 11 (0524.62) appears to agree quite well 
with the only other estimate (number 9) (0542.19) which was made 
for a farm of about the same size (3.3 hectaires). The problem of 
off-fairm employment is not as serious in Estimate 11 as it was in 
Estimate 7, because the farmer and his family are able to be more 
nearly fully employed on the three hectaire farm than on the one 
hectare farm. Estimate 8 (Q286.26) does not give an average size 
and so it is difficult to judge to what extent it can be compared 
with the three hectare farms of Estimates 9, 10, and 11. 
Ihe data presented in Table 6.3 illustrate that income es­
timates do differ, sometimes quite widely. As a result, it is 
quite difficult to judge precisely how well the model reproduces 
the actual situation. Table 6.3 does, however, show us that the 
estimates the model generates are definitely in the same ball park 
as the estimates made by different studies conducted in the field. 
It, therefore, seems reasonable to conclude that the model does do 
a satisfactory job of reproducing the present situation. 
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The Non-potato Farmer With One Hectsure of Land 
As was pointed out in Table 6.1, 4,5% of aJ.1 farmers in the 
nine highlauid depaortments (and 44% of all fairmers in Guatemala) 
have farms that are smaller than 1,4 hectaares. Only about 2% of 
these farmers grow potatoes. Therefore, when one discusses the 
situation experienced by the non-potato farmer with one hectsire of 
crop lamd, one discusses a position which is shared by about 42% 
of all Guatemalain farmers. 
Categories 1 and 2 of Chapter V discussed the situation faced 
by the farmer with one hectare of Ismd. Within these two categories. 
Resource Sets lA, IB and 4 were devoted to aneulyzing the position 
of the non-potato farmer under different assumptions concerning 
availability of working capital to finance crop production. In 
Set lA, the farmer was assumed to have Q50 personal savings which 
could be used to finamce production, but he was unable to acqui.ce 
credit. In Set IB, he was assumed to have Q150 savings and was 
still unable to borrow additional. capitaJ.. In Set 4, the faarmer 
had 050 savings aoid was assumed to be able to borrow additional 
money by enrolling in the Government's crop specific credit program. 
One of the most significant findings in Categories 1 and 2 
was that the estimates of crops produced, of income earned, and 
so on for Set IB were nearly identical to the corresponding esti­
mates made by Set 4. 'Chis occurred because in Set lA, the single 
most important constraint had been the faarmer's limited amount of 
working capital. In Set IB, this savings constraint was eased by 
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providing the faxmex with additional savings, while in Set 4, it 
was eased by providing the farmer with credit. In both Sets IB 
and 4, providing the farmer with an adequate amount of working 
capital to finance crop production activities had the effect of 
causing valley land to replace savings as the most binding con­
straint. Figures o.l and 6.2 present information on shadow prices 
for valley and hilly land in Resource Sets lA, IB and 4. These 
figures suggest three of the most important conclusions which can 
be drawn from the solutions for the non-potato farmer with one 
hectare of crop land. First, they show us that providing the 
farmer with an adequate amount of savings (Set IB) or a source 
of credit (Set 4) will allow the farmer to increase the amount of 
income he can earn from an additional hectare of either hilly or 
valley land. The increased value of shadow prices on land in Sets 
IB and 4 suggests that savings had been the most severe constraint 
in Set lA, but that with an adequate amount of savings or credit, 
land becomes the most severe constraint. Second, the fact tha^  
shadow prices on hilly and valley Ismd are positive when the farmer 
has a crop knowledge level of TLO indicates that crop activities 
can successfully compete with labor sales activities for the farmer's 
time eind that traditional crop production is not a form of disguised 
unemployment. Third, these figures illustrate that the feomer can 
make much better use of additional savings or credit when he has a 
higher level of crop knowledge. With a crop knowledge level of TLO, 
giving the fairmer additional working capital increases the shadow 
Shadow Price 
on Valley Land 
(Q) 
200 
150 
100 
50 
O 
20 
r 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ /*• 
/ 
Semi-fixed Resources 
Savings 
Credit 
Ha. of crop land 
Local laborers available 
lA 
50 
None 
1 
10 
IB 
150 
None 
1 
10 
Resource Sets 
50 
Gov* t 
1 
10 
Crop knowledge level O 
Crop knowledge level 1 
Crop knowledge level 2 
Figure 6.1. Shadow prices on valley land for the one hectare non-
potato farmer 
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Shadow Price 
on Hilly Land 
(Q) 
lOO 
50 
Semi-fixed Resources 
Savings 
Credit 
Ha, of crop land 
Local laborers available 
lA 
40 
None 
1 
10 
IB 
150 
None 
1 
10 
Resource 
Sets 
50 
Gov't 
1 
10 
Crop knowledge level 0 
Crop knowledge levels 1 and 2 
Figure 6,2, Shadow prices on hilly land for the one hectare non-
potato farmer 
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price on hilly lemd by only about Q25 (the shadow price on valley 
land rises by only about 04), but when the level of crop knowledge 
is increased to TL2, additional working capital causes the shadow 
price on valley land to increase by about Q130, The comparatively 
higher shadow prices on valley land for solutions in which the farmer 
has a crop knowledge level of TLl and TL2 point out that the Basic 
Grains Program holds considerable potential for helping faarmers with 
farms of two, three, or more hectaores. The program is not quite as 
effective at helping the farmer with one hectare of land because his 
farm is too small to fully employ the farmer and his family. 
Figure 6.3 summaxizes information on the levels of total and crop 
income esirned by non-potato farmers in Categories 1 and 2, Total in­
come increases by about 080 when the farmer is provided with credit 
and technical assistance, while crop income increases by about 090. 
An increase of 080 for a fairmer with an annual income of 0450 repre­
sents an 18% increase. This is an important increase, but income 
still falls fax short of the 01000 target level mentioned in Chapters 
I and III, Figure 6.3 also points out that income from sale of crops 
is not and will not be the family's major source of income. Crop 
income accounts for only about 35% of total income on the one hec-
teure non-potato farm. The one hectare fairm is too smaJ.1 to provide 
full employment for a family with a total labor supply equivalent 
to 2.1 farm laborers. Consequently, the one hectaore corn, milpa, 
and wheat faarmer is and will be essentially a msucginal farmer, 
because he must supplement farm employment with off-faorm work if 
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Semi-fixed Resources 
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Credit• None 
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Crop knowledge level 1 
Crop knowledge level 2 
Figure 6s3. Levels of total and crop income in Resource Sets lA, 
IB, and 4 
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he and his family are to be fully employed. 
One qualification must be mentioned here concerning the model's 
income estimates. The levels of total income presented in Figure 
6.3 implicitly assume that the farmer and his family are fully em­
ployed, because the model allows them to sell up to 100% of their 
labor locally. If this assumption is unweurrsuited, and if farmers 
aire seasonally underemployed or unemployed, then the levels of in­
come eaorned from labor sales activities should be reduced, which 
would cause the levels of toteil income in Figure 6.3 to be reduced 
by about the same amount as the reduction in labor sales income or 
perhaps by a little less. 
The Non-potato Farmer With Three Hectares of Laind 
Categories 3 and 4 increase the faarmer's amount of crop land 
to three hectaires. In Category 3, the fairmer was given three hec­
tares of laind, but was not allowed to hire local labor to assist 
with crop production activities. In Category 4, the fsirmer was 
permitted to hire local labor. The resource sets which presented 
solutions for the non-potato farmer in Categories 3 aind 4 were 
Sets 7 and 11. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show how the farmer's level of 
total and crop income and the shadow price on valley leuid are af­
fected by these changes in the resource sets. The estimated values 
in Figures 6.4 and 6.5 from Sets 7 and 11 are presented with the 
estimated values from Set 4 in which the farmer had only one hectare 
of crop land. This is done to facilitate comparison between these 
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Figure 6,4, Levels of total and crop income in Resource Sets 4, 
7, and 11 
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Shadow 
Price on 
Valley 
Land 
(Q) 
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lOO 
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Resource Sets 
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Figure 6.5, Shadow prices on valley land in Resource Sets 4, 7, 
and 11 
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results and the results presented eaxlier for Categories 1 and 2. 
In Figure 6.4, the farmer has been given an additional hectare 
of hilly and an additional hectare of valley land. This allows 
the farmer with a crop knowledge level of TL2 to achieve an income 
level of approximately 0700. Only about Q450 of this 0700 would 
be earned by selling crops; the remainder would be derived from 
local and migratory labor sales activities. 
The amount of hired labor available does not have much effect 
upon the level of total income the farmer earns in these solutions, 
although it does have a small effect on his level of crop income. 
The solutions for Sets 7 amd 11 which were presented in Chapter V 
pointed out that the farmer with three hectares of crop land was 
only beginning to experience seasonal shortages of hired labor. 
These shortages were not paorticulsarly important, because the amounts 
of hired labor needed on a three hectare farm are quite small. The 
effect of allowing local labor to be hired on the three hectare 
farm (Set 11) was to increase the farmer's use of hilly land for 
milpa production, to increase crop income by about 030 or 040, and 
to decrease local labor sales income by about 025 or 030. Although 
restricting hiring of local labor did not have a very important 
effect on the results for the three hectare faorm, the fact that 
there was some effect indicates that a three hectare farm is about 
as large as a family with a labor supply equivalent to 2.1 adult 
male workers can farm by itself. Faorms of over three hectares will 
need to rely on a larger pool of family labor, on additional supplies 
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of local hired labor, or on mechanized means of production in order 
to relieve the seasonal shortages of family labor observed here. 
The level of income earned on the three hectare farm varies 
between Q480 and Q700, depending on the farmer's level of crop 
knowledge. The potential faxm level effect of the technical assist­
ance component of the Basic Grains Program could, therefore, be 
estimated as an increase in income of about Q220 (an increase of 
46%). This increase will only be possible if the farmer has an 
adequate supply of working capital. The amounts of credit provided 
by the Government's crop specific credit program were adequate in 
all solutions but one. When the farmer was given a crop knowledge 
level of TL2 in Set 11, the farmer experienced a shortage of credit 
for corn amd milpa production, because level TL2 includes a corn 
alone activity which requires more working capital per hectare 
than is currently made available. The shortage was not, however, 
too serious. 
It does not appeair that it will be possible for the non-potato 
farmer to earn an income of QIOOO. Even assuming that yields on 
hilly lands could be increased to the same levels specified in the 
model for valley lands, the farmer would need four hectares of land 
to earn am income of QIOOO. In Table 2.3, we saw that the average 
farm size in 1980 has been projected to be five hectares or 0.69 
hectares per person in the rural population. The family of four 
hypothesized here would then have only 2.76 hectaires of land by 
1980. In Table 2,4, we saw that only about 24% of this 2.76 hectaares 
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would be good land, but even if it were all good land, it is unlikely 
that the family could earn an income of QlOOO from farming it. The 
results in Categories 3 and 4 suggest that a fair m with 2.76 hectares 
of good valley land could eeirn an income of about Q900, but only 
0«66 of the projected 2,76 hectaores would be good valley lajid. 
By the yeair 2000, average farm size is projected to decline to 
four hectaores, and farm land per person is projected to decline to 
0.42 hectaores. If present trends continue, a family of four in the 
i 
year 2000 would have a farm of only 1.68 hectares. The results in 
Categories 3 auid 4 suggest that with 1.68 hectaires of good valley 
land, the family could earn a total income of about Q700, but again 
one must realize that only 0.40 of the projected 1.68 hectares 
could probably be classified as good valley land assuming that good 
valley land were available on a typical farm in the highlands in 
the same proportions as it is estimated to exist in the highlands 
as a whole. 
The lack of information on yield levels for newer capital in­
tensive technologies on hilly poorer lands makes it very difficult 
to accurately estimate family income levels even when one assumes 
that the Basic Grains Program will be successful in providing small 
farmers with credit aind knowledge of new technologies. For the 
moment, one cam only observe that even if hilly lands are capable 
of producing yields equal to yields on valley land, it does not 
appeair that farms will be large enough to allow a family of four in 
the years 1980 or 2000 to earn an income level of QlOOO per yeax. 
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While it does not appear as though a non-potato farm family of 
four persons with either one or three hectares of crop land will be 
able to earn an income of QIOOO per year by 1980, there does appeair 
to be a slight possibility that a family of six could. As was men­
tioned above, the estimates presented in Category 4 suggest that the 
farm family would need at least four hectares of good valley land 
to earn this much income. In 1980, the amount of land per person 
in the rural population is projected to be 0.69 hectares. Six 
people times 0.69 ha/person equals 4.14 hectares. Thus, in terms 
of the projected amount of land available per person in 1980, a 
family of six would have the required amount of Ismd. Of course, 
only 24% or 0.99 hectaores of the 4.14 hectares could be classified 
as good land. If, however, the farmer was able to achieve yields 
from hilly poorer lands equivalent to the yields the model specifies 
for good valley laind, then there is at least a possibility of reach­
ing the target level of income. If the typicauL family of six would 
be composed of husband, wife, two children and two graindparents, then 
there is hope that Guatemala will be able to increase family incomes 
into amd through the 1980's. If, however, the family of six would 
be composed of husband, wife and four children, then there is little 
hope of increasing family incomes to the target level of QIOOO by 
the year 2000. It is vitally import em t that population growth rates 
be brought under control, because projected man/land ratios for the 
rural population suggest that in the year 2000, family size would 
have to be increased to 9.52 persons for the family to have a farm 
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of four hectares. Thus, although there does appear to be a slight 
hope of achieving the goal of increasing family income to QlOOO per 
year by 1980, it is clear that measures will need to be taken to 
move workers out of traditional agriculture cind also to halt or 
slow the rapid growth in rural population. A family of six might 
get along comparatively well on a four hectare f&xm which provides 
QlOOO per year, but a family of nine would not do nearly as well. 
Without information on the amounts by which yields can be in­
creased through application of newer technologies on hilly land, 
it is difficult to predict whether the farm family will be able to 
reach the targeted income level of QlOOO. It was pointed out that 
if technified yields on hilly lands were comparable to technified 
yields on valley lands, then a family with four hectares of land 
would probably be able to reach this target level for income. The 
question of yield response on hilly land may not, however, be the 
key issue. While it may be physically and technically possible for 
a family to earn QlOOO from four hectauces of land, it may turn out 
to be politically impossible. One must not forget that a tremendous 
redistribution of land would have to take place before the typical 
farm size could be increased to four hectares. At present, 45% of 
the farms in the highlands have less than 1.4 hectares of land, and 
75% of highland farms have less than 3.5 hectares. Land redistribu­
tion or reform is often a delicate question in developing countries. 
It is certainly a delicate issue in Guatemala, and it is not clear 
that land redistribution is even a possibility given existing 
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political structures» Nevertheless, the results of the lineair 
programming analysis suggest that there is no chance of farm family-
incomes reaching QIOOO on the one or three hectare farms. Faorms 
would have to be at least four hectaures before incomes could reach 
this level, and even then the faormer would have to have; (1) an 
adequate supply of working capital; (2) a crop knowledge level of 
TL2; aind (3) four hectaures of lauid which will produce yields com­
parable to the yields the model specifies for production activities 
which require a crop knowledge level of TL2, 
It is not unreasonable to expect that the Basic Grains Program 
will be successful in providing farmers with technical assistance 
and credit. Consequently, it appeairs that one of the major effects 
of the Basic Grains Program will be to cause land to replace credit 
as the farmer's most restrictive constraint. In the process, the 
prograun should also increase family incomes by between 18% and 45%, 
depending upon the fairm's size. These estimates are based upon the 
assumption that input and crop prices will remain at about the same 
levels which prevailed in 1973. It does not appear as though the 
group of non-potato faurmers that currently have one or three hec­
tares of laoid will earn incomes of QIOOO. Before these faucmers 
find it possible to earn a to tail income of QIOOO, it will be neces-
sairy; (1) to achieve additional breakthroughs in cropping technolo­
gies; (2) to achieve a more favorable input product price relation­
ship between prices of agricultural inputs and com, bean, amd wheat 
prices; or (3) to increase the size of the typical highland farm to 
a minimum of four hectares. 
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The Potato Farmer With One Hectaire of Land 
Categories 1 smd 2 also presented information on the effect of 
different amounts of savings and provision of credit for the potato 
farmer with one hectare of crop laoid. Solutions for potato farmers 
in Categories 1 and 2 were presented in Sets 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 5, and 
6. Sets 2A, 2B, and 5 presented solutions in which potato farmers 
were given a low level of vegetable knowledge. Sets 3A, 3B, and 6 
presented solutions in which potato farmers ware given a high level 
of vegetable knowledge. In all these resource sets, vegetable pro­
duction was limited to one cuerda, or 0.04 ha, because it is regarded 
as a sideline smd because vegetables aore usually grown on quite small 
plots of laind. As a result of this decision to limit production of 
vegetables to one cuerda, the solutions for fairmers with a high 
level of vegetable knowledge aire quite similar to solutions for 
those with a low level of vegetable knowledge, aJ.though income levels 
tend to be about Q30-Q50 higher for farmers with the higher level of 
vegetable knowledge. Since vegetable production is regaurded as a 
sideline requiring special laind, aind because the solutions for farm­
ers with a high level of vegetable knowledge aore quite similar to 
the solutions in which farmers have a low level of vegetable knowl­
edge, only those solutions in which the farmer has a high level of 
vegetable knowledge will be considered here. Consequently, this 
discussion will be confined to the results presented in Resource 
Sets 3A, 3B, and 6 of Categories 1 and 2. 
In Sets 3A and 3B of Category 1, a severe shortage of savings 
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was observed to be the potato farmer's most serious production 
constraint. Giving the fsurmer access to the Government's crop 
specific credit program in Set 6 of Category 2 relieves this savings 
constraint somev±tat, although the shadow prices on savings of 01.20 
and Q0.91 for solutions with crop knowledge levels of TL2 and TL3, 
respectively, indicate that the farmer could have used still more 
credit. The major effects of giving the farmer QlOO additional 
savings in Set 3B and credit in Set 6 are: (1) to allow the farmer 
to increase his levels of to tail smd crop income; and (2) to use 
more of his land for crop production. Table 6,4 presents informa­
tion on the percent of land devoted to crop production in these 
nine solutions. 
In Set 3A, the farmer's shortage of savings was so acute that 
he used only between 7% and 34% of his total land area for crop 
production. In Set 3B, the additional QlOO savings allowed him to 
increase this to between 21% and 55%. In Set 6, with Government 
credit, he was able to use 100% of his land for crop production 
in all three solutions. 
Figure 6.6 shows how the faarmer's levels of total and crop 
income increase as his amount of working capital is increased, 
thereby permitting him to use more of his land for crop production. 
The level of to tail income in Set 6 increases by between 7^  and 
121% (depending on the level of crop knowledge) over the level of 
total income the farmer earns in Set 3A with only Q50 savings. The 
percent of income earned from sale of crops increases from 21% in 
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Table 6.4. The percent of land used to produce crops in Resource 
Sets 3A, 3B, and 6 
Resource Set TLl TL2 TL3 
3A 34 
3B 32 55 21 
100 100 100 
Set 3A to 42% in Set 3B to 71% in Set 6, The farmer in Set 6 with 
a crop knowledge level of TL2 or TL3 earns a total income of ap­
proximately Ql,150. About Q850 of this total comes from seile of 
crops. Therefore, we see that the potato farmer with one hectare 
of land is able to reach the target level of QIOOO total income 
given 1973 input and crop prices. He would earn this amount by 
growing approximately 0,75 hectares of potatoes, one cuerda of 
green onions (0.04 ha) and about 0.21 hectares of corn alone or 
milpa. If the farmer did not have the high level of vegetable 
knowledge i^ ich permitted him to grow green onions amd carrots, he 
could have earned a total income of Ql,100 by growing 0.75 hectares 
of potatoes and 0.25 hectares of corn alone or milpa. Either way, 
the farmer is able to achieve a total income of over QIOOO. 
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Figure 6.6 also presented information on the amounts of total 
and crop income which could be eairned with different levels of crop 
knowledge. Notice in Sets 3A and 3B that the fsirmer earns approxi­
mately the same amount of total and crop income with all three levels 
of crop knowledge. This is because a shortage of working capital 
prevents the farmer from fully utilizing the knowledge he has. In 
Set 6 where the farmer has Government credit, this constraint is 
eased. This causes total income earned to increase and eJ-so results 
in an increase in the spread between incomes earned with different 
levels of crop knowledge. We will observe in the next section that 
when the fzirmer has three hectares of land, this spread is much 
larger. The spread is larger on the three hectare fairm, because 
the one hectare farm is not large enough to fully employ the family. 
Knowledge of new technologies csmnot benefit the farmer very much 
if he is spending a laorge percentage of his time selling labor at 
7.5^  per hour. The farmer needs more them one hectare of land if 
he is to be fully employed on his own farm, and he needs to be 
fully employed on his own farm if he is to receive maximum benefits 
from a program of technical assistaince which teaches him about new 
technologies. 
Providing the fsirmer with credit allows him to use 100% of 
his land, aoid, consequently, land becomes a limiting factor for the 
one hectare potato fairroer in Resource Set 6» In Sets 3A and 3B, the 
faarmer had not been able to use sill his land smd shadow prices on 
Ismd had, consequently, been zero, while the shadow price on savings 
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was very high. Figure 6,7 demonstrates how the shadow price on 
savings is reduced in Set 6 vdien land becomes a limiting factor. 
The shadow price on savings is reduced in Set 6, because in Resource 
Sets 3A and 3B sayings had been the only limiting factor. The 
shadow price on savings of Q0.05 (TLl) indicates that the amount 
of credit provided by the Government's crop specific credit program 
was adequate for all farmers who used the production technology re­
quiring a crop knowledge level of TLl. The higher shadow prices 
on savings for solutions in which the farmer was given a crop knowl­
edge level of TL2 amd TL3 indicate that if farmers adopt the newer 
technologies which axe currently being used by only the best farmers 
and on demonstration plots, it will be necessaory to raise the average 
size loan made to potato farmers. 
It is interesting to note that onions are grown in all the solu­
tions considered for these three groups. In one case, onions even 
displace potatoes due to am extreme shortage of savings. This is 
not a particularly surprising result, because it has long been 
recognized that per hectare income and employment opportunities are 
great in vegetable production. The fact that onions have the ability 
to compete with and displace potatoes indicates that onions (and 
other vegetables, too) aire just as profitable as potatoes and hold 
similar potential for ail lowing families to earn comparatively large 
incomes on compaoratively small farms. Since laoid is such a severe 
constraint on most of the altiplano, many people have suggested 
that the Government should encourage development of cool season 
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Figure 6,7 Shadow prices on savings in Resource Sets 3A, 3B, and 6 
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vegetable production on the altiplano as paort of an agricultural 
and occupational diversification program designed to begin moving 
farmers out of corn, wheat and milpa production. This is a good 
idea, but one must realize that; (1) vegetable prices are quite 
unstable; and (2) it is quite easy to have an excess supply problem 
with vegetables because production per hectare is so high. Con­
sequently, vegetable production, like potato production, cein only 
be lucrative for a fairly small number of faarmers. Any programs 
designed to stimulate production of potatoes or vegetables must 
take this potential oversupply problem into account. If vegetable 
production is increased through a vegetable production program, it 
will probably also be necessary to combine the production efforts 
with a vegetable maorketing program, whereby paort of the increased 
vegetable production could be exported to other Central American 
countries. 
As population and income levels rise in Guatemala emd in Central 
America, there should be some modest increases in demands for cool 
season fruits ajnd vegetables which could be met by a well-planned 
program of agricultural diversification. Such a program would only 
benefit a small percentage of highland farmers, but even if it 
benefited only 1% or 2% of highland farmers, it would at least 
take 1% or 2% of the total population and a very small percentage 
of total land area out of corn, wheat and milpa production, thereby 
reducing both the number of traditional crop farmers and the poten­
tial supply of traditional crops. This is an important consideration. 
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because as faxmers begin to adopt higher yielding technologies for 
traditional crops, the supply of these traditional crops will be 
increased. Some of the increased supply will be needed to feed a 
growing population, but if yields increase dramatically over a short 
period of time, there is a deinger that the supply of traditions^ , 
crops could increase faster than the demand. This problem of over-
supply may turn out to be an importsmt one. The results presented 
in Chapter IV show us that per hectare production of corn, milpa, 
wheat, and potatoes could practically be doubled if all farmers 
decided overnight to adopt production activities which require a 
crop knowledge level of TL2. It is important that the Government 
monitor the success of the Basic Grains Program in promoting the 
use of new technologies. If the Basic Grains Program is successful 
in spreading adoption of new technologies to a large percentage of 
small farmers, plans need to be made now to devise programs which 
will; (1) provide employment for fairmers who will have to leave 
traditional agriculture to allow the typical small farm size to in­
crease; and (2) to plan and implement an agricultural diversifica­
tion program which will divert land from traditional crop production. 
Agricultural diversification needs to be caorefully planned to assure 
Guatemala of an adequate supply of traditional crops while at the 
same time taking caxe to avoid a problem of overproduction. 
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The Potato Fanner With Three Hectaires of Land 
This discussion, like the preceding one, will limit itself to 
those resource sets from Categories 3 and 4 in which the fairmer is 
assumed to have potato land and a high level of vegetable knowledge. 
Consequently, only Sets 9, 10, 13 and 15 will be discussed here. 
These resource sets examine the effect of; (1) having either one 
or three hectaires of potato land; smd (2) being able to hire either 
zero or ten local laborers to assist with crop production tasks. 
In Sets 9 and 13, the farmer is given one hectsire of potato land. 
In Set 9, he is not allowed to hire local labor, while in Set 13, 
he may hire up to ten men in amy given quairter. In all other 
respects, Sets 9 amd 13 aire identical.. The results for these two 
sets are very similar, because availability of hired labor is not 
very important for the three hectsare faarmer with only one hectare 
of potato laind. In Sets 10 amd 15, the faurmer is allowed to grow 
up to three hectaires of potatoes. In Set 10, he cannot hire local 
labor to assist with crop production tasks. This is a fairly 
serious constraint for the three hectaire potato faarmer. In Set 15, 
this constraint is eased and he is allowed to hire up to ten local 
laborers in each quarter. 
In the preceding section, it became appairent that potatoes sore 
a very lucrative crop. In this section, we will investigate jnst 
how lucrative potatoes can be for a fairmer with three hectaires of 
crop lamd. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 present information on the levels 
of total amd crop income which cam be earned from potato production 
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on the three hectare farm. These figures aJLso present information 
on the levels of income that were eairned on a one hectare potato 
farm. Resource Set 6. Set 6 is included here to provide us with 
a basis of comparison between results for the faucmer with one 
hectare of potato land and results for the farmer with three hec­
tares of potato land. 
As was mentioned above, farmers in Sets 9 and 13 have three 
hectares of crop laind of which only one hectaore is suitable for 
potato production. As can be seen from Figures 6,8 and 6.9, there 
.is not much difference in the levels of total income the farmer 
cam earn from Sets 9 and 13, and crop income stays at about 88% of 
total income for both groups. The availability of hired labor in 
Set 13 turns out to be relatively unimportant with respect to the 
levels of total and crop incomes which are earned. The farmer in 
Set 13 hires aoi average of 21 days' labor in second quarter, but 
this is the only quarter in which labor is hired. This additional 
labor is used to increase production of milpa on hilly lands by 
between 0.2 autid 0.6 hectaures, thereby allowing the farmer to use 
his entire three hectaares of land for crop production. Being able 
to hire labor permits the farmer in Set 13 to more fully utilize 
the land and labor resources he has been given. The farmer in 
Set 13 uses all his land for crop production, whereas in Set 9, he 
lets an average of 0.42 hectares lie fallow due to the shortage of 
second quarter labor. The farmer in Set 13 is also more nearly 
fully employed on his own farm tham the farmer in Set 9. In Set 13, 
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the farmer sells only 701 hours of labor locally, a decrease of 37% 
from the average of 1109 hours sold locsilly in Set 9. The only dif­
ferences between the solutions in Sets 9 aind 13 are the three that 
have been mentioned here; (1) the percentage of total land that is 
used for crop production; (2) the number of local labor hours that 
are hired; and (3) the number of local labor hours that axe sold. 
The net effect of these differences on the level of total income is 
essentially to cancel each other out. Total incomes in Set 13 are 
only mairginally higher them total incomes in Set 9. 
The farmer grows one hectare of potatoes, one cuerda of onions 
emd either milpa or corn alone in all six solutions of Resource 
Sets 9 and 13, When he has a crop knowledge level of TLl, he also 
grows wheat. Other them a shortage of second quarter hired labor 
in Set 9 (where he is not allowed to hire labor), the only binding 
constraints for these two sets are valley land and potato laind. 
The shadow price on potato land averages Q715, emd the shadow price 
on valley land is between Q83,05 and Q166,32, The farmer has access 
to the Government's crop specific credit program and working capital 
is, consequently, not a constraint in any of these six solutions. 
Now that the farmer has am adequate supply of working capital, and 
enough land to fully employ the entire family, technical assistance 
is capable of having a much greater impact on the level of total in­
come. Figure 6,8 shows that the difference in the amount of total 
income earned with crop knowledge levels TLl and TL3 has increased 
to about Q600 in Resource Sets 9 and 13, This is approximately Q400 
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more than the difference in income levels observed in Set 6 where 
the farmer had only one hectare of crop Icind, and demonstrates the 
importance of combining knowledge of new technologies with credit 
and am adequate farm size. 
Availability of hired labor was not very important in Resource 
Sets 9 aund 13, because potatoes have a different pattern of labor 
requirements than the other traditional crops. This difference makes 
potato production quite complementary with corn, milpa, or wheat pro­
duction on the farm with only one hectare of potato lamd. Potatoes 
require the most labor during second quairter, a period of fairly 
low labor requirements for corn, milpa, and wheat. Corn, milpa, 
and wheat require large amounts of labor during fourth quarter when 
potatoes require no labor whatsoever. By combining potatoes with 
corn, milpa or wheat production, the farmer is able to counter­
balance peak labor requirements between crops and, therefore, to 
farm more lamd with a fixed labor supply. 
In Resource Set 10, the farmer's aimount of potato lamd is in­
creased to three hectares, while local labor availability is re­
duced to zero men. This causes a very severe seasonal labor short­
age, because the faormer would like to grow three hectares of potatoes, 
but is constrained from doing so by a shortage of labor in second 
quaurter. The shadow prices on second quarter labor in Set 10 range 
between 00.713 and 01.17 per hour reflecting the seriousness of this 
shortage. Only p>otatoes are grown in Set 10. The farmer grows 
1.835 hectares of potatoes in all three solutions. The shortage of 
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second quarter labor is so severe that although the faarmer has a 
high level of vegetable knowledge, no vegetables are grown. This 
occurs because vegetables, like potatoes, require a fairly large 
amount of second quarter labor. Although the shortage of labor is 
a serious constraint, the farmer is able to grow 1,835 ha of pota­
toes which increases his total income by an average of about Q450 
over levels of total income earned in Sets 9 and 13. The spread 
between income eaorned with different levels of crop knowledge is 
really very large in Set 10. Farmers with a crop knowledge level 
of TLl earn a total income of about Q1375, while farmers with a crop 
knowledge level of TL3 earn a total income of about Q2275. This 
means that having a crop knowledge level of TL3 allows the potato 
farmer in Set 10 to earn an additional Q900. Thus, the farm level 
benefit of a technical assistaoice program is potentiaJLly Q900 for 
the potato farmer in Set 10. 
In Set 15, the faxmer is allowed to hire labor. He hires am 
average of 23 days' labor in first quarter and 89 days* labor in 
second quarter. This hired labor allows the farmer to use his 
entire three hectaures of laind for crop production. Potato produc­
tion is increased from 1.835 ha in Set 10 to am average of 2.300 
ha in Set 15. In addition to potatoes, the farmer grows either 
wheat, milpa, or corn alone and a cuerda of onions in each solution. 
The primary constraints in Set 15 axe savings and lemd. More 
working capital is needed to increase production of potatoes when 
the farmer has a crop knowledge level of TL2 or TL3. The shadow 
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price on savings with a crop knowledge level of TL2 or TL3 is 
01.20 and Q0.91, respectively, indicating that the shortage of 
working capital is fairly restrictive. The shadow price on valley 
land ranges between Q88.79 and Q514.66. The shadow price of 
Q514.66 reflects the fact that the most productive potato activity 
requires all valley land. This shadow price on valley lemd is fairly 
high, because the farmer has the other resources which he would need 
in order to devote additional valley land to potato production. 
The farmer*s income in Set 15 increases to an average level of 
02,237.89. This is an increase cf about Q360 over the average level 
of income earned in Set 10. Figures 6.8 and 6,9 show us that both 
the levels of total income and crop income have a spread of about 
0580 in Set 15. Therefore, the farm level effect of a technical 
assistance program which increases crop knowledge from TLl to TL3 
is about 0580. It is also interesting to note that crop income in 
Set 15 remains at about 88% of total income. This is approximately 
the same percentage that was found in Sets 9, 13, and 10. 
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CHAPTER VII. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND 
SUGŒSTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The Farm Level Effects of the Basic Grains Program 
The results and conclusions presented in Chapters V and VI 
are summarized in this chapter. The major conclusions are related 
to how changes in the farmer's resource base influence his income 
ajid the extent to which he is employed on the farm. The specific 
resources which are assigned different levels in the various re­
source sets considered here axe: savings, credit availability, 
knowledge of new technologies, land, local labor availability, and 
potato land. 
One of the main interests in this study has been to investigate 
the potential effect of the Basic Grains Program upon the level of 
family income. Figure 7,1 is helpful in summeurizing the results of 
this investigation. This figure shows how the level of family income 
is increased as the farmer's resource set is expanded. In Figure 
7.1, resource sets are identified by number (lA, IB, 4, etc.) along 
the horizontal, axis. These resource sets aire simply groups of 
resources which serve to identify the levels of the major con­
straints in the linear programming model. The levels which these 
resources (or constraints) take on are presented in a column below 
the number of each resource set. For exaaaple, the levels of the key 
resources in Set lA axe: zero hectares of land suitable for potato 
production; one hectaxe of crop land in total; no access to a source 
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of credit; Q50 savings which are used for working capital ; aund a 
maximum of ten locaJ. laborers who could assist the family with crop 
production tasks in each quarter. The three levels of total income 
specified for each resource set in Figure 7.1 were generated by 
parameterizing the level of crop knowledge within each group. Note 
that for resource sets in which the farmer does not have potato 
land, the levels of crop knowledge used to generate solutions are 
levels TLO, TLl, and TL2. Level TL3 is not included because it is 
only used to grow potatoes. For sets in which the farmer does have 
potato laind, the levels of crop knowledge used to generate solutions 
are levels TLl, TL2, and TL3. Level TLO is not included here be­
cause high yield potato activities require a crop knowledge level 
of TLl or higher. If the farmer were given a crop knowledge level 
of TLO, he could not grow potatoes, and his levels of total income, 
crop income, etc, would be the same as if he had not been given 
potato land. It is importaunt to remember that if a fairmer has crop 
knowledge level TL2, he will also have levels TLl and TLO, With 
crop knowledge level TL2, the farmer cem elect to produce any crop 
activity that requires a crop knowledge coefficient for levels TL2, 
TLl, or TLO, although he could not elect to produce an activity that 
requires a crop knowledge level of TL3. 
Figures 7,1 and 7.2 combine the results which were presented 
in independent sections of Chapter VI, They summarize the informa­
tion presented earlier amd allow the reader to readily compaore and 
contrast the position of the one amd three hectare potato farmer 
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Figure 7.2. Levels of crop income for 12 different resource sets 
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with the position of the one and three hectare non-potato farmer. 
Let us begin this review of major conclusions by considering the 
role which credit availability plays on the one hectaare non-potato 
farm. 
The importamce of credit for the non-potato faormer was investi­
gated in Sets lA, IB, eind 4. As can be seen in Figure 7.1, the 
amount of total income which the farmer in Set lA earns ranges 
between Q443.47 smd Q492.07. When the farmer is given credit in 
Set 4, his total income is increased to between Q446.68 and Q521.96 
depending upon his level of crop knowledge. If the farmer has a 
crop knowledge level of TLO, the increased income which he earns 
with credit is only Q3.00 greater than he earned without credit = 
If the farmer has a crop knowledge level of TL2, credit allows 
the farmer to eaorn about Q30 higher total income than he could 
eaorn without credit. Cleairly, credit does not help the fsurmer 
in Set lA to eaorn a very significant increase in total income. 
Why is this? The aaaswer is that the farmer in Set lA is spend­
ing only about 20% of his total labor time on crop production. 
The rest of his time is spent selling labor. He produces crops on 
the entire one hectare of land which he has been given, but one 
hectare is not enough lamd to fully employ a family of four with 
a total labor supply equivalent to 2.1 adult male workers. The 
results presented in Figure 7.1 indicate that neither credit nor 
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technical assistance can substantially benefit a farm family with 
only one hectare of crop land. 
When the family's amount of crop Isoid is increased to three 
hecteires in Sets 7 and 11, the farmer is able to earn a total income 
of about Q480 with a crop level of TLO and a total, income of about 
0700 with a crop level of TL2. An income of Q480 is about Q37 higher 
than the income eairned in Set lA with a crop knowledge level of TLO 
and indicates that giving the farmer credit and axi additional two 
hectaires of land could increase total income by only about Q37, 
If, however, the faormer in Set lA with a crop knowledge level of 
TLO was given am additional two hectares of land, credit, and tech­
nical assistance (which increases his level of crop knowledge to 
TL2), he could earn an income of about 0700. This is an increase 
of approximately Q256. The difference between Q256 and Q37 repre­
sents the farm level effect of giving the farmer more land, credit 
and technical assistaince. All three ingredients sure needed if the 
farmer is to achieve a substemtial increase in income. Credit by 
itself or technical assistance by itself, or credit and technical 
assistance without land will not be enough. 
Figure 7.2 presents information on the levels of crop income 
which farmers cam achieve with different levels of crop knowledge. 
We caoi see by compearing Figures 7.1 and 7.2 that on the one hectaxe 
non-potato faarm only about 20-35% of total income comes from sale 
of crops. The remainder comes from labor sale income. On the three 
hectare non-potato farm, the percentage of crop to total income is 
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increased to about 45-65%. The non-potato farmer with three hec­
tares of lamd experiences a shortage of labor in fourth quarter, 
but he still sells a great deaJL of labor in the other three queue ter s. 
Although the amounts of crop income axe lower than the amounts of 
total income. Figure 7.2 presents the same pattern observed in 
Figure 7.1. Farmers need land, credit auid technical assist since if 
they are to substantially increase their levels of crop income. 
The role of credit alone as a means of helping the potato 
farmer with one hectare of land is presented in Sets SA, 3B, and 6. 
Potatoes require substantially larger amounts of working capital 
than corn, wheat, or milpa production. Potatoes also have a higher 
per hectare value of production than do corn, wheat, or milpa. 
Consequently, providing a farmer with credit for potato production 
has a comparatively greater impact on family incomes them providing 
the farmer with credit for production of other traditional crops. 
This difference can be seen quite cleairly in Figure 7.1. 
In Set 3A, the farmer has one hectare of land that can be used 
to grow potatoes. The level of total income which the farmer earns 
is between Q517.24 and Q526.81, depending upon his level of crop 
knowledge. The level of crop knowledge has only a marginal effect 
on total income here because the farmer experiences such a tremen­
dous shortage of working capital. In Set 6, the farmer is given 
credit smd his level of total income increases to between Q949.22 
and 01154.27« Providing the farmer with credit alone is therefore 
capable of increasing total income by approximately Q430-Q630. The 
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spread between the total income eaorned by a farmer with crop knowl­
edge levels TLl and TL3 is increased from about Q30 in Resource 
Set 3A to about Q200 in Resource Set 6. Thus, we see that while 
credit silone is quite importaint, combining credit zind technical 
assistance allows faarmers to achieve significcintly higher levels 
of total, income. Technical assistance could potentially yield even 
higher returns to the potato farmer in Set 6, because even though 
he has credit, the farmer experiences a shortage of working capital. 
This shortage occurs because the amounts of credit provided by an 
average BANDESA loan in 1973 were not sufficient to supply all the 
working capital needed by the most advanced potato activities (those 
activities requiring crop knowledge levels of TL2 and TL3). It must, 
however, be pointed out that the amount of working capitad. provided 
by BANDESA was sufficient for the potato activity used by most farm­
ers in 1973 (the activity requiring a crop knowledge level of TLl). 
Potato farmers in Set 6 experienced shortages of land, partic­
ularly valley laaid, as well as a shortage of working capital. Con­
sequently, in Sets 9 and 13, the farmer was given am additional 
hectare of both hilly and valley land with the provision that only 
one of his total three hectaares of land could be used for potato 
production. The result was to increase the level of total income 
in Set 13 to Ql,724.85 for a farmer with a crop knowledge level of 
TL3, and to Ql,109.61 for a farmer with a crop knowledge level of 
TLl. Now the spread between income earned with crop knowledge 
levels TLl autid TL3 has increased to over 0600, and the amount of 
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total income which the farmer with a crop knowledge level of TL3 
could earn has increased by almost Ql,200 over the amount of total 
income he could earn in Resource Set 3A. 
In Sets 10 and 15, the farmer * s amount of potato land is in­
creased from one to three hectares. The level of total income in 
Sot 15 increases to between Ql,876.05 and Q2,459.32. The spread 
between incomes earned with crop knowledge levels TLl and TL3 is 
now Q583.27, a slight reduction from the spread of over Q600 ob­
served in Set 13, but still a very large amount. The level of total 
income earned by a farmer with a crop knowledge level of TL3 is now 
Ql,942.08 higher in Set 15 than in Set 3A with a crop knowledge level 
of TLl. 
The progression of increasing incomes observed in Figure 7.1 
illustrates the importance of providing the potato farmer with a 
combination of credit, technical assistance, additional lauid, and 
an adequate supply of local hired labor to assist with crop produc­
tion tasks during peak periods. Credit alone can increase income 
by about Q400 on one hectare of laind. Credit and technical assist­
ance increase family income by about Q600 on one hectsire of land. 
One hectare of potato land on a three hectaire fcirm, credit and 
technical assistance increase income by about Ql,200. Three hec­
tares of potato land on a three hectare farm, credit, and technical 
assistance increase income by about 01,700. Three hectares of 
potato land on a three hectare farm, credit, technical assistance 
and an adequate supply of local hired labor increase faunily income 
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by about Ql,950. All of these ingredients are important, but as 
was the case with the non-potato farmer, land is probably most im­
portant, This is again due to the fact that the one hectare farm 
is simply too small to fully employ a family with a total labor 
supply equivalent to 2.1 adult male fazm laborers. 
Before leaving this discussion of income levels which can be 
earned by potato farmers, it is necessary to make some qualifying 
observations. There is potential for some farmers to increase 
their incomes by adopting new potato production technologies aind 
devoting more of their lamd to potatoes. The number of farmers 
who will be able to benefit from these new technologies is, however, 
quite small. Furthermore, the incomes farmers will actually earn 
are considerably overstated here. These results are conditional 
upon input and output price levels remaining at the levels speci­
fied in the model, or increasing in such a proportion that the net 
value of production per hectare remains as it was in 1973. It is 
very unlikely that this will happen because as the Basic Grains Pro­
gram is successful in providing credit and technical assistance to 
small farmers, potato yields will increase auid more land will 
probably be devoted to potato production. The supply of potatoes 
will be increased and this will cause average potato prices to 
decline. In Chapter IV, it was suggested that potato prices which 
had averaged 04.75 per qq between 1966 and 1971 will probably 
decline to around Q3.00 per qq during the next five or six yeaors. 
An average price of Q3.00 per qq would reduce the totsJ. income 
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levels presented in the model considerably. 
The fairly high average potato prices which have prevailed 
in the past can be attributed to the fact that potatoes have tended 
to be a specialty crop grown by only a small percentage of all farm­
ers. The 1964 Agricultural Census (Direccion, 1971) estimated 
that potatoes were grown on only 3,071 hectares as compared with 
corn wdiich was grown on 437,555 hectares. Thus, the land devoted 
to potato production was only about 0.7% of the land devoted to corn 
production in 1964. Similarly, the Census estimated that potatoes 
were grown on 12,878 farms while corn was grown on 320,788 farms. 
This means that only four farmers grew potatoes for every 100 farm­
ers who grew corn. There are three main reasons why potatoes were 
grown by such a small number of farmers and on such a smaill amount 
of land even though they are a very lucrative crop. First, potatoes 
cannot be grown everywhere. To achieve high yields, the farmer must 
have land that is agronomically, altitudinally and climatically 
appropriate for potato production. Second, potatoes require rela­
tively large amounts of working capital, auid many farmers do not 
have enough capital to make it worthwhile to try aoid produce 
potatoes in a technified msmner. Third, potatoes are quite a 
risky crop. Risk from disease or insect damage can be serious and 
risk from price fluctuations is even more serious. In spite of the 
fact that the number of farmers who grow potatoes is quite small, 
production in a given year can be quite high. Thus, although the 
average level of potato prices is quite favorable, potato prices are 
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suI)jo< t to large fluctuations, and this makes potatoes very risky 
for a farmer who does not have enough working capital to be able to 
take a large loss. This combination of a limited amount of appro­
priate land, a shortage of working capital, and high risk has re­
sulted in potatoes being produced by only a small minority of farmers. 
As was pointed out earlier, one of the effects of the Basic 
Grains Program will probably be to increase the supply of potatoes 
which should result in a decline in average potato prices. Thus, 
the income levels estimated by the model for potato farmers should 
be regarded as overestimates because the Basic Grains Program will 
relieve some of the constraints which were responsible in the past 
for there being such a high average potato price. Potatoes do, 
however, hold potential for increasing small farm incomes; vege­
table production holds similar potential. Still, one must realize 
that potatoes and vegetables are not the einswer to the problem of 
raising small faorm incomes because potato aoid vegetable production 
can benefit only a small percentage of the total number of small 
farmers. 
In earlier chapters, it was pointed out that another important 
goal of the Basic Grains Program was to increase employment on the 
small faxm, thereby reducing the level of rural-urban migration. 
Therefore, the extent to which the family is fully employed on the 
farm is probably almost as important as the amount of income earned. 
During the earlier discussions of income levels earned by non-potato 
faormers on one hectare of land, the point was made that one hectare 
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of land is not enough land to fully employ a family with a total 
labor supply equivalent to 2.1 adult male workers. Some of the 
model's main conclusions regarding this question of on-fairm employ­
ment and underemployment have been summarized in Figure 7.3. 
In Figure 7.3, the extent to which the farmer is fully employed 
on the farm has been represented in an inverse fashion by looking 
at the average amount of income the farmer eearns from selling labor 
locally in each resource set. The reader will recall that local 
labor sales activities play two roles in the model. First, they 
provide an alternate eind competing use for the farmer's labor hours. 
This competition forces crop activities to return the farmer at 
least as much income per hour worked as he could earn by selling 
labor locally. If a crop activity cannot do this, it will not be 
included in the optimal solution. Second, local labor sales activi­
ties allow the family to always be fully employed. Any labor which 
is not required for crop production activities or migratory labor 
sales activities is sold locally. The model implicitly assumes 
the family will be fully employed, amd all income estimates gene­
rated by the model axe telling us how much income the family would 
eeurn if it is fully employed. • This assumption was built into the 
model because the study attempts to find the maximum income the 
small farmer can earn, amd also because Manger-Cats (1966) has 
estimated that small faormers are neairly fully employed due to the 
fact that they devote considerable amounts of labor to off-faa:m 
labor sales activities. 
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Figure 7.3. Levels of average labor sale income for 12 different resource sets 
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The order of the resource sets in Figure 7.3 has been altered 
from the order presented in Figures 7,1 and 7.2 in an attempt to 
emphasize the importaoice of farm size as a factor in determining the 
amount of labor that is sold locally. With the exception of this 
one chainge, however. Figure 7.3 is organized in the same way as were 
Figures 7.1 aind 7.2. 
In Resource Sets lA, IB, and 4 of Figure 7.3, we see that 
providing the one hectare non-potato farmer with credit causes an 
average reduction in local labor sales income of approximately Q20. 
This represents a reduction of about 267 hours or 33 days in the 
total aanount of local labor sales. This means that providing the 
farmer with credit allowed him to increase on-faorm employment by 
33 days. In Sets 3A, 3B, and 6, we see that giving a farmer with 
potato land credit will reduce average local labor sales by approxi­
mately Q85 sind hence will increase on-fsirm employment by about 142 
days. Even with credit, however, the family in Group 6 is still 
eairning approximately Q210 from local labor sales which means they 
are selling 350 days labor locally. 
Giving the farmer more land in Sets 7, 11, 13, 10, aind 15 
causes the amount of labor sold locally to decline still more. 
Notice that average local labor sales are significantly higher in 
Sets 7 amd 11 where the family was not allowed to hire local labor 
to assist with crop production during peak labor requirement periods. 
This occurs because labor shortages at certain peak periods cause a 
labor bottleneck which limits the amount of laind that can be devoted 
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to crop production. If the farmer can hire labor to relieve this 
bottleneck, he can increase the amount of laoid he has in crops emd 
hence increase the total number of days he is employed on the fair m 
(reduce the average number of days sold locally). 
It is interesting to note that the farmer in Set 13 is able to 
spend considerably more time working on his own farm than the faormer 
in Set 11 who also has three hectares of land and can hire local 
labor to relieve bottlenecks caused by seasonal labor shortages. 
This occurs because of the complementarity mentioned earlier which 
exists between labor requirements for potato production and labor 
requirements for production of the other traditional crops. 
The results contained in Figure 7.3 can probably best be summa­
rized by one observation. Providing farmers with credit is important 
in allowing them to be more nearly fully employed on their own farms, 
but providing them with larger farms is even more important. Even 
on the three hectare farm in Resource Sets 13 and 15, the farmer 
emd his family are not fully employed in spite of the fact that 
they farm the entire three hectzares and can hire local laborers to 
relieve seasonal labor shortages. The faanner in Set 13 earns about 
Q50 selling labor locally which means he and his family spend about 
83 days a yesir or 12.6% of the family's annual labor supply selling 
labor locally. This is probably an acceptable level for local labor 
sales. The family in Set lA, however, spends about 447 days or 68% 
of its annuail labor supply selling labor locally. This is probably 
not an acceptable level. If feurmers axe to be fully employed or 
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nearly fully employed in traditional agriculture, the typical farm 
size will need to be expaaided to three or more hectares. 
One other question which the model sheds limited light upon is 
the question of the extent to which the Basic Grains Program might 
disrupt the seasonal migration of highland farmers who assist with 
harvest activities on coffee, cotton, and sugar cane farms. The 
results of the present ainalysis indicate that there will be no major 
interruption of this activity. The reason for this is that farms 
at present axe not large enough to fully employ faormers, amd so 
migratory labor sales are likely to continue. If farms were larger, 
the increased yields and incomes which the new technologies will 
make possible could change this. In all solutions generated by the 
model, however, the farmer sells the maximum amount of migratory 
labor allowed (120 days). This occurs for several reasons. For 
solutions in which the fsucmer has only one hectare of Ismd, he has 
ample labor, to allow him to produce crops and migrate the maximum 
amount, and so he migrates. For solutions in which the farmer has 
potato land, his labor shortages come in second quarter and do not 
conflict with migratory activities in third and fourth queirters ; 
consequently, he migrates. For solutions in which the f sir mer is 
allowed to hire local labor to assist with crop production tasks, 
he cam hire local labor at 7,6çi per hour amd earn 11(1 per hour by 
selling migratory labor; therefore, he migrates. The only solution 
in which migratory labor sales aore brought into direct competition 
with crop activities is in Category 3. Resource Set 7 is one of 
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the sets in Category 3 where this competition exists. In Set 7, 
the farmer does migrate the maximum allowed, but he does this be­
cause he has a shortage of valley land. Recall that valley land 
is required for the highest yielding corn, wheat, and milpa activi­
ties. The farmer has enough labor to migrate and produce crops 
on his valley land where he can use the newer technologies. He 
does not, however, have enough labor to also farm all his hilly laind. 
Hilly land, the reader will recall, is not used with the newer high 
yielding technologies. As a result, part of his hilly land is left 
unused in two of the solutions for Set 7, As was mentioned in 
Chapter V when conclusions were presented for non-potato farmers 
in Category 3, the shadow prices on local hired labor indicate that 
the farmer came very close to diverting labor from migratory labor 
sales activities to cropping activities on hilly land. If there 
had been a conflict between migratory labor sales and cropping 
activities on vaJ-ley Ismds, the farmer would have curtailed his 
migratory labor sales, but as it was, he migrated the full 120 
days allowed by the model. 
Suggestions for Further Reseaorch 
This section has been divided into two peirts. The first 
part deals with extensions of the present analysis and is essen-
tiailly a series of additional questions or lines of study which 
could be analyzed using this model and this data. The second psjrt 
identifies: (1) several types of basic data that would be very 
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useful but which axe presently unavailable; and (2) some general 
areas for future research. 
Extensions of the present analysis 
In this study, a profit maximizing objective function has 
been used to investigate the potential level of income a small 
farmer could earn if he were given credit and technical assistance. 
While the profit maximizing assumption was appropriate for the pur­
poses of this study, one may question how realistic it is. Are small 
farmers primarily interested in maximizing profits, or is some other 
objective more important than profit maximization? An alternate ob­
jective function which is often suggested for small farmers is risk 
minimization. To the extent that small farmers engage in subsistence 
agriculture, it seems reasonable to assume that risk minimization 
is at least as important as profit maximization. Since small farmers 
in Guatemala aire engaged in a type of agriculture which is not purely 
subsistence or commercial! agriculture, it seems worthwhile to try 
and incorporate the goals of both profit maximization amd risk mini­
mization into the LP model. This could be done by including activi­
ties for home consumption of corn and beans in the model, because 
corn auid beans aire staples for most small faucmers. Consumption 
activities would be constrained to ensure that the farmer is produc­
ing and consuming a given minimum amount of corn and beans. Crops 
consumed at home would be valued at market prices to guairantee that 
they are counted as part of the fairmer's total income. Inclusion of 
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this minimum consumption constraint would limit the farmer's choices 
of production activities, because he could not choose a set of pro­
duction activities that did not include minimum production levels 
for corn and beans. It would be interesting to see how this con­
straint would alter the levels of crops produced, incomes eaarned and 
hours required for on-farm employment when compared with the solu­
tions examined in the present analysis. 
A second, but related, area for further research concerns the 
amount of credit the small farmer is willing to borrow. In this 
study, it was assumed that the farmer would borrow working capital 
as long as such borrowing allowed him to increase his net revenue, 
i.e., so long as the return from using an additional Quetzal of 
working capital exceeded the cost of borrowing it. If feirmers core 
risk minimizers, however, they may not be willing to borrow this 
much working capitaJL. They might instead borrow only up to a point 
where return from using working capital exceeded the cost of borrow­
ing by an arbitrary amount, perhaps 15çi per dollar borrowed. This 
15çi would represent a margin of safety to the small farmer. Studies 
have shown that some farmers in the United States have at times been 
reluctant to borrow working capital to the point where the shadow 
price on working capital, falls to zero. Given the normal uncertainty 
associated with anything new, small Guatemalan fsirmers may be willing 
to adopt new technologies and borrow working capital needed for these 
new technologies, but they may be hesitant to borrow as much as 
lending agencies allow or as much as they would need to actually 
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maximize profits. The effect of this hesitancy could be investi­
gated by pairameter izing the amount of working capital lending 
authorities axe willing to lend and noting shadow prices on working 
capital for each amount. When the shadow price on working capital 
falls to 15(1 (or some other arbitrary limit), the farmer*s level 
of income, composition of crops produced amd employment levels could 
be noted auid contrasted against the level of these same variables 
when the shadow price falls to zero. One could also note the level 
of total income the farmer earns with each increment in working 
capitaJ. as am estimate of the amount of working capital needed to 
earn a given level of totaJL income. 
A third area to be explored is the importance of labor sales 
versus cropping activities. In the present analysis, local labor 
sales were virtually unlimited throughout Categories 1, 2, 3, and 
4. Migratory labor sales were allowed in quite ample amounts and 
fair mer s migrated for a total of 120 days in every solution. This 
is not very realistic, because most farmers do not migrate 120 
days, some do not migrate at all, and very few actuailly have the 
option of selling all their labor locally. A mere realistic limit 
for locad. labor sales might be 25% of the family's total labor 
supply. This would allow the farmer to sell some labor to larger 
landowners who need assistance with cropping tasks aind would also 
provide a means of accounting for any other economic activities 
the farmer or the family engage in (such as marketing or firewood 
gathering) which are essentially alternate forms of local employment. 
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The effect of constraining the level of local labor sales was 
considered briefly in Solutions 55-63 of Appendix A, but it would 
be worthwhile to broaden this analysis to get a better idea of 
how the small farmer's position would be altered if he were con­
strained from selling migratory labor and allowed to sell only a 
limited amount of local labor. 
A fourth extension would be to include demand constraints in 
the typical small farm model. A typical small faorm model is not, 
of course, an appropriate framework for analyzing demaoid constraints. 
Ideally, a national LP model would be constructed for this type of 
analysis. The national model would include farms of aJ.1 sizes and 
a large number of different crops utilizing a variety of different 
technologies. With such a model, one could attain a much more 
reliable estimate of the supply response which would result from 
introduction of new technologies into a given area, or on a certain 
size of farm. If information on price elasticities for the various 
crops were also included in the model, one could estimate the effects 
of introducing supply increasing technologies on: faxm incomes; 
employment; total production; aind on prices of individual basic 
grains. Unfortunately, the existing data base is not adequate for 
constructing a national LP model, and there are no estimâtes of 
price elasticities. Consequently, it appears as though demand 
constraints must either be ignored or allowed for in some airtificial 
manner. Neither of these alternatives is desirable, but of the two, 
it might be less undesirable to aortificially allow for demand 
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constraints than to ignore them. This could be accomplished by 
calculating the percent of land devoted to corn, milpa, wheat and 
potatoes in the nine highland departments. These percentages could 
be normalized to provide estimates of the average amounts of land 
dedicated to each crop on the typical small farm. Production con­
straints might then be built into the typical farm model specifying 
that the amount of lamd devoted to each crop could not deviate from 
the average percentage by an arbitrary amount—perhaps 20%. In this 
way, the mix of crops estimated by the model would be closer to the 
mix of crops found on a typical small farm, and the model would 
avoid solutions in Wbich only potatoes or only corn alone would be 
grown. 
Areas for additional research 
A considerable amount of work remains to be done in the area 
of data collection. One of the most important types of data needed 
is a semi-detailed soil survey. At present, the only available 
data on soil types and characteristics is a soil reconnaissance 
study made by Simmons, Tarano emd Pinto (Simmons et al., 1958). 
This study identified major soil types, described their characteris­
tics and made an approximate mapping of these soil types. This is 
a fine piece of work, but a semi-detailed soil map which would build 
upon earlier work is badly needed. At present, no one really knows 
how many hectares of each soil type exist in a given munieipio, 
department, or in the entire country. 
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Dr. James Walker of the International Soil Testing Project 
has used the existing soil classification system to group similar 
soil types into "agricultural quality classes." If a semi-detailed 
soil survey amd soil map were made, fairly accurate estimates of the 
amount of land in each soil type éind, hence, in each "agricultural 
quality class" would become available. Such information would be 
valuable for future agricultural plainning. Indeed, it is difficult 
to do any real plaoining without it, because at present the planner 
does not have a very precise estimate of the amounts and kinds of 
land comprising the resource base he is working from, 
A second area in which basic research needs to be done is in 
estimating the yield response of new technologies on different types 
(agricultural quality classes) of soil. Ideally, technology demon­
stration plots on different soil types could be conducted at the 
same time a semi-detailed soil map was being constructed so that 
the two studies would become available more or less simultaneously. 
This information is importemt for two reasons. First, without 
knowing the expected yield that a given technological package will 
produce on good, average and poor soils, it is very difficult to 
estimate either the farm level income effect or the regional supply 
effect of agricultural development programs. Consequently, the 
policymaker is left in the uncomfortable position of either doing 
nothing (although he suspects something needs to be done) or of 
initiating a program without knowing what will be the likely effects 
of this program on key target variables such as total production. 
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faorm incomes, and so on. Second, if it turns out that present 
technologies axe not capable of achieving acceptable yields on 
poorer quality soils, then a research program needs to be initiated 
to discover a technological package which will achieve higher yields, 
particulaxly for milpa, on hilly poorer lands. This is essential, 
because one of the most importaint goals of the Basic Grains Program 
was to increase yields to enable small farmers to maintain their 
subsistence standard of living on fairly small plots of land. It 
was hoped that introduction of more labor smd capital intensive 
production techniques would cause employment, production and income 
to be increased or at least to remain constant so that rural-urbain 
migration would be reduced. In this respect, the Basic Grains Pro­
gram can be depicted as a holding action designed to temporarily 
alleviate certain conditions and thereby give the Government time 
to undertake birth control, educational and employment creation pro­
grams which are needed if the small farm population is to enter the 
main stream of Guatemalan economic life. If existing technologies 
Ccinnot do a satisfactory job of increasing milpa production on poorer 
lands, the Basic Grains Program will not be successful in performing 
this holding action, and, consequently, additional research will be 
needed to find a technological package which will increase milpa 
production on poorer lands. 
Another importsmt airea in which research is needed is the col­
lection of information on demand for basic grains. Some estimates 
have been made for income elasticities of basic food groups, but 
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there is no information on price elasticities. This information 
is always difficult to obtain, but it would be very useful and 
1 
valuable once it was collected. 
One last axea in which research needs to be undertaken is the 
identification of areas in which employment can be increased. One 
of the most important conclusions of this study has been that the 
small one hectare farmer is essentially a marginal farmer and 
eventually will have to leave agriculture. Large numbers of families 
Eire in this "marginal farmer" group, and they will all need jobs. To 
provide these jobs, it will be necessary: (1) to identify rural (or 
at least non-Guatemala City) industries that are producing and viiich 
have the potential to expand; (2) to determine the major constraints 
impeding development of these industries; and (3) to create institu­
tions and policies to remove existing constraints and facilitate 
the growth of small industry. This will not be am easy task, but 
it is a very importemt one if the small farm population is to enter 
the mainstream of Guatemalan economic life. 
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APPENDIX A; LINEAR PROGRAMMING SOLUTIONS 
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Table Al. Optimal solutions under resource set lA of 
Category 1^ 
Variable^ 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLO 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Optimal solution 
number 1 2 3 
Total income 443.47 467.69 492.07 
Crop income 106.26 71.99 109.72 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 93.20 93.20 
Local labor 
sale income. 244.01 302.49 289.15 
Total labor 
hours hired 0 0 0 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 1173 393 570 
Ha. of corn alone, 
V, 4 0.1314 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 0.3323 
Ha. of wheat, HV, 2 0.2617 
Ha. of milpa, V, 3 0.3686 
Ha. of milpa, V, 2 0.1677 
Ha. of milpa, V, 1 0.4215 
^Semi-variable resources are fixed at the levels: Q50 savings; 
a low level of vegetable knowledge; zero ha of potato laind. The 
semi-fixed resources are: 1 ha of crop land; nc credit; 10 hired 
laborers available. 
^The letters H and V following the hectaures of crops produced 
refer to whether the activity is carried out on hilly land, valley 
land, or a combination of hilly and valley land. The numbers 1, 2, 
3, 4 describe the relative amount of working capital required to 
carry on the activity. In this table and in all subsequent tables, 
crop production activities are identified according to the following 
code: H = hilly land; V = valley Ismd; HV = a combination of hilly 
and valley land; 1 = very little working capital; 2 = an intermediate 
amount of working capital; 3 = a high amount of working capital; 
4 = a very high amount of working capital. 
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Table Al. (continued) 
Crop Crop Crop 
Vaariable knowledge knowledge knowledge 
level ILO level TLl level TL2 
Ha. of milpa, 
H, 2 0.3168 
Shadow price on 
potato IsmdC 604.44 499.38 298.96 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge*^ 57.30 49.55 38.38 
Shadow price on 
savings® 0.19 0.44 0.86 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land^ 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly land^ 6.02 0 O 
Shadow price on 
valley land^ 11.38 41.02 47.96 
Labor hours sold 
locally 3253 4033 3856 
^Shadow price units in Appendix A for: potato land, vegetable 
, hilly land, aind valley land are Quetzales per hectare. 
^Shadow price units in Appendix A for vegetable knowledge are 
Quetzales per high level of vegetable knowledge, i.e., if the farm­
er had eïiOagîï "high level vegetable knowledge" to grow another 
cuerda of vegetables, his income would be increased by this amount. 
^Shadow price units in Appendix A for savings sire Quetzales 
per Zuetzal of savings. 
land 
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Table A2, Optimal solutions under resource set IB of 
Category 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLO 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Optimal solution 
number 4 
Total income 447.81 
Crop income 88.63 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 
Local labor 
sale income 265.98 
Total labor 
hours hired 0 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 880 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 
Ha. of wheat, HV, 2 
Ha. of com alone, 
V, 4 
Ha. of milpa, V, 1 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 
Shadow price on 
potato land 721.40 
0.7143 
0.2857 
5 
480,91 
128.73 
93.20 
258.98 
0.5000 
488.28 
6 
524.73 
181.02 
93.20 
250.50 
973 1087 
0.5000 
0.5000 
0.5000 
801.15 
Semi-variable resources aire fixed at the levels: 0150 sav­
ings; a low level of vegetable knowledge; zero ha of potato land. 
The semi-fixed resources are: 1 ha of crop land; no credit, and 
10 hired laborers available. 
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Table A2. (continued) 
Crop Crop Crop 
Vaoriable knowledge knowledge knowledge 
level TLO level TLl level TL2 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 62.13 58.64 54.81 
Shadow price on 
savings 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 30.02 16.32 16.32 
Shadow price on 
valley land 15.29 95.19 182.83 
Labor hours sold 
locally 3546 3453 3341 
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Table A3, Optimal solutions under resource set 2A of 
Category 1^ 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Optimal solution 
number 7 8 9 
Total income 486.17 497.14 506.10 
Crop income 73.23 120.76 88.39 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 93.20 93.20 
Local labor sale 
income 319.75 283.18 324.51 
Total labor hours 
hired 0 0 0 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 163 649 99 
Ha. of potatoes, V, 4 0.0691 
Ha, of potatoes, 
HV, 3 0.0170 
Ha. of potatoes, 
HV; ? 0,1133 
Ha. of milpa, V, 3 0.4905 
Shadow price on 
potato Icuid 0 0 0 
^Semi-vaariable resources axe fixed at the levels: Q50 sav­
ings; a low level of vegetable knowledge, and one hectaire of potato 
Ismd. Semi-fixed vaxiables ares 1 ha of crop land; no credit; 
10 hired laborers available. 
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Table A3, (continued) 
Vaoriable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 31,07 
Shadow price on 
savings 1.22 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 0 
Shadow price on 
valley Ictnd 0 
Labor hours sold 
locally 4263 
27.14 
1.36 
8.21 
20.71 
1.62 
3777 4326 
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Table A4. Optimal solutions under resource set 2B of 
Category 
Crop Crop Crop 
Variable knowledge knowledge knowledge 
level TLl level TL2 level TL3 
Optimal solution 
number 10 11 12 
Total income 608.22 632.92 668.00 
Crop income 219.69 265.57 265.57 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 93.20 93.20 
Local labor 
sale income 295.34 274.15 309.63 
Total labor 
hours hired O 0 0 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 488 770 298 
Ha. of potatoes, 
V, 4 0.2072 
Ha, of potatoes, 
HV, 3 0.1839 
Ha, of potatoes, 
HV, 2 0.3400 
Ha. of milpa, V, 3 0.3970 
Shadow price on 
potato land 0 0 0 
^Semi-variable resources are fixed at the levels: 0150 sav­
ings; a low level of vegetable knowledge; one hectare of potato 
laind. Semi-fixed resources axe: 1 ha of crop land; no credit; 
10 hired laborers available. 
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Table A4. (continued) 
Vairiàble 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 31.07 27.14 20.71 
Shadow price 
on savings 1.22 1.36 1.62 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
valley land 0 8.21 0 
Labor hours 
sold locally 3938 3656 4128 
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Table A5, Optimal solutions under resource set 3A of 
Category 1^ 
Crop Crop Crop 
Variable knowledge knowledge knowledge 
level TLl level TL2 level TL3 
Optimal 
solution number 13 14 15 
Total income 517.24 523.01 526.81 
Crop income 119.85 148.59 127.13 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 93.20 93.20 
Local labor 
sale income 304.19 281.22 306.48 
Total labor hours 
hired 0 0 0 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 370 676 340 
Ha. of green onions 0.0437 0.0437 0.0437 
Ha. of potatoes, V, 4 0.0332 
Ha. of potatoes, 
HV, 2 0.0544 
Ha. of milpa, V, 3 0.3013 
Shadow price on 
potato laind 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 31.07 24.82 20.71 
^Semi-variable resources are fixed at the levels; Q50 sav­
ings; a high level of vegetable knowledge; 1 ha of potato land. 
Semi-fixed resources acre; 1 ha of crop lemd; no credit; 10 hired 
laborers available. 
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Table AS. (continued) 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Shadow price 
on savings 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 
Shadow price on 
valley land 
1.22 1.46 1.62 
Labor hours 
sold locally 4056 3750 4086 
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Table A6. Optimal solutions under resource set 3B of 
Category 1^ 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Optimal solution 
number 16 17 18 
Total income 639.29 . 660.06 688.71 
Crop income 266.31 308.39 303.91 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 93.20 93.20 
Local . 
sale 
Labor 
income 279.78 258.47 291.60 
Total labor 
hours hired 0 0 0 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 695 537 538 
Ha. of green onions 0.0437 0.0437 0.0437 
Ha. of potatoes. V, 4 0.1713 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 3 0.1463 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 2 0.2810 
Ha. of milpa, V, 3 0.3744 
Shadow price on 
potato land 
Semi-variable resources are fixed at the levels; Q150 sav­
ings; a higher level of vegetable knowledge; one hectare of potato 
land. Semi-fixed resources axe: 1 ha of crop land, no credit; 
10 hired laborers available. 
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Table A6. (continued) 
Vairiable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 31.07 27.14 0 
Shadow price on 
savings 1.22 1.36 1.62 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 0 0 473.82 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
valley land 0 8.21 0 
Labor hours 
sold locally 3731 3446 3888 
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Table A7. OptimaJ. solutions under resource set 4, 
Category 2^ 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLO 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Optimal solution 
number 
Total income 
Crop income 
Migratory labor 
sale income 
Local labor 
sale income 
Total labor 
hours hired 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 
Ha. of wheat, HV, 2 
Ha. of corn alone, 
V, 4 
Ha. of milpa, V, 1 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 
19 
446.68 
87.50 
93.20 
265.98 
880 
0.7143 
0.2857 
20 
478.99 
126.82 
93.20 
258.98 
973 
0.500 
21 
521.96 
93.20 
250.50 
1087 
0.500 
0.500 
0.500 
^Semi-variable resources aore fixed at the levels: zero 
hectsares of potato land and a low level of vegetable knowledge. 
Semi-fixed resources are: 1 ha of crop land; Government credit; 
Q50 savings; 10 hired laborers available. 
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Table A7. (continued) 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLO 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Shadow price on 
potato land 667.19 704.55 742.36 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 60.88 57.61 53.85 
Shadow price 
on savings .05 .05 .05 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 23.78 13.64 13.64 
Shadow price on 
valley Ismd 14.28 89.04 174.98 
Labor hours 
sold locally 3546 3453 3341 
Total amount of 
borrowed capitail 22.56 38.27 55.31 
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Table A8. Optimal solutions under resource set 5, 
Category 2^ 
Crop Crop Crop 
Variable knowledge knowledge knowledge 
level TLl level TL2 level TL3 
Optimsul solution 
number 22 23 24 
Total : income 891.61 1098.63 1120.72 
Crop income 565.90 777.59 802.76 
Migratory labor 
saLLe income 93.20 93.20 93.20 
Local labor 
sale income 232.52 227.86 224.76 
Total labor 
hours hired 0 0 0 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 1326 1387 1430 
Ha. of potatoes, V, 4 0.1755 
Ha= of potatoes, HV, 3 0.7768 0.5794 
Ha. of potatoes. HV, 2 0.8772 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 0.1228 
0 
i corn alone, V, 4 0.0650 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 0.1582 0.2451 
Shadow price on 
potato land 0 0 0 
^Seiai-variable resources are fixed at the levels 1 ha of 
potato laind and a low level of vegetable knowledge. Semi-fixed 
resources sire: 1 ha of crop Isind; Government credit; Q50 savings; 
10 hired laborers available. 
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Table A8. (continued) 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 60.89 
Shadow price 
on savings 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 
Shadow price on 
valley land 
Labor hours 
sold locally 
Total amount of 
borrowed capitadL 
0.05 
764.11 
14.28 
3100 
352.14 
53.85 
1.20 
13.64 
174.98 
3039 
468.68 
39.00 
0.91 
13.64 
514.98 
2996 
463.12 
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Table A9. Optimal, solutions under resource set 6, 
Category 2& 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Optimal solution 
number 25 26 27 
Total income 949.22 1145.16 1154.27 
Crop income 643.64 843.20 853.60 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 93.20 93.20 
Local labor 
sale income 212.38 208.75 207.47 
Total labor 
hours hired 0 0 0 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 1595 1642 1659 
Ha. of green onions 0.0437 0.0437 0.0437 
Ha. of potatoes, V, 4 0.0724 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 3 0.7669 0.6855 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 2 0.8772 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 0.0791 
Ha. of corn alone, V, 4 0.0268 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 0.1626 0,1984 
^Semi-Vciriable resources are fixed at the levels 1 ha of 
potato land and a high level of vegetable knowledge. Semi-fixed 
resources axe: 1 ha of crop land; Government credit; Q50 sav­
ings; 10 hired laborers available. 
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Table A9. (continued) 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLX 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Shadow price on 
potato laoid 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 57.61 23.87 16.70 
Shadow price 
on savings 0.05 1.20 0.91 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly laind 838.88 13.64 13.64 
Shadow price on 
valley land 89.04 174.98 514.98 
Labor hours 
sold locally 2831 2784 2767 
Total amount of 
borrowed capital 372.77 482.57 480.27 
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Table AlO. Optimal solutions under resource set 7, Category 3^ 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLO 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Optimal solution 
number 
Total income 
Crop income 
Migratory labor 
sale income 
Local labor 
sale income 
Highest shadow price 
aind quairter it 
occurs for labor 
hours hired 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 
Ha. of wheat, HV, 2 
Ha. of corn alone, V, 4 
Ha. of corn alone, V, 2 
Ha. of milpa, V, 1 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 
28 
482.12 
216.92 
93.20 
172.00 
0.023 
4th Or. 
2132 
2.1429 
0.8549 
0.0022 
29 
573.37 
302.82 
93.20 
177.35 
0.026 
4th Qr. 
2062 
1.5000 
30 
698.09 
420.59 
93.20 
184.30 
0.026 
4th Qr. 
1968 
1.5000 
0.8909 0.5843 
Semi-vaariable resources are fixed at the levels zero hec­
tares of potato land, and a low level of vegetable knowledge. 
Semi-fixed resources are: 3 ha of crop land; Government credit ; 
050 savings; O hired laborers available. 
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Table AlO. (continued) 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLO 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Shadow price on 
potato land 674,36 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 61,34 
Shadow price on 
savings 0.05 
Shadow price on 
vegetable lamd 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly lamd 18.39 
Shadow price on 
valley land 3.70 
Labor hours sold 
locally 2294 
Total amount of 
borrowed capital 185.09 
717.67 
57.95 
0.05 
81.30 
2364 
182.19 
754.26 
54.31 
0.05 
164.45 
2458 
216.89 
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Table All. Optimal solutions under resource set 8, Category 3^ 
Crop Crop Crop 
Vaoriable knowledge knowledge knowledge 
level TLl level TL2 level TL3 
Optimal solution 
number 31 32 33 
Total income 1052.07 1452.34 1669.11 
Crop income 876.00 1296.10 1522.04 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 93.20 93.20 
Local labor 
sale income 82.87 63.04 53.88 
Highest shadow price 
and quarter it occurs 
for labor hours hired 
0 
All 
quarters 
0.026 
4th Or. 
0.036 
2nd Or 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 3322 3586 3707 
Ha. of potatoes, V, 4 1.0000 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 3 1.0000 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 2 1.0000 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 1.0700 
Ha. of corn aJLone, V, 4 0.9400 0.5000 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 0.9300 1.0166 1.3420 
Semi-vairiable resources axe fixed at the levels 1 hectare 
of potato lemd and a low level of vegetable knowledge. Semi-fixed 
resources are: 3 ha of crop laind; Government credit, Q50 savings ; 
O hired laborers available. 
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Table All, (continued) 
'ariable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Shadow price on 
potato land 470.39 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 57.61 
Shadow price on 
savings 0e05 
Shadow price on 
vegetable laind 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 13.64 
Shadow price on 
valley land 89.04 
Labor hours sold 
locally 1104 
Total amount of 
borrowed capitsil 572 . 63 
754.26 
54.31 
0.05 
164.45 
840 
795.74 
942.25 
47.82 
0.05 
166.32 
719 
824.22 
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Table A12. Optimal solutions under resource set 9, Category 3^ 
Crop Crop Crop 
Variable knowledge knowledge knowledge 
level TLl level TL2 level TL3 
Optimal solution 
number 34 35 36 
Total income 1107.06 1500.80 1716.93 
Crop income 930.91 1322.15 1542.57 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 93.20 93.20 
Local . 
sale 
Labor 
income 82.96 85.44 81.17 
Highest shadow price 
and quarter it 
occurs for labor 
hours hired 
0.036 
2nd Qr. 
0.036 
2nd Qr. 
0.036 
2nd Qr. 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 3321 3287 3344 
Ha. of green onions 0.0437 0.0437 0.0437 
Ha. of potatoes, V, 4 1.0000 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 3 1.0000 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 2 1.0000 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 1.0263 
Ha. of corn alone, V, 4 0.8963 0.4563 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 0.7384 0.6208 0.9000 
^Semi-variable resources are fixed at the levels 1 hectare of 
potato lamd and a high level of vegetable knovfledge. Semi-fixed 
resources are; 3 ha of crop land; Government, credit; Q50 savings; 
0 hired laborers available. 
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Table A12. (continued) 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Shadow price on 
potato land 453.64 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 51,46 
Shadow price 
on savings 0.05 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly laind 0 
Shadow price on 
valley land 83,05 
Labor hours 
sold locally 1105 
Total amount of 
borrowed capital 582.99 
726,11 
47.82 
0.05 
0 
166.32 
1139 
793.68 
942.25 
47.82 
0.05 
166.32 
1082 
819.68 
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Table A13. OptimstL solutions under resource set 10, Category 3^ 
Crop Crop Crop 
Vsiriable knowledge knowledge knowledge 
level TLl level TL2 level TL3 
Optimal solution 
number 37 38 39 
Total income 1375.55 1981.04 2291.51 
Crop income 1148.08 1753.56 2064.04 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 93.20 93.20 
Local labor 
sale income 134.28 134.28 134.28 
Highest shadow price 
and quarter it 0.713 1.17 0.66 
occurs for labor 
hours hired 2nd Qr. 2nd Qr. 2nd Qr. 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 2636 2636 2636 
Ha. of potatoes, V, 4 1.0731 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 3 1.8354 0.7623 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 2 1.8354 
Shadow price on 
potato land 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 0 0 0 
^Semi-variable resources are fixed at the levels 3 hectaures 
of potato land and a high level of vegetable knowledge. Semi-fixed 
resources are: 3 ha of crop leind; Government credit; Q50 savings; 
0 hired laborers available. 
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Table A13. (continued) 
Crop Crop Crop 
Variable knowledge knowledge knowledge 
level TLl level TL2 level TL3 
Shadow price 
on savings 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 
Shadow price on 
valley Ismd 
Labor hours sold 
locally 
Total amount of 
borrowed capital 
0.05 0.05 0.05 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 657.54 
1790 1790 1790 
759.84 1131.38 1217.39 
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Table A14. Optimal solutions under resource set 11, Category ^  
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLO 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Optimal solution 
number 40 
Total income 484.63 
Crop income 249.31 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 
Local labor sale 
income 142,13 
Total labor 
hours hired 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 2531 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 
Ha. of wheat, HV, 2 2.1429 
Ha. of corn alone, V, 4 
Ha. of milpa, V, 1 0.8571 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 
Shadow price on 
potato land 667.48 
41 
581.38 
352.12 
93.20 
136.05 
42 
703.76 
455.52 
93.20 
155.04 
108, 4th Qr. 307, 4th Qr. 217, 4th Qr. 
2612 2358 
1.5000 
1.5000 
705.03 
1.5000 
1.0159 
770.16 
^Semi-variable resources are fixed at the levels zero hectares 
of potato land and a low level of vegetable knowledge. Semi-fixed 
resources are: 3 ha of crop land; Government credit; Q50 savings; 
10 hired laborers available. 
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Table A14. (continued) 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLO 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 60.90 
Shadow price on 
savings 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 
Shadow price on 
valley land 
Labor hours sold 
locally 
Total amount of 
borrowed capital 
0.05 
23.56 
13.84 
1895 
167.67 
57.62 
0.05 
13.14 
88.76 
1814 
214.81 
55.55 
0.30 
136.06 
2068 
240.00 
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Table A15. Optimal solutions under resource set 12, Category 4' 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Optimal solution 
number 43 
Total income 1052.07 
Crop income 876.00 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93^20 
Local labor 
sale income 82.87 
Total labor 
hours hired 0 
Total hours used on 
44 
1453,91 
1299.62 
93.20 
60.09 
45 
1671.14 
1530.99 
93.20 
46.95 
22, 4th Or. 73, 4th Qr. 
& 58, 2nd Qr. 
crop activities 3322 3625 3800 
Ha. of potatoes, V, 4 1.0000 
Ha= of potatoes, HV, 3 1.0000 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 2 1.0000 
Ha. of vdieat, V, 3 1.0700 
Ha. of corn alone, V, 4 0.9400 0.5000 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 0.9300 1.0600 1.5000 
Semi-variable resources axe fixed at the levels one hectare 
of potato land and a low level of vegetable knowledge. Semi-fixed 
resources are: 3 ha of crop land; Government credit; Q50 savings; 
10 hired laborers available. 
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Table À15. (continued) 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Shadow price on 
potato land 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 
Shadow price 
on savings 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 
Shadow price on 
hilly lamd 
Shadow price on 
valley lamd 
Labor hours sold 
locally 
Total amount of 
borrowed capital 
470.39 
57.61 
13.64 
89.04 
1104 
572.63 
742.80 
53.87 
0.05 
13.14 
174.59 
801 
798.07 
53.71 
0.05 
12.78 
174.36 
626 
832.68 
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Table A16. Optimal solutions under resource set 13, Category 4' 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Optimal solution 
number 
Total income 
Crop income 
Migratory labor 
sale income 
Local labor sale 
income 
Total labor hours 
hired 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 
Ha. of green onions 
Ha« of potatoes, V, 4 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 3 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 2 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 
Ha. of corn alone, V, 4 
Ha, of milpa, H, 2 
46 
1109.61 
948.45 
93.20 
67.96 
70, 2nd Qr, 
3520 
0.0437 
1.0000 
1.0263 
0.9300 
47 
1506.63 
1362.01 
93.20 
51.41 
48 
1724.85 
1593.30 
93.20 
38.35 
160, 2nd Qr. 218, 2nd Qr, 
5, 4th Qr. 56, 4th Qr. 
3741 
0.0437 
1.0000 
3915 
0.0437 
1.0000 
0.8963 
1.0600 
0.4563 
1.5000 
Semi-veariable resources aire fixed at the levels one hectare 
of potato land and a high level of vegetable knowledge. Semi-fixed 
resources are: 3 ha of crop land; Government credit; Q50 savings; 
10 hired laborers available. 
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Table A16. (continued) 
Crop Crop Crop 
Vairiable knowledge knowledge knowledge 
level TLl level TL2 level TL3 
Shadow price on 
potato land 469.94 742,36 960.59 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 57.44 53.71 53.71 
Shadow price on 
savings 0=05 0.05 0.05 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 13.28 12.78 12.78 
Shadow price on 
valley land 88.88 174.36 174.36 
Labor hours sold 
locally 906 685 511 
Total amount of 
borrowed capital 593.25 817.21 851.82 
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Table A17. Optimal solutions under resource set 14, Category 4^ 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Optimal solution 
number 49 50 51 
Total income 1818.62 2324.63 2420.50 
Crop income 1623.14 2160.31 2270.15 
Migratory labor sale 
income 93.20 93.20 93.20 
Local labor 
sale income 102.30 71.11 57.15 
Total labor 
hours hired 635, 2nd 
281, 1st 
Or. 
Qr. 
508, 2nd 
117, 1st 
Qr. 
Qr. 
512, 2nd 
106, 1st 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 3062 3478 3664 
Ha. of potatoes, V, 4 0.7615 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 3 2.1751 1.3187 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 2 2.6316 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 0.3684 
Ha. of corn alone, V, 4 0.2820 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 0.5429 0.9198 
Shadow price on 
potato land 0 0 0 
Semi-variable resources are fixed at the levels three hectares 
of potato land smd a low level of vegetable knowledge. Semi-fixed 
resources aire: 3 ha of crop land; Government credit; Q50 savings; 
10 hired laborers available. 
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Table A17. (continued) 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL3 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 62® 65 56.27 41.42 
Shadow price 
on savings 0.05 1.20 0.91 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 776.79 13.07 13.07 
Shadow price on 
valley land 28.83 174.63 514.66 
Labor hours 
sold locally 1364 948 762 
Total amount of 
borrowed capital 1156.44 1423.37 1399.26 
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Table A18. Optimal solutions under resource set 15, Category 4' 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TL2 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLB 
Optimal solution 
number 
Total income 
Crop income 
Migratory labor 
sale income 
Local labor 
sale income 
Total labor 
hours hired 
Total hours used on 
- crop activities 
52 
1876,05 
1686.98 
93.20 
95.89 
799, 2nd Qr. 
300, 1st Qr. 
53 
2378.30 
2219.95 
93.20 
65.14 
669, 2nd Qr-
135, 1st Qr. 
54 
2459.32 
2312.77 
93.20 
53.34 
672, 2nd Qr. 
126, 1st Qr. 
3148 3557 3715 
Ha. of green onions 0.0437 0.0437 0.0437 
Ha. of potatoes, V, 4 0.6435 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 3 2.1750 1.4514 
Ha. of potatoes, HV, 2 2.6316 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 0.3247 
Ha. of corn alone, V, 4 0.2383 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 0.5430 0.8614 
^Semi-veuciable resources aire fixed at the levels 3 hectares 
of potato leind and a high level of vegetable knowledge. Semi-fixed 
resources are: 3 ha of crop land; Government credit; Q50 savings: 
10 hired laborers available. 
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Table A18. (continued) 
Crop Crop Crop 
Variable knowledge knowledge knowledge 
level TLl level TL2 level TL3 
Shadow price on 
potato lamd 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 57.43 53.67 38.82 
Shadow price 
on savings 0.05 1.20 0.91 
Shadow price on 
vegetable lamd 0 0 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 836.75 13.07 13.07 
Shadow price on 
valley land 88.79 174.63 514.66 
Labor hours 
sold locally 1278 869 711 
Total amount of 
borrowed capital 1177.06 1442.50 1422.13 
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Table A19. Optimal solutions under resource set 16^ 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLO 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Optimal solution 
number 55 56 57 
Total income 314.72 335.03 339.35 
Crop income 115.66 136.79 141.12 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 93.20 93.20 
Local labor 
sale income 105.87 105.04 105.04 
Total labor hours 
hired 0 0 0 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 1444 1344 1344 
Ha. of late beets 0.0254 
Ha. of milpa, V, 2 0.5000 0.5000 
Ha. of milpa, V, 1 0.4746 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 0.5000 0.3692 0.5000 
Ha. of milpa, H, 1 0.1308 
Shadow price on 
potato laind 771.67 189.58 770.27 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 81.82 52.46 77.92 
Resource levels are held constant at: 1 ha of crop land; 
0 ha of potato lemd; 10 hired laborers available; a low level of 
vegetable knowledge; and Q50 savings. The amount of local labor 
sales is restricted in these solutions. 
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Table A19. (continued) 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLO 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Shadow price 
on savings 0.002 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land O 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 84.00 
Shadow price on 
valley laund 78.32 
Labor hours 
sold locally 353 
Total amount of 0.00 
borrowed capital 
1,13 
23.71 
66.65 
350 
No credit 
0.05 
81.44 
125.36 
350 
4.02 
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Table A20. Optimal solutions under resource set 16^ 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLO 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Optimal solution 
number 58 59 
Total income 445.65 504.66 
Crop income 290.23 363.36 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 93.20 
Local labor sale income 62.22 48.10 
Total labor hours hired 376 436 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 3142 3273 
Ha. of wheat, HV, 2 0.7852 
Ha. of milpa, V, 2 1.5000 
Ha. of milpa, V, 1 1.2645 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 0.9503 1.2751 
Shadow price on 
potato Ismd 1266.81 1867.46 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 74.57 47.50 
Shadow price 
on savings 0.012 0.58 
Resource levels are held constant at: 3 ha of crop land; 
0 ha of potato land; 10 hired laborers available; a low level of 
vegetable knowledge; Q150 savings; and no access to credit. Locad. 
labor sales are restricted in these solutions. 
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Table Â20. (continued) 
Crop Crop 
Variable knowledge knowledge 
level TLO level TLl 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 0 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 57.63 0 
Shadow price on 
valley land 53.20 43.82 
Labor hours sold 
locally 830 641 
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Table A21. Optimal solutions under resource set 16^ 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLO 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Optimal solution 
number 60 61 
Total income 441.10 523.18 
Crop income 292.55 355.58 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 93.20 
Local labor sale 
income 55.35 74.40 
Total labor 
hours hired 430 337 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 3325 3071 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 1.3000 
Ha. of wheat, HV, 2 .5085 
Ha. of milpa, V, 2 .2000 
Ha. of milpa, V, 1 1.3475 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 1.1440 1.5000 
Shadow price on 
potato land 104.30 131.04 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 72.54 73.49 
Resource levels are held constant at: 3 ha of crop land; 
0 ha of potato laind; 10 hired laborers available; low level of 
vegetable knowledge; Q50 savings; eind Government credit. The 
amount of local labor sales is restricted in these solutions. 
Potato price of Q2.75/qq. was used in this solution. This is why 
the shadow price on potato land is lower than usual. 
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Table A21. (continued) 
Crop Crop 
Vaoriable knowledge knowledge 
level TLO level TLl 
Shadow price 
on savings 0.05 0.05 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 0 0 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 53.03 63.19 
Shadow price on 
valley land 49.64 107.66 
Lcibor hoiirs 
sold locally 738 992 
Total amount of 
borrowed capital 86.22 201.10 
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Table A22. Optimal solutions under resource set 16^ 
Crop Crop 
Variable knowledge knowledge 
level TLO level TLl 
Optimal solution 
number 62 63 
Total income 479.73 552.76 
Crop income 290.23 215.98 
Migratory labor 
sale income 93.20 93.20 
Local labor sale 
income 96.29 243.58 
Total labor hours 
hired 376 0 
Total hours used on 
crop activities 3142 1179 
Ha. of wheat, V, 3 0.9969 
Ha. of wheat, HV, 2 0.7852 
Ha. of milpa, V, 2 0.5031 
Ha. of milpa, V, 1 1.2644 
Ha. of milpa, H, 2 0.9504 
Shadow price on 
potato land 602.99 499.38 
Shadow price on 
vegetable knowledge 57.22 49.55 
Resource levels are constant at: 3 ha of cropland; 10 hired 
laborers available; 0 ha of potato lamd; a low level of vegetable 
knowledge; no credit; and Q150 savings. Local labor sales are not 
restricted in this solution. 
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Table A22. (continued) 
Variable 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLO 
Crop 
knowledge 
level TLl 
Shadow price 
on savings 
Shadow price on 
vegetable land 
Shadow price on 
hilly land 
Shadow price on 
valley land 
Labor hours sold 
locally 
Total amount of 
borrowed capital 
0.196 
5.30 
10.86 
1284 
No credit 
0.441 
41.02 
3247 
No credit 
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APPENDIX B; THE LINEAR PROGRAMMING MODEL 
Table B-1. Identification number, type, name, unit, RHS value and description of the rows 
Identifi­
cation 
number 
Row^ 
type 
Row name^ Unit*^ RHS^ 
value 
Row description 
1 N INO^ME 1 Quetzal e Objective function to be maxi­
mized 
2 L CHTl* 1 hour 1st qusirter hours 
crop activities 
available for 
3 L CHT2* 2nd quarter hours 
crop activities 
available for 
4 L CHT3* 3rd quarter hours 
crop activities 
available for 
5 L CHT4* 4th quarter hours 
crop activities 
available for 
^ow types are N, L, B, G. N identifies the function to be optimized. L means maxi-
mum restraint (less than or equal to). B means equality restraint. G means minimum re­
straint (greater than or equal to). 
Starred row names belong to transfer rows. The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 refer to quarters 
of the year. 
^Blank means that the unit in the previous row applies. For example, 1 hour is the 
unit for rows 2 through 17. 
values are the right-hand-side values in the equations that make up the matrix. 
All transfer rows have a zero (blank) value. A star indicates that the value given here 
was subject to parametric variation. All RHS values given here sore for Solution 54. RHS 
values for other solutions are given in Chapters V and VI. 
0 Does not apply. 
Table B-1. (continued) 
Identifi- Row Row name Unit 
cation type 
number 
6 L THAI* 
7 L THA2* 
8 L THA3* 
9 L THA4* 
10 L FTAl 
11 L FTA2 
12 L FTA3 
13 L FTA4 
14 L FEAl 
15 L FEA2 
RHS Row description 
value 
Total hours available in 1st 
quarter 
Total hours available in 2nd 
quarter 
Total hours available in 3rd 
quarter 
Total hours available in 4th 
quarter 
632 Farmer time available ,in 1st 
quarter 
632 Farmer time available in 2nd 
quarter 
624 Farmer time available in 3rd 
quarter 
616 Farmer time available in 4th 
quarter 
695 Family "farmer equivalent" time, 
1st quarter 
695 Family "farmer equivalent" time, 
2nd queirter 
Table B-1. (continued) 
Identifi- Row Row name Unit 
cation type 
number 
16 L FEA3 
17 L FEA4 
18 L MD3 208 hours 
19 L MD4 
20 L LDl 1 hour 
21 L LD2 
22 L LD.3 
23 L LD4 
24 L FL 1 hectare 
25 L ML 
RHS Row description 
value 
686 Faimily "farmer equivalent" time, 
3rd quarter 
678 Family "farmer equivalent" time, 
4th quarter 
416 Migratory demand for farmer 
time, 3rd quarter 
416 Migratory demand for farmer ^ 
time, 4th quarter W 
1327 Local demai.d for farmer and 
family labor, 1st quarter 
1327 Local demauid for farmer and 
family labor, 2nd quarter 
1310 Local demand for farmer and 
family labor, 3rd quarter 
1294 Local demeind for farmer and 
family labor, 4th quarter 
1.5* Flat or valley land 
1.5* Mountainside or hilly land 
Table B-1. (continued) 
Identifi- Row Row name Unit 
cation type 
number 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
L 
L 
t. 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
L 
VL 
CNT* 
BNT* 
HT* 
GAT* 
CHT* 
PT* 
WT* 
EBT* 
LET* 
GOT* 
ECT* 
LCT* 
MLCM 
1 quintal 
1 squash 
1 gourd 
1 quintal 
1 dozen 
1000 onions 
1 dozen 
1 Quetzal 
RHS Row description 
value 
0.0437* Vegetable land 
Corn transfer row 
Bean transfer row 
Haba transfer row 
Gu.icoy or Ayote transfer row 
Oo 
o\ 
Chilacayote transfer row 
Potato transfer row 
Wheat treinsfer row 
Early beet treinsfer row 
Later beet trainsfer row 
Green onion trainsfer row 
Early carrot transfer row 
Later cjirrot transfer row 
240* Maximum loan for corn and milpa 
production 
Table B-1. (continued) 
Identifi- Row Row name Unit 
cation type 
number 
40 L MLW 
41 L MLP 
42 L MLV 
43 L MLHl 1 hour 
44 L MUH2 
45 L MUi3 
46 L MLH4 
47 L TKCM"' 1 Quetzal 
48 L TKW* 
49 L TKP* 
RHS Row description 
value 
330* Maximum loam for wheat production 
1350* Maximum loan for potato produc­
tion 
19.65* Meiximum loan for vegetable 
production 
6320* Maximum hours hired labor avail­
able, 1st queue ter 
6320* Maximum hours hired labor avail­
able, 2nd quarter 
6240* Maximum hours hired labor avail­
able, 3rd quarter 
6160* Maximum hours hired labor avail­
able, 4th quarter 
Transfer row providing working 
capital for corn and milpa 
Transfer row providing working 
capital for wrtieat 
Transfer row providing working 
capital for potatoes 
00 
o\ 01 
Table B-1. (continued) 
Identifi­
cation 
number 
Row 
type 
Row name Unit RHS 
value 
Row description 
50 L TKV* Transfer row providing working 
capital for vegetables 
51 L TS 50* Total savings available 
52 L CYLL 0 Accounting row for local labor 
sales income 
53 L CYML 0 Accounting row for migratory 
labor sales income 
54 L CYC 0 Accounting row for crop sales 
income 
55 L TLl Level 1 3* Crop knowledge level TLl 
56 L TL2 Level 2 3* Crop knowledge level TL2 
57 L TL3 ' Level 3 3* Crop knowledge level TL3 
58 L TLV Level V 1* Vegetable knowledge level 1 
59 PTOL 1 hectare 3* 
(high) 
Potato land available 
Table B-2, Identification number, name, unit, objective function coefficient eind 
description of columns 
Identifi-' 
cation 
number 
Column 
name 
Unit Objective 
function 
coefficient 
Column description 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
MHl 1 hectaare 
MH2 
MVl 
MV2 
MV3 
CV2 
-22.87 
-53.56 
-20.35 
-54.47 
-79.66 
-40.73 
Milpa grown on hilly land requiring 
very little working capital (cor­
responding description applies to 
Columns 61 through 75)® 
w 
5 
Continuation of identification numbers in B-1. 
^Starred columai names belong to transfer activities. 
blank means that the unit in the previous row applies. 
Negative values are net cost of the activity; positive figures axe revenue from the 
activity; a zero (blank) value indicates that the cost-revenue of the activity is accounted 
for somewhere else in the model or that the column is only am accounting activity, 
^According to the following code; M = milpa; C = corn alone; W = wheat; P = potatoes, 
H = hilly land; V = valley land; HV = a combination of hilly and valley land; 1 = very little 
working capital; 2 = an intermediate amount of working capital; 3 = a high amount of working 
capital; 4 = a very high amount of working capital. 
Table B-2, (continued) 
Identifi- Column Unit Objective 
cation name function 
number coefficient 
66 CV3 -77.82 
67 CV4 -157.04 
68 WHVl -78.33 
69 WHV2 -93.44 
70 WV3 -122.98 
71 WV4 -203.59 
72 PHVl -206.06 
73 PHV2 -441.23 
74 PHV3 -643.66 
75 PV4 -723.81 
76 EB .0437 hectares -23.29 
77 LB -23.29 
78 GO -26,00 
79 ECR -16.43 
Column description 
w 
o\ 00 
Early beets 
Later beets 
Green onions 
Early carrots 
Table B-2. (cont inued) 
Identifi­
cation 
number 
Column Unit 
name 
Objective 
function 
coefficient 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
IJCR 
£>CN 
SBN 
SH 
SGA 
SCH 
SP 
SW 
SEB 
SLB 
SGO 
SEC 
SLC 
CHI* 
1 cwt 
1 squash 
:L gourd 
1 cwt 
1 doz. 
1000 
1 doz, 
1 hour 
- 16.43 
3.30 
10.00 
10.00 
0.07 
0.10 
4.75 
5.75 
0.065 
0.070 
7.00 
0.088 
0.088 
Column description 
Later carrots 
Sell corn 
Sell beans 
Sell habas 
Sell guicoy aind/or ayote squash 
w 
o> 
Sell chilacayote gourd 
Sell potatoes 
Sell wheat 
Sell early beets 
Sell later beets 
Sell green onions 
Sell early carrots 
Sell later ceirrots 
Transfer column for total hours 
available in 1st quairter 
Table B-2, (continued) 
Identifi- Column Unit Objective 
cation name function 
number coefficient 
94 CH2» 
95 CH3* 
96 CH4* 
97 UFTl 
98 UFT2 
99 UFT3 
100 UFT4 
101 UFEl 
102 UFE2 
103 UFE3 
104 UFE4 
Column description 
Transfer column for total hours 
available in 2nd quarter 
Transfer column for total hours 
available in 3rd quarter 
Transfer column for total hours 
available in 4th quarter 
Use feormer time in 1st quarter 
Use farmer time in 2nd quarter 
Use faarmer time in 3rd quarter 
Use farmer time in 4th quarter 
Use family "farmer equivalent" time 
in 1st quarter 
Use family "farmer equivalent" time 
in 2nd quarter 
Use family "farmer equivalent" time 
in 3rd quajrter 
Use family "farmer equivalent" time 
in 4th quarter 
Table B-2, (continued) 
Identifi­
cation 
number 
Column 
name 
Unit Objective 
function 
coefficient 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
HHl 
HH2 
HH3 
HH4 
SMF3 
SMF4 
SFTl 
0.076 
0.076 
0.076 
0.076 
23.30 
23.30 
0.075 
112 SFT2 0.075 
113 
114 
SFT3 
SFT4 
0.075 
0.075 
115 SFEl 0.075 
Column description 
Hire labor 1st quarter 
Hire labor 2nd quarter 
Hire labor 3rd quarter 
Hire labor 4th quarter 
Sell migratory labor 3rd quarter 
g 
Sell migratory labor 4th quarter H 
Sell farmer labor locally in 1st 
quarter 
Sell farmer labor locally in 2nd 
quarter 
Sell farmer labor locally in 3rd 
quarter 
Sell feormer labor locally in 4th 
quarter 
Sell family labor locally in 1st 
quarter 
Table B-2. (continued) 
Identifi- Column Unit Objective 
cation name function 
number coefficient 
116 SFE2 0.075 
117 SFE3 0.075 
118 SFE4 0.075 
119 BKCM 1 Quetzal -0.10 
120 BKW -0.10 
121 BKP -0.10 
122 BKV -0.10 
123 ASCM -0.05 
124 ASW -0.05 
125 ASP -0.05 
Column description 
Sell family labor loceilly in 2nd 
quarter 
Sell family labor locally in 3rd 
quarter 
Sell family labor locally in 4th 
quarter 
Borrow working capital for corn and 
milpa activities 
Borrow working capital for wheat 
activities 
Borrow working capital for potato 
activities 
Borrow working capital for vegetables 
activities 
Allocate savings to corn and milpa 
activities 
Allocate savings to wheat activities 
Allocate savings to potatoes activities 
Table B-2. (continued) 
Identifi­
cation 
number 
Column 
name 
Unit Objective 
function 
coefficient 
Column description 
126 ASV -0.05 Allocate savings to vegetables 
activities 
127 AYLL Accounting activity for local labor 
income 
128 AYML Accounting activity for migratory 
labor income 
129 AYC Accounting activity for crop income 
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Table B-3. Linear programming matrix^ 
Name Model 5 
Rows 
N C 
L CHTl 
L CHT2 
CHT3 
L CHT4 
L THAI 
L THA2 
L THA3 
L THA4 
L FTAl 
L FTA2 
L FTA3 
L FTA4 
L FEAl 
L FEA2 
L FEA3 
L FEA4 
L MD3 
L MD4 
L LDl 
L LD2 
L LD3 
L LD4 
L FL 
L ML 
L VL 
L CNT 
L BNT 
L HT 
L GAT 
L CHT 
L PT 
L WT 
L BET 
L LET 
^In the RHS section of the matrix only the vector for Solution 
54 is reproduced. The RHS values for the other solutions are dis­
cussed and explained in Chapters V auid VI. 
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Table B-3. (continued) 
Nsime Model 5 
L- GOT 
L ECT 
L LCT 
L MLCM 
L MLW 
L MLP 
L MLV 
L MLHl 
L MLH2 
L MLH3 
L MLH4 
L TKCM 
L TKW 
L TKP 
L TKV 
L TS 
L CYLL 
L CYML 
L CYC 
L TLl 
L TL2 
L TL3 
L TLV 
L PTOL 
Columns 
MHl 
MHl 
MHl 
MHl 
MHl 
MHl 
MHl 
MH2 
MH2 
MH2 
MH2 
MH2 
MH2 
MH2 
MVl 
MVl 
C 
CKT2 
CHT4 
C-NT 
HT 
CHT 
CYC 
C 
CHT2 
CKT4 
CNT 
HT 
CHT 
CYC 
C 
CHT2 
22. 
364, 
504, 
30; 
1, 
70. 
88. 
53. 
364. 
504. 
22. 
124 
20 
369 
87000 
00000 
00000 
04000 
43000 
00000 
45000 
56000 
.00000 
.00000 
90000 
.30000 
.GCOCO 
.60000 
,35000 
.00000 
CHTl 
CHT3 
ML 
BNT 
GAT 
TKCM 
CHTl 
CHT3 
ML 
BNT 
GAT 
TKCM 
CHTl 
CHT3 
206.00000 
334.00000 
1.00000 
1.43000 
137.00000 
22.87000 
206.00000 
334.00000 
1.00000 
4.30000 
137.00000 
53.56000 
147.00000 
325.00000 
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Tabic B-3. (continued) 
Name Model 5 
MVl CHT4 435.00000 FL 1.00000 
MVl CNT — 22.90000 BNT 2.01000 
M\?l HT - 2.01000 GAT - 137.00000 
MVl CHT — 70.00000 TKCM 20.35000 
MVl CYC 112.01000 
MV2 C — 54.47000 CHTl 147.00000 
MV2 CHT2 369.00000 CRTS 325.00000 
MV2 CHT4 435.00000 FL 1.00000 
MV2 CNT - 50.52000 BNT 1.73000 
MV2 HT — 1.73000 GAT - 137.00000 
MV2 CHT - 70.00000 TKCM 54.47000 
MV2 CYC 163.44000 TLl 1.00000 
MVS C - 79.66000 CHTl 147.00000 
MVS CHT2 369.00000 CHTS 325.00000 
MVS CHT4 435.00000 FL 1.00000 
MVS CNT 60.46000 BNT 3.98000 
MVS HT — 3.98000 GAT - 137.00000 
MVS CHT - 70.00000 TKCM 79.66000 
MVS CYC 216.05000 TL2 1.00000 
CV2 C — 40.73000 CHTl 112.00000 
CV2 CHT2 231.00000 • CHTS 32.00000 
CV2 CHT4 309.00000 FL 1.00000 
CV2 CNT — 32.52000 TKCM 40.73000 
CV2 CYC 66.59000 
CVS C - 77.82000 CHTl 112.00000 
CVS CHT2 231.00000 CHTS 32.00000 
CVS CHT4 389.00000 FL 1.00000 
CVS CNT - 50.38000 TKCM 77.82000 
CVS CYC 88.43000 TLl 1.00000 
CV4 C - 157.06000 CHTl 112.00000 
CV4 CHT2 231.00000 CHTS 32.00000 
CV4 CHT4 389.00000 FL 1.00000 
CV4 CNT - 122.74000 TKCM 157.06000 
CV4 CYC 247.98000 TL2 1.00000 
WHVl C — 78.33000 CHTl 275.00000 
WHVl CHT2 387.00000 CHT4 344.00000 
WHVl FL .46000 ML .54000 
WHVl WT — 28.17000 TKW 78.33000 
WHVl CYC 83.65000 
WHV2 C - 93.44000 CHTl 275.00000 
WHV2 CHT2 160.00000 CHT4 286.00000 
WHV2 FL .30000 ML .70000 
WHV2 WT - 30.92000 TKW 93.44000 
WHV2 CYC 84.35000 
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Table B-3. (continued) 
Name Model 5 
WV3 C - 122.98000 CHTl 92.00000 
ma CHT2 160.00000 CHT4 286.00000 
WV3 FL 1.00000 WT 46.03000 
WV3 TKW 122.98000 CYC 141.69000 
WV3 TLl 1.00000 
WV4 C — 203.59000 CHTl 92.00000 
WV4 CHT2 160.00000 CHT4 286.00000 
WV4 FL 1.00000 WT 67.08000 
WV4 TKW 203.59000 CYC 186.15000 
WV4 TL2 1.00000 
PHVl C — 206.06000 CHTl 401.00000 
PHVl CHT2 458.00000 CHT3 115.00000 
PHVl FL .50000 ML .50000 
PHVl PT - 45.80000 TKP 206.06000 
PHVl CYC 11.49000 
PHV2 C : - 441.23000 CHTl 598.00000 
PHV2 CHT2 723.00000 CHT3 115.00000 
PHV2 FL .43000 ML .57000 
PHV2 PT — 233.58000 TKP 441.23000 
PHV2 CYC 668.28000 TLl 1.00000 
PHV2 PTOL 1.00000 
PHV3 C — 643.66000 CHTl 598.00000 
PHV3 CHT2 723.00000 CHT3 115.00000 
PHV3 FL .56000 ML .44000 
PHV3 PT - 349.91000 TKP 643.66000 
PHV3 CYC 1018.41000 TL2 1.00000 
PHV3 PTOL 1.00000 
PV4 C — 723.81000 CHTl 598.00000 
PV4 CHT2 723.00000 CHT3 115.00000 
PV4 FL 1.00000 PT - 429.38000 
PV4 TKP 723.81000 CYC 1315.75000 
PV4 TL3 1.00000 PTOL 1.00000 
EB C - 23.29000 CHTl 7.00000 
EB CHT2 184.00000 CHT3 38.00000 
EB FL .04370 VL .04370 
EB EBT — 399.00000 TKV 23.29000 
EB CYC 2.65000 
LB C — 23.29000 CHT2 157.00000 
LB CHT3 73.00000 FL .04370 
LB VL .04370 LBT - 399.00000 
LB TKV 23.29000 CYC 4.64000 
GO C - 26.00000 CHTl 23.00000 
GO CHT2 171.00000 CHT3 98.00000 
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Table B-3. (continued) 
Name Model 5 
GO FL .04370 VL .04370 
GO GOT — 16.00000 TKV 26=00000 
GO CYC 86.00000 TLV 1.00000 
ECR C - 16.43000 CHTl 101.00000 
ECR CHT2 117.00000 CHT3 84.00000 
ECR FL .04370 VL .04370 
ECR ECT - 500.00000 TKV 16.43000 
ECR CYC 27.57000 TLV 1.00000 
LCR C - 16.43000 CHT2 201.00000 
LCR CHT3 89.00000 FL .04370 
LCR VL .04370 LCT - 500.00000 
LCR TKV 16.43000 CYC 27.57000 
LCR TLV 1.00000 
SCN C 3.30000 CNT 1.00000 
SEN C 10.00000 BNT 1.00000 
SH C 10.00000 HT 1.00000 
SGA C .07000 GAT 1.00000 
SCH c .10000 CHT 1.00000 
SP c 4.75000 FT 1.00000 
SW c 5.75000 WT 1.00000 
SEB c .06500 EBT 1.00000 
SLB c .07000 LET 1.00000 
SGO c 7.00000 GOT 1.00000 
SEC c .08800 ECT 1.00000 
SLC c .08800 LCT 1.00000 
CHI CHTl - 1.00000 THAI 1.00000 
CH2 CHT2 - 1.00000 THA2 1.00000 
CH3 CHT3 - 1.00000 THA3 1.00000 
CH4 CHT4 - 1.00000 THA4 1.00000 
UFTl THAI - 1.00000 FTAl 1.00000 
UFT2 THA2 - 1.00000 FTA2 1.0x3000 
UFT3 THA3 - 1.00000 FTA3 1.00000 
UFT4 THA4 - 1.00000 FTA4 1.00000 
UFEl THAI - 1.00000 FEAl 1.00000 
UFE2 THA2 - 1.00000 FÊA2 1.00000 
UFE3 THA3 - 1.00000 FEA3 1.00000 
UFE4 THA4 - 1.00000 FEA4 1.00000 
HHl C - .07600 THAI 1.00000 
HHl MLHl 1.00000 CYC .07600 
HH2 C - .07600 THA2 1.00000 
HH2 MLH2 1.00000 CYC .07600 
HH3 C - .07600 THA3 1.00000 
HH3 MLH3 1.00000 CYC .07600 
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Table B-3. (continued) 
Name Model 5 
HH4 C - .07600 
HH4 MLH4 1.00000 
SMF3 C 23.30000 
SMF3 MD3 - 208.00000 
SMF4 C 23.30000 
SMF4 MD4 208.00000 
SFTl C .07500 
SFTl LDl 1.00000 
SFT2 C .07500 
SFT2 LD2 1.00000 
SFT3 C .07500 
SFT3 LD3 1.00000 
SFT4 C .07500 
SFT4 LD4 1.00000 
SFEl C .07500 
SFEl LDl 1.00000 
SFE2 C .07500 
SFE2 LD2 1.00000 
SFE3 C .07500 
SFE3 LD3 1.00000 
SFE4 C .07500 
SFE4 LD4 1.00000 
BKCM C — .10000 
BKCM TKCM — 1.00000 
BKW C — .10000 
BKW TKW — 1.00000 
BKP C — .10000 
BKP TKP — 1.00000 
BKV C — .10000 
BKV TKV — 1.00000 
ÀSCM C — .05000 
ASCM. TS 1.00000 
ASW C — .05000 
ASW TS 1.00000 
ASP C — .05000 
ASP TS 1.00000 
ASV C .05000 
ASV TS 1.00000 
AYLL CYLL — 1.00000 
AYML CYML - 1.00000 
AYC CYC — 1.00000 
THA4 - 1.00000 
CYC — .07600 
FTA3 208.00000 
CYML 23.30000 
FTA4 208.00000 
CYML 23.30000 
FTAl 1.00000 
CYLL .07500 
FTA2 1.00000 
CYLL .07500 
FTA3 1.00000 
CYLL .07500 
FTA4 1.00000 
CYLL .07500 
FEAl 1.00000 
CYLL .07500 
FEA2 1.00000 
CYLL .07500 
FEA3 1.00000 
CYLL .07500 
FEA4 1.00000 
CYLL .07500 
MLCM 1.00000 
CYC - .10000 
MLW 1.00000 
CYC - .10000 
ML? 1.00000 
CYC - .10000 
MLV 1.00000 
CYC - .10000 
TKCM - 1.00000 
CYC - .05000 
TKW — 1.00000 
CYC - .05000 
TKP — 1.00000 
CYC — .05000 
TKV - 1.00000 
CYC — .05000 
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APPENDIX C: UNITS OF MEASURE 
382 
Table C-1. Units of measure used in this study, their abbreviation 
and equivalence 
Units of measure Abbreviation Equivalence 
Length; 
Milimeter 
Centimeter (=10 mm) 
Meter (=100 cm) 
Vara 
mm 
cm 
m 
V 
0.03937 inches 
0.3937 inches 
0.032808 feet 
39.37 inches 
3.280833 feet 
1.093611 yards 
0.914156 yards 
0.835906 meters 
Surface: 
Square meter ^ 
Hectare (=10,000 m ) 
Manzana (=10,000 v ) 
Cuerda (of 625 v ) 
m 
ha or Ha, 
mz 
cd 
10.76387 square feet 
2,47104 acres 
1.43115 Manzanas 
22.90 cuerdas 
1.72661 acres 
0.69874 hectaores 
16.0 cuerdas 
0.1079 acres 
0.0437 hectares 
0.0625 manzanas 
Weight: 
Kilogram (=1000 grams) 
Quintal (=100 lb) 
Metric ton (=1000 kg) 
Money: 
Quetzal 
kg 
qq 
mt 
2.204623 pounds 
100.0 pounds 
2,204.623 pounds 
1000,0 kilograms 
1.0 U.S.$ 
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Table C-2. Equivalence between degrees Centigrade and Faorenheit, 
from 30°C to -30°ca 
Centigrade Fahrenheit Centigrade Faorenheit 
30 86.0 -1 30.2 
29 84.2 -2 28.4 
28 82.4 -3 26.6 
27 80.6 -4 24.8 
26 78.8 —5 23.0 
25 77.0 —6 21.2 
24 75.2 -7 19.4 
23 73.4 -8 17.6 
22 71.6 -9 15.8 
21 69.8 -10 14.0 
20 68.0 -11 12.2 
19 66.2 -12 10.4 
18 64.4 -13 8.6 
17 62.6 -14 6.8 
16 60=8 -15 5.0 
15 59.0 -16 3.2 
14 57.2 -17 1.4 
13 55.4 -18 —0.4 
12 53.6 -19 -2.2 
11 51.8 -20 -4.0 
10 50.0 -21 -5.8 
9 48.2 —22 -7.6 
8 46.4 -23 -9.4 
7 44.6 -24 -11.2 
6 42.8 -25 -13.0 
5 41.0 -26 -14.8 
4 39.2 -27 -16.6 
3 37.4 -28 -18.4 
2 35.6 -29 -20.2 
1 33.8 -30 -22.0 
G 32.0 
^Formula: F = 1.8 G + 32, where F is degrees Farenheit and 
C is degrees Centigrade. 
